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ABSTRACT
AN IMPROVISED WORLD:
JAZZ AND COMMUNITY IN MILWAUKEE, 1950 – 1970
by
Benjamin A. Barbera
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2012
Under the Supervision of Professor Robert Smith
This study looks at the history of jazz in Milwaukee between 1950 and 1970.
During this period Milwaukee experienced a series of shifts that included a large
migration of African Americans, urban renewal and expressway projects, and the early
stages of deindustrialization. These changes had an impact on the jazz musicians,
audience, and venues in Milwaukee such that the history of jazz during this period
reflects the social, economic, and physical landscape of the city in transition.
This thesis fills two gaps in the scholarship on Milwaukee. First, it describes the
history of jazz in Milwaukee in a more comprehensive way than has been done before.
Though the primary focus is 1950 to 1970, it touches on the roots of jazz in the city
during the first half of the twentieth century as well as the trajectory of jazz over the last
forty years. Second, this research builds on the scholarship on the African American
experience in Milwaukee by looking at the interaction of culture and community in the
twentieth century.
Ultimately this thesis does two important things. First it details the impact of
migration, physical movement, and community fluidity on Milwaukee’s jazz culture,
especially its jazz clubs and musicians. Second it provides a framework to explain how
the jazz community was impacted by African American migration, urban renewal, and





deindustrialization. In this way this thesis provides a model that explains the movement
of jazz out of the African American community in Milwaukee, a movement reflected in
cities throughout the United States.
This model demonstrates that in Milwaukee, the expansion of the African
American residential district due to migration, the spatial dislocation created by urban
renewal, the economic downturn beginning in the late 1950s, and changing tastes in
entertainment, meant that the African American community and jazz community had to
undergo a process of cultural renegotiation. In the end the economic, geographical, and
social changes wrought by these shifts meant that the make up of the jazz community was
forever altered. The jazz community survived, but it became smaller, middle class, and
predominately populated by white musicians and audience members.
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Introduction
“From Moment to Moment”1
James ‘Jimmy’ Mack was born in Hayti, Missouri in 1929. As a teenager he
moved with his family to California and then moved to Milwaukee in the late 1950s or
early 1960s. In the early or mid-1960s he opened the Main Event in the African
American district of the city and it quickly became an important part of the jazz scene.2
Adekola Adedapo a vocalist and keeper of local jazz lore said, “That was where the
Black Jazz, the Black musicians, and the Black audience hung out.”3 In 1966 Mack
moved the club to 1332 West Fond du Lac where it stood for several years. By 1979, due
to the last installment of the I-43 interstate, Mack had again relocated, this time farther
north to 3418 North Green Bay Avenue. The club remained there until it became
financially untenable and Mack closed it in 2002.4
In many ways Mack and the Main Event are a microcosm of the events that took
place in jazz and the African American community in the last half of the twentieth
century. Mack was a migrant to Milwaukee who had to move his club due to urban














 













renewal and expressway projects and eventually had to shut it down due to financial
difficulties brought on by the loss of industry in the city and the city’s efforts at urban
renewal. Mack’s story shows the perseverance that Milwaukee’s jazz community has
demonstrated over the decades as well as the connection, however tenuous, between jazz
and the larger community.
This study examines those connections as it looks at jazz in Milwaukee between
1950 and 1970. During this period Milwaukee experienced a series of shifts that
included a large influx of African Americans, urban renewal and expressway projects,
and the early stages of deindustrialization. These changes had an impact on the jazz
musicians, audience, and venues in Milwaukee such that the history of jazz during this
period reflects the social, economic, and physical landscape of the city in transition.
This thesis will fill two gaps in the scholarship on Milwaukee. First, there have
been no attempts to describe the history of jazz in the city in any comprehensive way.
Though this project will primarily focus on the period between 1950 and 1970, it will
also touch on the roots of jazz in the city during the first half of the twentieth century and
the trajectory of jazz over the last forty years. Second, this research will help build on the
scholarship on the African American experience in Milwaukee by looking at the
interaction of culture and community in the twentieth century. The goal here is to
determine how jazz, especially the musicians and audience, was affected by large scale
African American migration and urban renewal projects in the middle part of the
twentieth century and whether jazz offered, or perhaps could have offered, a means for
the community to offset some of the negative outcomes of this period. Milwaukee is one
of the most segregated cities in the United States and this thesis will examine whether







jazz was a potentially unifying force for communities within the city, and if so to what
level this was realized. In examining these processes this thesis will develop a
framework, or model, that can be generalized to examine changes over time in jazz
communities and other urban art forms in cities throughout the United States.
A topic of this nature raises a number of questions on a variety of themes. First,
did post-World War II African American migration to Milwaukee have an impact on the
jazz scene? What were the ramifications of this large influx of newcomers on Milwaukee
culture and especially the black community? Within this context how did jazz fit into the
larger political and social structure of Milwaukee during the post war boom? Next the
thesis examines the impact of urban renewal on jazz culture, especially due to the
resultant forced movement of people and venues. If these projects did indeed create a
rupture, or at least a disruption, what were the after effects on the community and the
interactions of blacks and whites? Some scholars argue that from a racial standpoint jazz
is a potentially unifying force.5 Was this the case in Milwaukee? If not, was this a
missed opportunity? In other words did the effects of urban renewal contribute to greater
segregation in Milwaukee, thus disrupting jazz culture as a potential source to mitigate
that separation? Finally, as industry slowed in Milwaukee in the late 1960s and 1970s,
what were the ramifications of deindustrialization, its effects on the black community,
and the effects on the budding Milwaukee jazz scene?
__________________________________
Jazz is a powerful force. It is improvisational in nature and being, and thus is in a
constant state of creation. In this way, jazz is very much like community. There is












structure, definitions, and delineations, but at the same time jazz and community are
continuously being reworked and reimagined by the very people who create it. In jazz
the creator and the performer are one and the same, and the creation and performance
happen simultaneously. In a community the people who live there are constantly
recreating the place where they live while simultaneously living in what they have
created. Thus, both jazz and community are in perpetual motion: always changing and
grappling with the impact of those changes.
The African American community in Milwaukee experienced a number of
changes following World War II that demanded a constant reformation of that
community. From a rapid post-war migration of Southerners, to urban renewal and
expressway projects in the 1950s and 1960s, to the deindustrialization of the 1970s and
1980s, the African American community in Milwaukee was in a constant state of
reappraisal, adjustment, and ultimately improvisational living. And, throughout these
eras there was always jazz. For many, jazz was an important constant, a hallmark of the
black community, and something that connected them to a larger artistic heritage. For
others it was just music, and one that was listened to less and less over time.
Nonetheless, the history of the jazz community in Milwaukee and its connection to the
African American community during that era is a fascinating story of improvisation and
movement as both communities fought to survive and thrive.

Jazz Culture
Jazz has long been a part of culture and community. Horace Tapscott’s
autobiography, Songs of the Unsung, “presents jazz as the conscious product of collective







activity in decidedly local spaces.”6 David Ake further argues that jazz was not an
“evolving series of musical styles but rather an array of individuals and communities
engaging with diverse, oftentimes conflicting, actions, ideals, and attitudes.”7
Communities are made up of people with varying values and behaviors, but the totality,
or the way these people come together to approach their needs and desires, is what makes
culture. And culture has a profound influence on the “destiny of a people.”8 In
Milwaukee the cultural productivity of the African American population, often in the face
of economic, political, and social hardship, has had a lasting legacy and remains
important to the community today. Jazz has always been a part of that output. Jazz has
also been a place for black and white communities, or at least some individuals from the
respective communities, to come together, and it has been no different in Milwaukee.
But jazz has not always been a respected part of any community, black or white.
In its early days jazz was considered by many critics, both white and black, to be
‘lowbrow,’ a return to barbarism, and thus unworthy of the term culture. However,
others said that jazz was vital, a true expression of America and the personal feelings of
Americans. Ultimately since jazz refused to be categorized, it acted as a cultural bridge
between the ‘lowbrow’ and ‘highbrow.’9 As part of this bridge, the jazz community has
forged over time an identity that reflects “the ways in which jazz musicians and
audiences experience and understand themselves, their music, their communities, and the

















world at large.”10 For the African American community this is especially important as
black music allows us “to consider how notions of race community in the broadest sense
register change for black folk, as much as establish the resilience of their identities.”11 In
fact, in the 1920s and 1930s, as jazz became more popular in the black community, it
created a sense of unity and even became a means of protest against economic, social,
and political alienation. African Americans identified with the music and saw it as a
representation of strength and hope. Thus the music helped the people gel into a
community that created “politically active neighborhood groups” to take on the
challenges of the day.12
Throughout its history jazz has been a refuge for those people who have felt
alienated from mainstream culture. And while this is certainly true for African
Americans, white musicians and fans also found jazz to be a way to express themselves
artistically and personally in an often indifferent or hostile world.13 In his book on black
music in Chicago, Adam Green views “black life in Chicago as [a] vital and unresolved
process, rather than as dreams imagined or betrayed” and the city “as a site of creativity,
rather than constraint, a space of imagination as much one of brute fact.”14 For black and
white jazz musicians and fans, Milwaukee was also a site of creativity, and jazz provided
an opportunity to rise above or circumvent social and economic limitations. Jazz, culture,
and community are always improvised, offering social freedoms and opportunities for


















racial integration and social justice.15 In Milwaukee these opportunities were there, but
the question is to what extent and what impact did it have on the city as a whole.
Ultimately this thesis does two important things. First it builds on existing
scholarship on jazz, the Great Migration, and urban history to detail the impact of
migration, physical movement, and community fluidity on the jazz culture of Milwaukee
in the mid-twentieth century.16 Second it provides a framework to explain how the jazz
community was impacted by African American migration, urban renewal, and
deindustrialization. In this way this thesis provides a model that explains the processes
that reduced the importance of jazz in the African American community. This study is
specific to Milwaukee, but the same processes happened throughout the country,
therefore the model could be useful to the study of other jazz communities. In addition
this model could be applied to comparative works on other urban art forms such as hiphop, visual arts, and literature.
This model demonstrates that in Milwaukee the expansion of the African
American district due to migration, the spatial dislocation of the jazz landscape created
by urban development projects, the economic downturn due to lost industrial jobs that
began in the late 1950s, and changing tastes in entertainment, meant that the African




















American and jazz communities had to undergo a process of cultural renegotiation. In
the end the economic, geographical, and social changes wrought by these shifts meant
that the make up of the jazz community was forever altered. The jazz community
survived, but it became smaller, middle class, and more and more populated by white
musicians and audience members.
The chapters of this thesis are organized in roughly chronological order, but with
emphasis on the themes that most affected the African American and jazz communities of
Milwaukee. Chapter One begins with a short history of African Americans in Milwaukee
up to World War II that focuses on economic and social issues. The second part of the
chapter examines the nature of jazz and gives a brief history of the rise and expansion of
the music throughout the United States. The last part of the chapter looks at the early
years of jazz in Milwaukee highlighting some of the early venues and musicians that had
an impact on the jazz community.
Chapter Two is focused on the migration of African Americans from the South to
Milwaukee in the first half of the twentieth century. The chapter begins with a
historiographical look at the Great Migration and places the migration to Milwaukee in
the context of national events. The second wave of migration following World War II
had a far greater impact on Milwaukee so the chapter describes the state of the African
American community in the 1950s as the effects of migration took hold. Finally, the
chapter details the Milwaukee jazz community within the context of African American
migration and conditions in the city itself as it peaked in the early 1950s and then began a
slow decline.





Chapter Three explores the effect that the urban renewal projects of the mid1950s to the early 1970s had on the African American community and jazz in
Milwaukee. The chapter opens with a brief description of the urban renewal and
expressway projects and then looks at some of the major trends in the African American
community during the 1960s. As this was a rather tumultuous era in Milwaukee a brief
description of some of the protests and tensions of the period are included. Finally, the
chapter explores how urban renewal, economics, and changing tastes in entertainment
affected the jazz scene of the 1960s and set the stage for a reconstructed jazz community
in the 1970s.
The Conclusion opens with a short discussion of the African American
community over the last forty years that highlights the effects of deindustrialization on
the black economy. Next there is a description of the jazz scene over the last several
decades and how the jazz community changed in the wake of migration, urban renewal,
and deindustrialization. Finally, the thesis closes with a brief analysis and summation of
the themes on which it is focused.





 

Chapter One
“Till Times Get Better”17
The Beginning
In 1930 Milwaukee was the site of a tremendous trumpet showdown between two
young, but impressive jazz musicians. One was Roy Eldridge who would go on to have a
long career and was often cited as one of Dizzy Gillespie’s main influences. The other
was Cladys “Jabbo” Smith whose career arc did not fulfill its early promise, but at his
peak he was considered the main rival to Louis Armstrong. After getting into some
trouble in Flint, Michigan, Eldridge moved to Milwaukee in 1930 and joined Johnny
Neal’s Midnite Ramblers.18 During this period Smith was splitting time between
Chicago and Milwaukee and on the night of the showdown he was leading a band at the
Wisconsin Roof Gardens in Milwaukee. Though Eldridge was almost pathological in his
competitiveness, it was Smith that issued the first challenge that led to what must have
been one of the great cutting contests of all time.19
Cutting contests began before the music was even called jazz. These contests
were meant to show technical mastery and began with ragtime pianists around the turn of
the twentieth century. They were soon taken up by stride pianists and became part of the
jazz milieu as instrumentalists of all types tried to best each other. Generally musicians
would trade songs, choruses, or even short four bar phrases as they attempted to show
more skill and artistic ability than their opponent. Often these contests were decided in











 

the court of public opinion and the victor enjoyed an increase in their reputation.
Sometimes these contests were like a duel where one musician would challenge another,
and other times they were set up ahead of time as a way to impress the audience. Either
way the battles could be cutthroat and some musicians had a gunslinger-like reputation.
Roy Eldridge was one of these. He once said, "All my life, I've loved to battle. I
used to stand out on the sidewalk smoking, listening to the band inside, summing up the
opposition. Eventually, I'd walk inside and try to cut them."20 At the young age of
sixteen Eldridge was bested by several trumpet players in St. Louis, but throughout the
rest of his career he took on many of the best trumpet players in the world and rarely
lost.21 Jabbo Smith was no stranger to cutting with the best either. In 1929 he took on
Louis Armstrong in Chicago in a battle that ended in a draw. A couple of years later they
met up again in Harlem and though Smith threw out everything he had, Armstrong was at
the peak of his powers and bested him in what must have been an epic showdown.22
However, in 1930 Smith was on top of his game and Eldridge was still on his way up.
On the night of the battle Smith showed up at the club where Eldridge was
playing to a good reception. Smith decided to protect his turf (Milwaukee) and asked
Eldridge to let him play a song on Eldridge’s trumpet. Smith played it well, but Eldridge
acted unimpressed and asked for his trumpet back. Being young and brash he told Smith
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to go get his trumpet and they met up an hour later at a club called Rail’s.23 Somehow
word had gotten out and dozens of people showed up to watch the showdown. Eldridge
describes what happened next, “My determination got me through the first few numbers
that we played, but gradually Jabbo’s experience and speed took over and he washed me
away, blew me every way but loose.”24 In this battle Smith was triumphant and Eldridge
was humbled, somewhat.
Eldridge soon left Milwaukee, not because of the cutting contest, but because he
did not want to get involved with the Chicago mobsters that hung out in Milwaukee.
Eldridge moved to New York and had a successful career for the next fifty years. He was
an innovator that built on Louis Armstrong’s work and provided the inspiration to Dizzy
Gillespie. His greatest success came in the 1930s and 1940s, but he continued to play as
a representative of the mainstream jazz movement. Though his stay in Milwaukee was
brief, his impact on jazz as a whole was profound.25
Smith continued to bounce back and forth between Chicago and Milwaukee until
he left for Detroit in 1936. He soon moved on to New York and got a steady gig in
Newark, New Jersey for several years. In 1945 Smith moved to Milwaukee where he got
married in 1948 to a woman with two children and settled down. He worked at the Moon
Glow and the Flame for several years, but he became just a sideman. Finally, tired of
scrambling to make ends meet and having problems with his teeth he quit playing
altogether in the late 1950s. Despite a couple of small recordings in 1961 Smith pretty
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much drifted into obscurity working a job at the Avis rental car company. He made a
brief comeback at Tina’s Lounge in 1966 and then in 1971 made an appearance at a jazz
festival in Breda, Holland. In 1975 Smith was included in a program at Lincoln Center
that honored the legends of jazz, which spurred a rediscovery of his playing. From 1979
to 1982 he had a small, but successful part in the stage show One Mo’ Time, which was
about black entertainment in the 1920s. After touring with the show Smith settled in
New York and played a handful of gigs. His wife had passed away and Smith rented out
their house in Milwaukee while he lived in New York. During the 1980s his health was
failing as he had several small strokes, but he remained musically active until he passed
away in 1991 at the age of eighty-three.26
The battle between Eldridge and Smith may not have had a lasting effect on the
national jazz scene, but it does demonstrate that there was an active jazz community in
Milwaukee by 1930. That community had both black and white musicians and black and
white audience members, though in its earliest days there was little crossover other than
the white audience listening to black musicians at places like the Wisconsin Roof
Gardens. However, the musicians would mix at the after hours clubs after their
respective paying gigs were over. This was where the real interaction and sharing of
musical ideas took place.
The stories of Eldridge and Smith demonstrate the migratory nature of jazz. Jazz
musicians were often on the move as they bounced from city to city and this history of
movement was important to the story of jazz in Milwaukee. The career path of Jabbo
Smith is also indicative of several Milwaukee musicians. Over the years a number of








 

successful musicians chose to settle down in Milwaukee, often because they fell in love
and had a family. Others left and came back, while still others never left preferring the
security of home to the unknown of the road. In the Milwaukee jazz scene very few
musicians made a living simply playing jazz. Most had to take a day job and many, like
Smith, ended up more or less giving up their careers in the interest of taking care of their
families. But the important thing is that since the earliest days of jazz Milwaukee has
had, and continues to have, an active jazz scene.

This chapter gives a short history of African Americans in Milwaukee from their
arrival through the years immediately following World War II. This section focuses on
housing, employment, economics, community institutions, civic participation, and the
social standing of the small black community that lived in Milwaukee during the first
century of the city’s existence. Here we see that the African American community in
Milwaukee began its process of improvisational living from its very inception. The
second part of the chapter examines jazz in a broader sense and highlights the migratory
nature of the jazz community. It explores the nature of jazz, what it is and how it is
defined, and gives a brief history of the rise and expansion of the music throughout the
United States. The last part of the chapter looks at the early years of jazz in Milwaukee.
It examines how jazz emerged in the musical context of Milwaukee and describes some
of the early venues and musicians that had an impact on the jazz community. This sets
the stage for the processes of cultural renegotiation that become so important in the face
of the challenges of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s.



 

A Brief History of African Americans in Milwaukee: 1835-1950
The first documented African American to live in Milwaukee was Joe Oliver who
came to the city in 1835 as a cook for Solomon Juneau, the founder of the city. By 1840
there were twenty-three African Americans living in the city, though most lived with the
white families they worked for or in the hotels that employed them. In 1850 there were
over sixty blacks in Milwaukee, many of them self-employed, semi-skilled, or skilled
workers. According to the 1860 census all of the black residents, except two who were in
jail, were employed and several owned significant amounts of personal property.27
During this period Milwaukee had a reputation as an abolitionist city, which may have
drawn some escaped slaves as well as free blacks from the upper south and surrounding
states. In fact in 1854 a runaway slave named Joshua Glover was captured under the
Federal Fugitive Slave Act. However, Milwaukee residents broke him out of jail and
helped him escape to Canada.
During the decade of 1860 to 1870 there was a significant increase in the number
of black residents, though the black population of 176 was still quite small. During this
decade work was fairly easy to come by, but it was mostly domestic or service work.
This was a change from previous decades where the majority of African Americans had
solid jobs. Part of the reason for this was increased competition with European
immigrants. There were other changes too as older black families moved away and new
residents moved in. And whereas “in 1860 forty eight blacks had considerable real estate









 

holdings, by 1870 this number fell to eight.”28 This was also the time when black
residents began living closer together rather than spread throughout the city. Literacy
rates and school attendance remained relatively high, but began to diminish during the
period.29
Though the number of black residents doubled over the next twenty years, to 449
in 1890, the percentage of the overall population of Milwaukee dropped significantly as
the city experienced rapid growth. Much of this growth was due to increased heavy
industry in the city, but blacks were almost completely excluded from these jobs. Many
established black families left the city and the new black immigrants did not have the
political or social power to compete for the better jobs. There was still work, but it was
almost entirely in the domestic and service sectors. However, there were a few
individuals who rose to higher positions and thus became the beginnings of a black elite.
Milwaukee is an immigrant city. First Germans and then Poles came in large
numbers during the mid to late nineteenth century. Polish immigrants tended to settle in
neighborhoods near labor sources. Poles settled on the south side near the industrial jobs
in the Menominee River valley and on the east side near the tanneries and mills on the
Milwaukee River. In the 1880s Russian Jews began to come to Milwaukee and settled in
the former German neighborhood north of downtown. Soon after, other immigrant
groups from southern and eastern Europe came to pursue industrial jobs. Generally the
new immigrants took the entry-level jobs and oldest housing as more established
immigrants moved up the employment ladder and into better neighborhoods. All of these










 

groups formed ethnic enclaves where they settled that further constrained the housing of
Milwaukee. As a result of this large scale immigration blacks found it hard to gain
industrial jobs and nearly impossible to move into the ethnic dominated neighborhoods.30
During this period blacks began to experience increased discrimination in social
settings and especially in housing. African American residents began to settle in one of
the oldest sections of town and it became known as “’Milwaukee’s Little Africa’ and,
later, ‘the bad lands,’ because of the many brothels, saloons, and gambling dens operating
in the area.”31 This area essentially ran from the Milwaukee River west to Sixth Street,
and was bounded on the north by Cedar (Kilbourn Street) and on the south by Grand
(West Wisconsin).32 Even after the ‘bad lands’ were cleaned up blacks were forced to
remain in this area, as there was a housing shortage in the city due to the rapid influx of
European immigrants.
Throughout their entire history in Milwaukee, African Americans have fought for
greater civic engagement, political participation, and social inclusion in the city. Joe
Oliver was allowed to vote in 1835, but blacks were disenfranchised in the 1839 city
charter. When Wisconsin became a state in 1848, state law denied blacks the vote. An
1849 referendum to overturn this law was defeated. In 1865 a mixed race man named
Ezekial Gillespie attempted to vote and when denied he sued the Board of Elections on
the grounds that the Board of Election Commissioners had misinterpreted the 1849
referendum. The State Supreme Court agreed and in 1866 approximately thirty black











 

residents voted in Milwaukee’s municipal election.33 Though blacks were allowed to
vote in Wisconsin from 1866 on, it was not until 1882 that the phrase that said suffrage
was limited to only white citizens was stricken from the state constitution.34
In the early years of Milwaukee, blacks moved fairly freely about the city, though
they endured a second-class status. However, during the 1880s and 1890s there were
increased efforts throughout the country to codify Jim Crow restrictions based on race.
This eventually led to the Plessy v Ferguson Supreme Court decision that upheld racial
segregation under the guise of ‘separate but equal.’ In Milwaukee there had been
discrimination in housing and employment, but it was not until 1889, seven years prior to
the infamous Plessy decision, that there was the first case of outright social
discrimination. In that year a black man was forced to sit in the balcony of the Bijou
Theater even though previously the main floor had been open to everyone. African
Americans in Milwaukee were outraged and called a meeting that resulted in an
organization that sued the owner of the theater, boycotted the Bijou, and called for a state
convention of blacks. At this convention blacks drafted a civil rights bill that failed in
1891. A few years later a second bill was introduced and when Republicans took control
of the state legislature in 1895 they passed a scaled down version of the law. However,
this law was largely ignored and discrimination continued. A lack of organized
leadership made it hard for blacks to push for stronger enforcement of the law.35













 

Between 1890 and 1910 the black population again doubled, but still remained a
miniscule percentage of Milwaukee’s overall population at 0.26 percent. There was a
dramatic increase in the black population in the 1910s and again in the 1920s as the
population grew by 127 percent and 236 percent respectively.36 In this period Milwaukee
experienced part of the Great Migration of African Americans from the southern states to
northern urban areas, but the total number of migrants paled in comparison to cities like
Chicago, Cleveland, and Detroit. Also during this period the central business district and
area of light industry expanded, which forced the black population to move north and
west in the city. There they occupied the older homes owned by early German and
Jewish immigrants.
In the period between 1890 and World War I, employment conditions continued
to deteriorate for African Americans in Milwaukee Domestic service jobs became
harder to get as hotels and individuals hired European immigrants over blacks. At the
same time many factories and industries would not hire black employees and the taverns
and gambling halls of the ‘bad lands’ that provided income for blacks were shut down.
There were some black business owners and professionals, many of whom catered to a
white clientele, but this was a small percentage of the labor force. Faced with increasing
discrimination blacks were not passive and “responded to their urban experience through
both class and racial unity, though mainly through the latter.”37 In fact beginning in this
period there was grumbling within the black community that lower class blacks were lazy
and prone to drinking, gambling, and other vice. This intraracial conflict would only
increase as more southern blacks moved to the city.








 

World War I created an increased demand for industrial labor to maintain the war
effort. At the same time there were fewer European immigrants coming to the United
States. As some workers joined the army and remaining employees moved into higher
skilled positions, there were openings in unskilled positions that African Americans were
able to take advantage of. Though they remained on the bottom rung of industrial jobs,
blacks in Milwaukee were able to sustain these positions through the 1920s. It was at this
point that “an increasingly articulate urban-industrial working class” emerged and
became active in pursuing increased economic and political stability despite ongoing
discrimination.38 Black workers created their own unions, or joined white unions and
spun off separate black locals. Also during this period there were more semi-skilled,
skilled, and professional African Americans in Milwaukee. Ultimately, the black unions
represented a convergence of race and class as “they sought to organize first and foremost
as blacks in order to break down racial barriers in the socioeconomic and political life of
the city.” Thus a link between the black working class and black bourgeoisie emerged in
the mid 1920s. For example the Milwaukee Urban League had tended to blame black
workers for their problems, but began in the mid 1920s to support labor and put most of
its efforts into helping people find jobs and preventing mistreatment in the workplace.39
Migration of both blacks and whites to Milwaukee slowed dramatically in the
1930s due to the Depression and by 1940 African Americans still accounted for only 1.5
percent of the population.40 The Depression hit Milwaukee later than other northern
cities, but its effects were especially dramatic for blacks. As companies laid off workers,









 

blacks were often the first to go. A 1930 study by the Milwaukee Urban League noted
that approximately 2,700 of Milwaukee’s 7,500 blacks applied for employment, which
would put the unemployment rate at roughly sixty percent.41 This rate was three times
that of white workers, which remained the standard for the next several decades.42
However, the 1930s did see a growth in black owned businesses including barbershops,
restaurants, retail stores, and taverns. One contemporary commentator suggested that the
Depression forced former wage workers out on their own to create their own businesses,
some of which were successful.43
With World War II industry jobs there was a rapid uptick in black migration to
Milwaukee, a trend that continued for the next thirty years. Many of these people had
already made one move from rural to urban areas before making the move to Milwaukee,
and they tended to be a mix of agricultural and semi-skilled workers.44 Thus Milwaukee
experienced a much larger impact from the second Great Migration than the first. At the
same time as the black population was growing, there was increased residential
segregation within the city. By 1940 nearly all of the African Americans in Milwaukee
lived in a one square mile area bounded by Wright Street, Kilbourn Avenue, Third Street,
and Twelfth Street.45 It was in this area, centered on Walnut Street, that the social and
















 

economic heart of Milwaukee’s black community developed.46 However, it should be
noted that not until 1950, with the increase in population due to the second Great
Migration, were there any blocks in Milwaukee that had more than seventy-five percent
black residents.
In 1941 Franklin Roosevelt signed Executive Order 8802, which barred
discrimination in all work governed by Federal defense contracts, and this increased the
ability of blacks to move into World War II jobs. Also in the 1940s the Congress of
Industrial Organizations (CIO) began to accept black union members and this helped
blacks move into skilled and semi-skilled positions that opened during the war.
Nonetheless, the 2,160 black war workers in 1943 (the peak of the war effort) were only
1.2% of the 180,000 total war workers in Milwaukee.47 Blacks continued to face
discrimination in hiring and on the job, and when the war ended blacks were often the
first to be let go. With relatively greater prosperity in the black community the number
of black businessmen and professionals increased, though they generally maintained a
lower economic status than those in the city at large. Nonetheless during this period the
black middle class continued to grow and galvanize, though it still remained isolated
within the black community.
Throughout the nineteenth century blacks had very little political power in
Milwaukee. In 1906 Lucien Palmer was the first black person elected to the Wisconsin













 

state legislature and this was in part due to a case of mistaken identity as many voters
thought he was a white resident also named Palmer. It was not until after World War I
that there was a large enough black population to influence ward politics in the city.48 In
the 1920s African Americans became more active in electoral politics and voted for the
Socialists locally and Republicans nationally. Blacks turned their focus toward wardlevel positions and resisted token aldermen-at-large positions, though they were unable to
elect an alderman during the period.49
By 1932 blacks in Milwaukee, even more so than other northern cities, had
shifted to the Democratic Party and Franklin Roosevelt. Class divisions undermined, in
part, attempts to elect a black alderman in 1928, but by 1932 the Depression resulted in
more racial unity and there was a concerted push for a black alderman.50 Both black
candidates lost in the 1932 primary, but made a decent showing. In 1936 James Dorsey
made a strong bid for Sixth Ward alderman and then almost won in 1940. In 1944 a
black assemblyman, LeRoy Simmons, was elected. Milwaukee blacks were not able to
insert themselves in the established political machinery, but the effects of a strong third
party helped in Simmons’s election. While they failed to elect many black officials,
black political strength did gain “various concessions from established political
leaders.”51
After the turn of the twentieth century blacks began to try to build up their own
community rather than push for integration within the white community. Blacks
“responded to the socioeconomic, political, and racial restrictions by intensifying their










 

efforts to build a separate institutional life.”52 However, this created division among the
black elite as some wanted to follow the Booker T. Washington model of self-help, pride,
and solidarity to the point of almost not caring about discrimination, while others wanted
to build black institutions, but be full participants in the larger civic life. There were also
class divisions as the black elite tended to look down on the working class and especially
newly arrived black migrants.53
Nonetheless, beginning in the 1890s several black institutions formed. Among
these were literary societies, women’s groups, and fraternal and mutual aid societies.
During this period black churches were some of the most important institutions in the
community, though many were plagued with a lack of funds and antagonism between
congregations. The largest and most stable of these, such as St. Mark’s A.M.E. and St.
Benedict the Moor Catholic Church, provided important social and educational services
for the black community. In 1919 the Milwaukee Urban League was established and
worked very hard to improve the economic and social standing of blacks in Milwaukee.54
The Urban League was formed in 1910 as a direct response to large scale African
American migration from the South to northern cities. Like the national organization the
goal of the Milwaukee chapter was “To assist African Americans in their transition to
urban life and employment” and “taught basic skills such as social courtesies, proper
dress and grooming, sanitation, health, and homemaking.”55














 

After World War I blacks were increasingly restricted in many public institutions
and services, most likely as a result of their growing population. The state civil rights
law was often subverted, with the most blatant discrimination in restaurants, theaters, and
health institutions. By 1931 an improved law was passed, but most blacks could not
afford to bring suit. Though not as blatant as other cities, blacks in Milwaukee
experienced abuses by the police and the courts. However, blacks were not passive and
“vigorously expanded their civil rights protests, electoral politics, and separate
institutions,” especially churches.56
Though black institutions were strengthened during this period, black society had
become stratified and this led to divisions within and between institutions. For example
the Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA), which peaked in the early 1930s,
generally sided with the working class, while the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) tended to focus on the concerns of the
business and professional class. Divisions in the black community were also reflected in
the organizations and social clubs where some older, elite, organizations persisted while
new ones emerged, many of which were made up of new arrivals and the working class.
Though there was discrimination, blacks in Milwaukee did not face the uniformly hostile
environment found in other cities, and this allowed for a lack of racial unity in
resistance.57
It took the Depression, and its subsequent job discrimination and inadequate relief
programs, to increase unity between the working and middle class and across institutions.
For example both the Milwaukee Urban League and the NAACP pushed for access to






 

work relief and “middle-class leaders also fought to break down racial barriers in local
industries.”58 During the Depression and World War II there was also increased
segregation in housing as blacks were forced by economic conditions, zoning ordinances,
restrictive covenants, and other discriminatory policies into the oldest and worst
housing.59 It was in this period that the black neighborhoods came closer to being a
ghetto. This was partly exacerbated by the black community itself as many felt a
consolidated black community was the best way to further black interests. Nonetheless,
most blacks were not willing to give up better housing to preserve black institutions and
they continued to push for open housing.60
After the Depression the division between blacks and whites deepened and some
black institutions pushed even more for racial separation. This was especially apparent in
leisure activities as “private and commercial institutions, as earlier, segregated blacks in
the community’s leisure-time life.”61 The segregated Milwaukee Urban League social
center provided activities during the 1930s, but blacks still did not have enough, or
adequate, leisure facilities.62 Even social centers in the black neighborhoods, such as the
Fourth Street School and Lapham Park, were for the most part under the control of
whites, and blacks were excluded from many of the clubs. There was a separate YMCA
branch for blacks, and dance halls (except those in taverns) excluded blacks as did many
pool halls and bowling alleys. Some hotels and restaurants also excluded blacks.














 

At this time blacks both tried to expand their separate institutions while also gaining
access to “all aspects of the city’s economic, social, and political existence.”63
Despite the class division within the black community, African American
institutions proved to be important sources of strength and pride in the face of increasing
discrimination and hardship. In addition, since blacks of all classes lived in proximity to
each other they tended to make use of the same institutions. One of the most important
aspects of these institutions was the promotion of cultural pursuits, especially music. In
1939 William Kelley, the executive director of the Milwaukee Urban League, explained
that the League’s music programs helped “the Negro to realize that his music is a proud
heritage.”64 There were dozens of black social, religious, and fraternal organizations—in
fact there may have been as many as 160 by the late 1950s. Many of the social clubs
would hold fundraising matinees on Sunday afternoons and hire local jazz musicians to
perform. Community institutions such as the Milwaukee Urban League, Booker T.
Washington YMCA, and the Lapham Park Social Center also held jazz performances. 65
This practice of hiring jazz bands continued for decades, long after jazz had ceased to be
the most popular music in the community, because it was seen as classy or “the thing to
do.”66
Music was always an important part of African American community life in
Milwaukee. Between 1920 and 1930 the number of musicians and music teachers
increased by 168 percent, the largest increase of any profession during that decade.












 

Historian Joe Trotter writes that, “The expansion of blacks into music and show business
professions was a response to the expanding cultural and entertainment needs of the local
black community.”67 In fact, in 1924 black musicians chartered their own musician’s
union, Local 587, when they were excluded from the American Federation of Musicians
Local 8.68 After the black and white unions merged in the wake of the 1964 Federal Civil
Rights Act, Milwaukee was one of the first large cities in the United States to have an
integrated symphony.69
Milwaukee’s African American institutions were an important foundation that the
black community built on, and music played a central role in the cultural life of the
institutions and the community as a whole. As jazz was the popular music in the black
community from the 1920s into the 1950s, and it retained an important place in the
community after that, it is not a stretch to imagine that jazz had a role in community
development in Milwaukee. Jazz, as America’s most notable indigenous art form, was a
point of cultural pride for African Americans. It also was a source of entertainment and
offered a means of release from daily struggles. And for some, musicians and audience
members alike, it was a way to explore their creative side, a way to get away from
physical labor and to tap into a more intellectual mindset. In this way jazz allowed
people to get away from the hardships of their world and to explore a more artistic side of
their community.












 

Jazz: Definition, Description, and Early History
Defining jazz is not as easy as one might think. Jazz writers and musicians have
debated the definition of jazz since its inception. In fact the very term jazz has been a
topic of contention for as long as it has been used to describe a certain type of music.
Since jazz was a pejorative term in the decades that the music was emerging, some have
argued that we need a new word or phrase that better highlights the artistic and
sociocultural aspects of the music. The Milwaukee guitarist Manty Ellis argues, like
many others, that the music should be called black classical music.70 However, for the
sake of clarity, and since it is by far the most widely accepted term, this paper will refer
to the music as jazz.
But what is jazz? This too can be an incredibly complex discussion. However,
since this study is more concerned with historical matters than musical, and since it will
cover a rather wide range of eras and styles within the jazz milieu, a fairly broad
explanation of jazz will suffice. Jazz is a music rooted in African American cultural
traditions that employs distinct characteristics such as ensemble play, improvisation, a
blues influenced sonority, and a primacy placed on rhythm. The jazz scholar Barry
Ulanov writes that jazz is “music of a certain distinct rhythmic and melodic character,
one that constantly involves improvisation—of a minor sort in adjusting accents and
phrases of the tune at hand, of a major sort in creating music extemporaneously, on the
spot.”71 Scholar and composer Gunther Schuller says that jazz rhythm is the most
obvious difference from the rest of Western music, and that this rhythm is made up of the
elements of swing and equal consideration given to the strong and weak beats of a









 

measure. Swing is another amorphous term, but Schuller offers two characteristics to
explain swing: “1) a specific type of accentuation and inflection with which notes are
played or sung, and 2) the continuity—the forward-propelling directionality—with which
individual notes are linked together.”72 Ultimately, for our purposes the most important
characteristics of jazz are its improvisatory nature, the importance of rhythm, and its
connection to African American cultural traditions.
Jazz is generally considered to be a blend of African and European musical
elements. While scholars debate the extent that African musical traditions played in the
creation of jazz, there is no denying that there is a heavy African influence in the music.
Schuller argues that, “African traditions survive in an astonishing array of musical detail,
covering all elements and aspects of music, including to some extent even harmony,
which has generally been associated with the European branch of jazz ancestry.”73 In
addition to harmony, elements of form—often employing cycles of improvisation, and
rhythm—especially polyrhythms or layers of rhythm, are essential elements of jazz
derived from African music. While Ulanov downplays the role of Africa in early jazz,
Schuller argues, “that every musical element…is essentially African in background and
derivation.” Most recent scholars would agree with Schuller “that within the loose
framework of European tradition, the American Negro was able to preserve a significant
nucleus of his African heritage” and this makes up an essential part of jazz.74








 



 

In the nineteenth century African American and white musicians borrowed from
each other to create several important precursors to jazz. Blacks, primarily slaves, took
ideas from the Bible and European hymns to create spirituals, a more expressive and, to
them, more meaningful music. At the same time whites borrowed ideas from black
secular music and culture to create minstrel shows.75 The songs from these shows
contained “the melodic line and rhythmic accent of the American Negro” that influenced
popular songwriters from Stephen Foster to Irving Berlin to George Gershwin.76 In
addition the minstrel shows influenced ragtime, which became popular music for both
blacks and whites at the turn of the twentieth century. Finally, African Americans
adopted European marching band traditions and instrumentation and combined them with
their own funeral processions that led to brass bands and directly into the early jazz
bands.
Two other factors were key to generating the musical ideas that formed the early
rumblings of jazz. Following the Civil War and the emancipation of the slaves, large
numbers of African Americans began to move around the South. For the first time blacks
could move about relatively freely, which allowed for musicians to share ideas and
musical forms. One of the most important and influential forms was the blues, which
was central to the African American folk experience. Amiri Baraka argues that the
increased mobility of southern blacks allowed the former slaves to gain a better idea of
just what America was and how they fit into the country. However, this experience
meant that the work songs and hymns were no longer sufficient to interpret “the more
complicated social situation of self-reliance [that] proposed multitudes of social and







 

cultural problems that they never had to deal with as slaves.”77 Hence, the blues
developed as a way to explain, explore, and ameliorate the hardships of life. And
virtually every scholar, critic, and musician, agrees that the blues is essential to jazz.78
New Orleans is often cited as the birthplace of jazz—but we can already see that a
myriad of musical styles made up the roots of jazz—so it is hard to pinpoint a single
location for its birth. However, there is no denying that New Orleans was essential to the
creation of jazz and was home to many the most important early innovators. New
Orleans had many elements that were key to rise of jazz. There was Congo Square,
where in the first half of the nineteenth century slaves and free blacks were allowed to
dance and play music on Sundays. Though these gatherings were formally stopped
before the Civil War, they did help preserve elements of African culture in the music of
New Orleans that had an impact on early jazz.79 In addition European influenced Creole
(often mixed race individuals that tended to enjoy a higher place in society) musicians
and ‘uptown’ black musicians influenced each other to help further develop the musical
ideas behind jazz. Finally there was Storyville, the ‘vice district’ of New Orleans, where
blacks and whites worked and caroused together. Though not all the early jazz musicians
got their start in Storyville, it is likely that the atmosphere and the combination of
dancing, music, and licentiousness had an influence on early jazz.80


















 

There is a myth that when city officials shut down Storyville in 1917 it caused the
New Orleans musicians to leave and thus gave impetus to the spread of jazz. This is of
course too simple, too romantic, and very much untrue. As early as 1913 Art Hickman, a
white musician in San Francisco who had been influenced by African American
musicians in bars along the Barbary Coast, formed a band that played an early form of
what would be called ‘sweet’ jazz. In fact the very term jazz, or jas, is often credited to a
San Francisco newspaper writer, though he was actually writing about baseball. In
addition the Original Creole Band, with the influential cornet player Freddie Keppard,
left New Orleans and toured from California to Maine between 1913 and 1918.81 The
Mississippi riverboats employed many jazz musicians from New Orleans in the first two
decades of the twentieth century. Some of these, including Louis Armstrong, played in
the influential Jaz-E-Saz band put together by the St. Louis pianist Fate Marable.82 So it
is clear that jazz musicians were on the move before the shutdown of Storyville. In most
cases these musicians were simply looking for better opportunities, and they became part
of the Great Migration of African Americans, primarily, from the South to the urban
centers of the North. There is a clear connection between the migratory nature of jazz
and the migration of African Americans. As blacks moved in search of better
opportunity they brought the elements of jazz with them. Eventually this constant motion
became ingrained in jazz and the history of the music is in fact a history of movement.
One of the most important destinations of New Orleans musicians was Chicago.
Brown’s Dixieland Jass Band, made up of white New Orleans musicians, was playing in
Chicago as early as 1915. In a 1915 Chicago Tribune article about the band, ‘jazz’ was







 

first used “as a term to describe the semi-raucous, always rhythmic, and quite infectious
music these men played.”83 The first jazz recording was made by the Original Dixieland
Jazz Band, a band made up of white musicians from New Orleans, in Chicago in 1917.
By 1918 the trumpet player Joe “King” Oliver, arguably one of the most influential
musicians of the time, had moved to Chicago. By 1922 there were several big bands full
of important musicians, including Louis Armstrong, Jabbo Smith, Earl Hines, and Fats
Waller playing the clubs of both the black and white parts of town.84 Though jazz had
become so transient, that many of these musicians soon left Chicago for California or
New York. Nonetheless, Ulanov argues that Chicago made the largest contributions to
jazz in the 1920s. He says the New Orleans diaspora grew in fits and starts, but by the
mid-1920s musicians in Chicago, from New Orleans and elsewhere (especially
Midwesterners), had begun to realize the potential of the New Orleans music.85
On the other hand, Giddins and Deveaux argue that New York City was key to the
development and growth of jazz after its New Orleans roots. However, periodization
becomes important here as they say the city “has served as the focus for jazz’s maturity
and evolution from the late 1920s to the present.”86 Whereas Ulanov says that “New
York was a sad fourth or tenth or twentieth in taking up jazz” and that the earliest jazz did
not really take hold in New York City, but “then Harlem really woke up.”87 Three
elements combined to make New York an important center for jazz. First, technological
innovations in recording, radio, and movies meant that musical ideas could travel farther














 

and faster than ever before. This created a demand for quicker development of creative
ideas. This also leads to the second element. By the mid to late 1920s New York had
become a place where several musical styles, from Tin Pan Alley popular songs to New
Orleans music to vaudeville, came together and allowed for the musical creativity
demanded by faster technology. Finally, Prohibition actually created a vast array of
illegal nightclubs whose owners hired the best entertainers they could to draw customers.
There was such a demand for music that the composers could not keep up, but jazz
musicians could improvise on existing songs to meet the demand.88
This musical environment, as well as the large number of talented musicians who
moved to New York, meant the city was fertile ground for the next step in jazz. By the
mid-1920s many of the best New Orleans and Chicago musicians had made their way to
New York to record. These recordings demonstrate that jazz had become more rhythmic,
melodic, and that the individual soloist had taken primacy over ensemble improvisation.
In the late 1920s three important arrangers and band leaders, Fletcher Henderson, Don
Redman, and Duke Ellington, built on these innovations to create tight-knit, well
orchestrated big bands that were able to show off the individual soloist and still retain the
spirit of the early jazz. These bands, along with some of the smoother jazz bands such as
Paul Whiteman’s, were key to the development of what became known as ‘Swing.’
Ultimately, Swing was just a style of jazz, but by the mid 1930s it had become quite
popular and ensured that jazz would remain on the musical landscape of America.
The United States had a unique set of characteristics in the early twentieth century
that allowed for the creation and spread of jazz. Among these were a black subculture
with its own music that was attractive to whites, the city of New Orleans with its unique




 

multi-ethnic society, a turn toward rejecting the Victorianism of the nineteenth century,
and a rapid movement away from an agrarian lifestyle to urban living. This combination
of mobility and urbanization were instrumental in the spread of jazz. As described above,
after the Civil War rural blacks traveled around the south sharing musical ideas that
formed the basis of jazz. Then in the early part of the twentieth century jazz spread
through the cities. Without urbanization jazz may have died, as the cities allowed for
economic subsistence through a market for music, the sharing of ideas, and a realistic
chance of success as a musician, none of which could be found on the farm. Finally, it
was the rejection of Victorian ideals that drew many young white people to the music as
performers as well as consumers.89
As African Americans engaged in a migration of opportunity there was a
corresponding cultural migration of jazz. The constant motion of black people and jazz
meant that there was an ongoing reinterpretation and reimagining of the music and the
jazz community as it took in elements from around the country. This early migration also
set the tone for small-scale movements in jazz locales. By the early 1920s jazz had made
its move, north from Chicago and east from the Mississippi River, to southeastern
Wisconsin and was firmly entrenched in Milwaukee. But the migratory nature of the
music means that it did not stop, but rather became localized in its movement. As we
will see, within Milwaukee the movement and reformation of jazz and the jazz
community continued throughout its history.
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Jazz in Milwaukee: The Early Years
Music has always been a fundamental part of the lives of the people of
Milwaukee. Long before it was a city, area Native Americans produced music that
reflected sounds of nature and songs for work, entertainment, war, and ritual. The first
European visitors brought music with them such as religious chants by Jesuit
missionaries and the lyric-driven chansons of the voyageurs. Later, music was an
important part of the social life of both soldiers in the frontier forts and the first settlers.90
Wisconsin in general, and Milwaukee especially, became a musical center in the
period of 1840 to 1860 that could rival many Eastern areas. German immigrants brought
their own musical traditions and joined migrants from the eastern United States to bring
to Wisconsin “a body of trained professionals with a common interest in musical
enhancement.”91. Though many musicians and composers were lost during the Civil
War, new settlers helped Wisconsin expand its music industry in the decades after the
war. Wisconsin conductors and composers became well known regionally and
Wisconsin became a center for the manufacture of instruments.
Music further expanded in Milwaukee around the turn of the twentieth century.
At this time there were daily opera performances in Schlitz Park and several musical
societies such as Gesangverein Bavaria and Sozialistische Liedertafel formed. During
this period a variety of musical styles became popular, including marches, mandolin
orchestras, and vocal music. Also, many Wisconsin composers and musicians of this era











 

were well regarded in the classical arena. For example Hugo Kaun, a German immigrant
who moved to Milwaukee in 1887, became a famous director and composer of works
across the spectrum from simple piano compositions to full symphonies.92
In the 1920s music began to take off in the schools and soon there were several,
solo, ensemble, and band contests. Also in the 1920s and 1930s radio made it possible
for farmers and people from small towns to enjoy popular and community music. During
this period prominent composers such as Carl Eppert and Jerzy Bojanowski chose to
relocate to Milwaukee, indicating the strength of Milwaukee’s musical reputation.
During the 1930s the Works Progress Administration (WPA) had several organizations
that gave work to local professional musicians. And after the war the small ethnic
festivals, where music played an important part, grew into the huge enterprises we know
today as Summerfest, Festa Italiana, and Germanfest.93
Many of the musical styles that provided the roots of jazz were also popular in
Milwaukee. There were several Wisconsin musicians who composed and performed
ragtime songs, many of which were published for a national audience. Walter E.
Blaufuss of Milwaukee began by composing rags, but became famous for his song “My
Isle of Golden Dreams,” which became a successful song for both Glenn Miller and Bing
Crosby. Dance bands that played pop songs and ‘light’ jazz, as well as fox trots and
waltzes, were popular throughout Wisconsin during the 1920s. The information on blues
in Milwaukee during this era is limited, but there was an important record company in
Port Washington that produced blues and ‘race’ records. Many national blues stars such








 

as Blind Lemon Jefferson and Ma Rainey recorded at Paramount records and may well
have performed in Milwaukee on their way to Port Washington.94
Within this musical context and given the migratory nature of the music, as well
as its success in urban centers, jazz was readily available in Milwaukee by the early
1920s. In fact John H. Wickcliffe and his Famous Ginger Jazz Band, an early jazz band,
that was active in the late 1910s used to play Milwaukee frequently. They were the only
black band to play at the Schlitz Gardens, “one of the most opulent and most popular beer
gardens in the city.”95 Originally based in Chicago, the band “played Milwaukee so often
that several of it members came from the local black population, and some of those from
Chicago took up residence in Milwaukee. Roy Wolfscale, the band’s leader, and his wife
were among those who moved to Milwaukee.”96 Ever since that time Milwaukee has had
a small, but vibrant, jazz community made up of musicians, promoters and club owners,
and aficionados.
In the 1920s many of the jazz musicians in Milwaukee were white. There were
several dance bands that toured the state playing some version of the sweet jazz that was
popular among white audiences. Paul Whiteman, who in the 1920s was called the ‘King
of Jazz,’ made several successful appearances in Milwaukee over a period of thirty years
playing in such ballrooms as the Eagles Club, the Modernistic at State Fair Park, and the
Schroeder Hotel.97 At the same time there were a few white bands playing ‘hotter’
music. Woody Herman, who would go on to lead famous swing bands for fifty years,












 

made a name for himself playing in Joie Lichter’s band in Milwaukee in the early
1920s.98 The popularity of ‘hot’ jazz and Dixieland lasted longer in Milwaukee than in
other parts of the country as exemplified by the bands of Dick Ruedebusch. Ruedebusch
was a trumpet player whose bands spawned many well-regarded Milwaukee musicians
such as clarinet player Chuck Hedges and pianist Sig Millonzi, and remained popular
until Ruedebusch’s death in the late 1960s.99
There were popular black musicians in this era as well, including Jabbo Smith.
Though he did not have Armstrong’s fame, in recordings with Duke Ellington and Fats
Waller he demonstrated similar ability. Smith played around Milwaukee and Chicago for
several years before he retired and took a job at a car rental business at the Milwaukee
airport.100 Before retiring, Smith may have briefly played in the Bernie Young band in
the 1930s.101 Young, a trumpeter originally from New Orleans, settled in Milwaukee in
1924 and became an important bandleader. He led several popular bands that played for
white audiences at downtown ballrooms, including the swanky Wisconsin Roof
Ballroom, as well as black audiences in Bronzeville venues. Many prominent Milwaukee




















 

musicians such as Frank Gay and Jimmy Dudley spent time in Young’s WPA sponsored
band before it was disbanded in 1942.102
Jimmy Dudley, an alto saxophone player, was born in 1903 in Hattiesburg,
Mississippi, moved to St. Louis, and started touring nationally in the 1920s. He played
with nationally touring groups such as Noble Sissle’s band and McKinney’s Cotton
Pickers, a major influence on the swing style that emerged in the 1930s. While touring in
Milwaukee he fell in love with a woman named Viola Newell and the couple had two
daughters. At that point Dudley decided to give up the road and settle in Milwaukee.103
This is a common theme in Milwaukee’s jazz history as several prominent musicians
such as Jabbo Smith, pianist and guitarist Manty Ellis, and saxophone player Leonard
Gay gave up, or forsook altogether, the road to stay home and take care of a family while
maintaining their musical careers on a local level. In addition to being a family man
Dudley was a very good musician. Art Dawson, the owner of an after hours club said,
“Dudley plays a mighty tough sax. He could play with any colored band in the country
but he wants to stay around here till his daughter finishes high school.”104 Dudley had an
excellent career in Milwaukee throughout the 1940s and he inspired many local
musicians both black and white.
As the black population increased following World War I, cultural and
entertainment options in Milwaukee’s African American community expanded in the
1920s and 1930s. At the same time interest in black entertainment grew in the white













 

community. Part of this appeal was the unfamiliarity or ‘primitivism’ of black culture,
especially jazz, as seen by the white audience.105 Additionally, the music venues in black
neighborhoods were often less regulated than those in white neighborhoods, an important
factor in the Prohibition era. As a result of the increased black population and interest
among a white audience, ‘black and tan’ clubs emerged throughout northern cities. Many
of these clubs were ostensibly for a black audience, with black employees and
entertainers, but much of the clientele was white.106 As Bill Mosby, owner of the Chateau
Lounge said, “We never had problems with whites. Whites were some of your best
customers. Back when you had black clubs with music that blacks and whites
frequented, you had no problems.” The number of working jazz musicians and bands
increased dramatically in this period, which was key to the emergence of Bronzeville as
Milwaukee’s jazz district.107
Bronzeville is generally described as the area bounded by North Ave on the north,
Juneau Street on the south, Third Street on the east, and Twelfth Street on the West with
Walnut Street as its cultural and commercial heart. Even in the pre-World War II period
this area was the entertainment center of black Milwaukee and as the popularity of jazz
and the population increased there was a corresponding increase in live music venues.
Between 1940 and 1950 the number of taverns in the immediate Bronzeville area that
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offered live music grew from six to sixteen.108 The clubs of this period were densely
concentrated in an area that was about three quarters of a mile on each side, which made
it easy to move from space to space. In addition the jazz clubs were just part of a lively
entertainment district that contained literally dozens of taverns as well as theaters and
social clubs.
The close proximity of the Bronzeville clubs allowed for a fair amount of
movement from club to club. Some of these venues had bright neon signs and
welcoming entrances to draw people in. A 1939 article in The Milwaukee Journal
described the scene thusly, “But at night electric signs light up, the sidewalks take on life,
couples appear walking hand in hand, the younger crowd comes out—especially on
Saturday and Sunday nights—laughter is heard and gaiety prevails.”109 The first venue in
the area offering jazz was the Metropole, established in 1922. Others followed suit
including the Blue Room in the late 1920s. Clubs such as the Flame had hostesses,
doormen and coat checks along with large stages and dance floors.110 Others such as the
Moon Glow, definitely a rival of the Flame in terms of audience and musicians, were
narrower, tighter, and more intimate. These clubs often had a variety of entertainment
including dancers of all varieties, including exotic, comedians, singers, and blues
















 

musicians.111 Still other clubs were so small that there was only room for a pianist or
organist and a singer. Nonetheless these venues, large and small, tended to be open and
accessible to anyone who wanted to enjoy the music and the nightlife of Bronzeville.112
Less well known were the after hours clubs. These, such as Art’s located in the
segregated union for black musicians, and Casablanca, located in a mansion converted to
a rooming house, were even more happening for those in the know. Often major touring
musicians and their band members, both black and white, such as Gene Krupa, Louis
Armstrong, and Dizzy Gillespie, Duke Ellington, and Woody Herman would show up at
these places after playing gigs in the downtown clubs that catered to the upper class.
There they would jam with local musicians well into the early hours of the morning.
Evans Woods, a drummer, grew up around the corner from Art’s and used to warm up
visiting bands until the regular drummer sat down. This way he got to meet Lionel
Hampton, Jimmy Dorsey, Lucky Thompson, Charlie Parker, and other famous
musicians.113 Art’s was especially popular and on any given night between twenty-five
and one hundred musicians, black and white, might gather to listen and jam from about
three in the morning until daybreak. In 1941 Louis Jordan, an immensely popular
musician from Chicago, played a six week gig at the Lakota Lounge downtown.114 While
in town the guys from his band showed up at Art’s almost every night.115
















 

During this period there were also several clubs downtown and on the Southside
that catered to a white clientele and employed white musicians. Many of these venues
were restaurants owned by Italian families. The owners often refused to allow black
musicians to play, thus further deepening the divide in Milwaukee between white and
black jazz musicians.116 Organized crime was also a factor in many of these clubs, but
musicians tended to be treated well as long as they respected the rules, showed up on
time, and did not drink too excess.117
Many of the larger theaters and ballrooms downtown would employ local and
touring musicians, both black and white. In addition to Bernie Young’s bands at the
Roof Ballroom, the pianist Loretta Whyte frequently performed at the Schroeder Hotel,
and the dancer Betty Conley did shows at the Riverside and Warner theaters.118 Famous
touring musicians often came through Milwaukee during the post World War II period.119
Woody Herman’s band came through periodically, as did Gene Krupa’s big band. Duke
Ellington was a frequent visitor as was Dizzy Gillespie and Lionel Hampton. In the
1930s and 1940s, visiting black musicians could play the downtown theaters, but could
not stay in downtown hotels. Thus they often stayed with families and in rooming houses
in the black community.120
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While jazz bands in Milwaukee tended to be segregated during the height of jazz
popularity, this was by no means regimented. It tended to be more a factor of location
and venue. White bands played dances and halls in the surrounding area and black bands
mostly played in the Bronzeville area. However, there were some mixed bands and after
hours all bets were off. It was the audience however that truly broke down racial barriers,
both nationally and in Milwaukee. From its earliest days jazz has always had a large
white audience and with the advent of swing in the 1930s it became the popular music for
both blacks and whites. This was reflected in Milwaukee where many white jazz fans
would go to the Bronzeville clubs on the weekends, truly making them ‘black and tans.’
Also white and black teenagers would listen to records at the Bronzeville record shops.
Mannie Maulding Jr., a record store owner said, “White kids and black kids would sit
there listening to records all night long. We didn’t have no race issue. White kids were
walking up and down Walnut Street at midnight.” But this may have presaged a change
in audience as the black audience began to leave jazz in the 1950s. As bebop replaced
swing young African Americans drifted toward rhythm and blues and it was mostly white
people who were drawn to bebop. Blacks continued to have a lasting impact on the
music, but less impact as an audience.121
At the close of the 1940s jazz was doing well in Milwaukee. No local musicians
were getting rich, but some were able to make a living from the music. In addition
Milwaukee was a destination for touring musicians and many stayed for extended gigs.
Thus, if you were a jazz fan in Milwaukee, the scene looked pretty good. However, jazz
was just one part, and really a rather small part, of the entertainment picture in








 

Milwaukee. African Americans still made up a very small portion of the population, and
not even all black Milwaukeeans were jazz fans. In addition, while there was definitely a
white audience for jazz, it was a clear minority in a city more interested in pop, classical,
and ethnic music. It is also important to note that in the 1930s and 1940s jazz was at its
peak of popularity in the nation and in Milwaukee, something that would come to an end
with the end of Swing. In the 1950s there would be major changes for Milwaukee, the
African American community, and the jazz community.



 

Chapter Two
“Get Out-A Town”122
The Second Great Migration
In the 1930s William “Bill” Mosby made fifty cents a day picking cotton outside
of Memphis, Tennessee. He decided to join the many African Americans who had made
the move north in hopes that they would find better jobs in northern industrial centers as
well as avoid the crippling racism of the South. Like many southern migrants who ended
up in Milwaukee, Mosby stopped off in Chicago for a few years where he found work as
a doorman at a nightclub. In 1935 Mosby moved to Milwaukee where he again worked
as a doorman at a nightclub until in closed in 1939. Over the next couple years he
worked at the Packard Motor Car Company, did a possible stint in the army, and then
began working at A.O. Smith in 1942. War industry jobs, like those at A.O. Smith, were
opened to African American workers after President Franklin Roosevelt signed Executive
Order 8802 that created the Fair Employment Practices Commission and prohibited
discrimination in World War II defense industries.123
It is not clear when he started, but Mosby had a love of jazz and began writing
songs. While at A.O. Smith he would sing while working and found inspiration from the
noises of the machines. According to a 1945 Milwaukee Journal article several of
Mosby’s songs were being performed by famous national acts including Rochester from
the Jack Benny show, Jimmy Lunceford’s band, and Louis Jordan. However, the
accuracy of this article is debatable. For example, the article says Mosby wrote the Louis










 

Jordan song “Meet Me on the Outskirts of Town,” which is problematic in two ways.
First, Jordan recorded two songs, “I’m Going to Move to the Outskirts of Town” and the
‘answer’ song, “I’m Going to Leave You at the Outskirts of Town,” never one with the
‘Meet Me’ title. Second, the songwriters for “I’m Going to Move to the Outskirts of
Town,” a big hit for Jordan, were William Weldon (who first recorded it) and Roy
Jordan. Additionally, no other sources on Mosby, including those derived from personal
interviews, mention his supposed song writing credits. Nonetheless, it is clear that music
played a role in Mosby’s life.124
In the late 1940s or early 1950s Mosby left industrial work to become an
entrepreneur. He opened a barbecue and chicken restaurant called Bill’s Better Batter
that was quite popular. Over the course of ten years the restaurant existed in three
different locations as its clientele grew. In addition to food the restaurant had a popular
jukebox that almost certainly had several jazz records in it. In the late 1950s Mosby also
opened a tavern called the Chateau Lounge that had occasional jazz performances,
though it is hard to judge the success of this venture. William Vick wrote that Mosby
shut down the business in 1957 because he could not make enough money to take care of
his eleven children.125 However, Milwaukee city directories have listings for the Chateau
Lounge up to 1965, so it is possible Mosby sold it and the new owner kept the name.126
Further complicating this timeline, in the late 1950s or early 1960s Mosby went to work
as a longshoreman.










 

As a longshoreman Mosby joined the union and eventually was elected president
of the International Longshoremen’s Association local in Milwaukee. He also founded
the Sickle Cell Anemia Foundation and was active in raising funds to fight the disease.127
Throughout his time in Milwaukee Mosby was active in politics and even went to the
Democratic Convention as the whip for the 5th Congressional District delegates in
1980.128 In the late 1970s Mosby had to retire from being a longshoreman due to a
crippling leg injury but he and his family opened a new business, “a family consulting
firm that will arrange parties, travel, ‘or whatever a person wants.’”129 Then in 1985, at
the age of 68, he made his debut as a folk artist at the African American art exhibit called
“Soul Catching the Senses” at the University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee Union Art
Gallery.130
Mosby’s life in Milwaukee was both exceptional and typical of the black migrant
experience. On the one hand he was able to find industry jobs, and eventually fought
through remaining elements of discrimination to land a semi-skilled position. However,
the economic realities, and the physical effects of the work, took their toll. Then he was
able to reinvent himself as a businessman in Milwaukee’s Bronzeville district. But the
declining economic status of the area, as well as the effects of early urban renewal and
expressway projects, meant that for many owning a business was no longer tenable in
1960s Bronzeville. Mosby then found a decent job as a longshoreman, but again the
effects of the economy in the city—this time the shift away from manufacturing—and the
physical demands of the job, meant that he had to retire early. Nonetheless, Mosby was














 

able to do important things for his community and his family throughout his life, and
despite hardships was able to realize some aspects of the migrant’s dream. Many of the
migrants that came to Milwaukee in the 1940s and 1950s would not be so lucky as to find
sustained employment and income and be able to own property, though in the post war a
significant number did. What is interesting is to examine what level of impact this
migration had on the jazz scene in the city.

This chapter explores Milwaukee’s place in the widespread migration of southern
African Americans to northern and western cities that occurred in the first half of the
twentieth century. The chapter begins with a brief historiography of the literature related
to African American migration. Next it examines the effect of the migration on
Milwaukee with a focus on the far greater impact the second, or later, period of migration
had on the city. Here we see how the landscape of the African American and jazz
communities began to shift as more people moved into the traditionally black district of
Milwaukee. The chapter then looks at the state of the African American community in
the 1950s as the effects of migration and the early stages of the industrial economic
downturn took hold. Finally the chapter details the Milwaukee jazz community of the
1950s and demonstrates how it peaked early in the decade and then began a slow decline,
all within the context of African American migration and conditions in the city.

The First and Second Great Migrations
Scholars began writing about the Great Migration—the rapid movement of black
southerners out of the rural south that began early in the twentieth century—as it was



 

happening. The first studies appeared as early as 1918 and scholarship continues to be
published to this day.131 However, for what appears to be a fairly straightforward event
there is considerable debate among scholars as to the particulars of the Great Migration.
There is not space here to fully engage the historiography of the subject, but there have
been some major historiographical trends in the scholarship, as well as new scholarship
that attempts to tell a fuller version of the story. Interestingly, a new era of scholarship in
regards to the Great Migration and African American urban history began with a study of
Milwaukee.
Though there was a small increase in the African American population of
Milwaukee during what has been called the First Great Migration—generally the 1910s
and 1920s—Milwaukee did not experience explosive growth until the post World War II
era. Because of this Milwaukee is rarely covered in depth in studies on the Great
Migration. However, many of the themes approached in these studies, ranging from
ghettoization to the push and pull factors that drove the migration, can be applied to
Milwaukee. Many of these studies however, tend to portray African Americans as
victims or uneducated and unprepared for urban life in the North. Joe Trotter’s Black
Milwaukee offers a corrective on both of these problems; it is focused on Milwaukee and
it portrays African Americans as having more agency in their movement and livelihood.
















 

Thus, Trotter is often cited as the scholar that set Great Migration research on its new
path.
Trotter later edited a collection of essays that featured the new scholarship that
emerged in the late 1980s. In this collection he argues that, “few studies systematically
analyze the role of blacks in shaping their own geographical movement.” Thus Trotter
offered a “critique of the black migration literature, pinpoints strengths and weaknesses
therein, and suggests a framework for essential discussion, reconceptualization, and new
research.”132 In the introduction he explained how the literature on black migration took
on “three distinct, but interrelated, conceptual orientations.”133 Of course these models as
explained by Trotter are only part of an extensive debate that includes push and pull
factors, a look at who left and who stayed, where people ended up and why, the effect of
outside recruiters, the agency of the migrants themselves, and so on. Again the
historiography is too rich to delve into deeply, but an overview of some of the issues will
lend context to the Milwaukee experience.
The first of Trotter’s three orientations was the race relations model that existed in
the first half of the twentieth century. Sociologically based, this approach focused on the
“socioeconomic push-pull explanation of black population movement, and analyzed
black migration as a pivotal element in changing race relations.” This model tended to
pay little attention to historical processes and focused more on economic forces. Many of
the scholars in the 1920s portrayed the city as undermining the stability of black families
and that “black migrants swelled the crime, divorce, and illegitimate birth rates on one
hand, while deflating African-American urban social, cultural, and institutional






 

affiliations on the other.” Studies from the 1930s to 1950s looked at push and pull factors
and “the role of the black family and friend networks, but still tended to be weak on the
historical factors that led to and persisted through the migration.” During the 1950s
scholars turned away from migration studies and tended to focus on class issues and race
relations.134
The ghetto model of the 1960s and 1970s “treated the black migration as a
historical process, incorporated the push-pull explanation of the pattern, and, most of all,
analyzed its impact on the process of ghetto formation.” However this model did not pay
enough attention to black agency or the impact of migration on class. Scholars focused
primarily on urban housing and tended to downplay migration as a social process. While
some scholars neglected working-class formation, later scholars did examine the
connection between migration and working-class life, as well as black agency, but still
emphasized the “racial violence, urban poverty, alley life, and militant race consciousness
that resulted there from.”135
The proletarian model, of which Trotter’s Black Milwaukee is the first major
example, looks at migration as a historical process and focuses on class, especially the
rise of the urban industrial working class. The major intervention is that Trotter
emphasized black agency rather than portraying them as unwitting and ill prepared for
their move north and the life they were forced to create there. Trotter’s work set the stage
for much of the improved scholarship on African Americans that has emerged in the last
twenty-five years.










 

There are criticisms of the work of course. Trotter himself says it “gives
inadequate attention to the roots of black migration in the southern black experience,
including the role of black kin and friendship networks.”136 Others have said the book
does not delve deeply enough into lives of Milwaukee’s black residents and that it is
particularly lacking on gender issues. There is also some question of how far the
proletarianization model can be pushed, especially in an era of deindustrialization.137 And
because the book ends in 1945, Trotter missed the key period of black migration to
Milwaukee and hence did not push his proletarian analysis into the city’s most crucial era
of decline. Trotter addresses this somewhat in the Second Edition with an epilogue that
focuses on African Americans in Milwaukee in the late twentieth-century, but it is really
just an overview of some of the major issues that arose in that period. Nonetheless,
despite the criticisms, Black Milwaukee, and Trotter’s subsequent work, have had a
profound influence on the field.138
James Grossman’s Land of Hope looks at the early Great Migration with a focus
on the people who arrived in Chicago. His major intervention is that he focuses on the
participants themselves and their adjustment to northern urban life in gleaning a larger
meaning from the Great Migration. Grossman says most other studies have focused on
institutional issues or viewed the people merely as pawns in larger social and economic
changes. He argues that, “the migrants represent a crucial transition in the history of
Afro-Americans, American cities, and the American working class.” He notes that within
the interaction of several forces, north and south, the migrants made choices that










 

influenced not only their individual experience, but also the way northern cities were
shaped. In this way he demonstrates the agency of African American migrants in ways
that few other studies have.139
Grossman begins by examining the motivations for people to move north, but he
portrays it “as a conscious and meaningful act rather than as a historical imperative.” In
this way he takes into account all the nuanced factors that went into this life altering
decision. He then explores the experiences of these black southerners when they first
reached the north and how their approach shaped the institutions and the city itself. The
second half of the book focuses on Chicago, but larger themes can be gleaned from this
study that can be applied to other northern cities. He looks especially at how migrants
interpreted class, race, and gender in the migration process. He argues that migrants’
“consciousness of racial categories” was especially influential in the development of
African American communities that were often segregated away from the workplace and
focused more on black institutions. He further argues that many migrants felt that
escaping the southern racial categorization would allow them better prospects for social
mobility, but they often found that they were undermined by “northern racism, the
business cycle, and class relations.”140 Grossman’s study is one of several that emerged
soon after Trotter’s Black Milwaukee and has been credited with offering a new
perspective on the Great Migration. It too escapes the race relations and ghetto models
and offers a refreshing look at the migrants as individuals with power over their lives.
In his book The Southern Diaspora, James Gregory is one of the few scholars to
discuss the migration of both black and white Southerners. He examines how the large








 

movement of people influenced the urban areas where they arrived as well as the effect
the migration had on social life, popular culture, religion, and politics. Gregory
acknowledges that “African Americans and whites left the South for somewhat different
reasons, moved in somewhat separate directions, and interacted on very different terms
with the places where they settled,” but says the migrations were related. He says the
side-by-side comparison shows that the standard stories of both black and white
southerners do not tell the full story in that they do not give enough credit to individual
agency. He further argues that the experiences of white and black southerners were often
intertwined, especially in religion, music, and politics. One of the important outcomes
Gregory demonstrates in this book is the complex interplay between region and race as
dynamic social phenomena. Thus his work allows one to see how the dual migration
streams overlapped and that the interaction of the migrants in their new settings had
significant meaning for the United States especially in the areas of civil rights, popular
culture, and religion.141
Jazz is by no means solely the province of African Americans so Gregory’s work
is useful in that it compares the experiences of black and white southern migrants. Since
black and white jazz musicians have moved about the country extensively, their
experiences often mirror those of southerners who migrated for better opportunities
especially in the interaction between musicians and between musicians and the audience.
Gregory’s study is also interesting because unlike most migration studies, he devotes a
fair amount of attention to popular culture and music. He sets the most extensive section
on jazz in his discussion of ‘Black Metropolises,’ where he points out that jazz increased
the visibility of African Americans and thus influenced the interaction between blacks




 

and whites. He further argues that this interaction and the southern migrants influenced
other areas of popular culture such as fashion and language.142 This discussion of jazz,
plus his innovative look at southern migration, is enlightening when applied to the
Milwaukee story where the ‘black and tan’ clubs provided one of the few areas of black
and white interaction in the city prior to the 1960s. However, in Milwaukee the influence
of southern culture was felt more profoundly in the black community than in the white
community that was still dominated by ethnic immigrant influences.
Following the lead of Trotter and others, recent scholarship has emphasized that
the migrants were not a homogenous group. Early studies portrayed the migrants as poor
sharecroppers who were forced out of the South either by agricultural problems such as
drought and boll weevil infestation or the desire to escape Jim Crow discrimination.
However, historian Stewart Tolnay argues that the migrants were a much more
heterogeneous group that was motivated by a variety of factors. He further argues that it
is likely that the reasons for leaving the south changed over time as economic and social
conditions changed.143 By the 1940s agricultural reorganization had shaken up the
sharecropping arrangement in the South. This combined with a lack of industrial and
urban jobs to provide economic motivation for southern blacks to move north. In
addition there were social factors such as the opportunity for better education, the ability
to escape overt racism and racial violence, and the chance for political participation that
motivated migrants. As a result the second wave of black migration, what is commonly
called the Second Great Migration, involved much greater numbers than the first wave.










 

Scholars have demonstrated several factors that influenced where migrants chose
to move to and where they ultimately settled. One factor was ease of transportation.
Since most migrants traveled by rail or bus, they tended to follow the major north-south
lines of the day. Thus, migrants from Louisiana and Mississippi often ended up in
Chicago (and later Milwaukee), while those in the more eastern Southern states ended up
in Philadelphia and New York.144 Another factor that influenced migrants was how
comfortable they felt in a city. Communities such as those in Detroit and Chicago that
offered “stronger ‘ethnogenic’ support…and eased the adjustment for newcomers”
tended to draw higher numbers of migrants.145 And this concept of comfort combined
with the influence of friends and family who had already moved created patterns of
‘chain migration.’ Thus, with improved transportation, increased supporting institutions,
and greater numbers of acquaintances in the North, migration increased dramatically after
1940. As Nicholas Lemann states, between 1910 and 1970 6.5 million blacks moved
from the South to the North, 5 million of these after 1940.146
The Second Great Migration had a much stronger effect on Milwaukee than the
first. Though the greatest percentage increase in black population occurred between 1920
and 1930 this is distorted by the strikingly small number of African Americans in
Milwaukee at the time. For example the black population of Chicago in 1920 was nearly
fifty times that in Milwaukee. Between 1940 and 1970 the African American population
of Milwaukee increased by 1200 percent, much of this due to migration from southern
states. In this period the percentage of blacks in the overall population increased from









 

1.5 percent to 14.6 percent (see Tables 1 and 2). This rapid increase in population had a
profound effect on both the black and white community of Milwaukee.

Year

Table 1: African American Population in Milwaukee
City Population
African American Population
Population
Percent
Population
Percent
Percent of
Increase
Increase
Total Pop.

1850

19,963

98

.49

1860

45,140

126.12

106

8.16

.23

1870

71,440

58.26

176

66.04

.25

1880

115,587

61.80

304

72.73

.26

1890

204,468

76.90

449

47.70

.22

1900

285,315

39.54

862

83.96

.30

1910

373,857

31.03

980

13.69

.26

1920

457,147

22.28

2,229

125.45

.49

1930

578,249

26.49

7,501

236.52

1.30

1940

587,472

1.59

8,821

17.60

1.50

1950

637,392

8.5

21,772

146.82

3.42

1960

741,324

16.29

62,458

186.87

8.43

1970

717,372

-3.20

105,088

68.25

14.6

1980

636,210

-11.32

145,850

38.79

22.9

1990

628,088

-1.28

189,408

29.86

30.2

Adapted from O’Reilly, People of the Inner Core North, 5; Sammis White, Toward Housing and
Community Development Policy for Milwaukee (Milwaukee Urban Observatory, 1974), 24, 5253; City of Milwaukee Urban Atlas (Planning Division, Department of City Development, City of
Milwaukee, 2000), 7, 12.

Table 2: African American Population of Select Northern Cities, 1940-1970
Year
City
Total Population
Black
% Increase
% Black
Population
Black Pop.
Population
1940
Chicago
3,396,808
277,731
8.2
Cleveland

878,336

84,504

9.3

Detroit

1,623,452

149,119

9.2

Milwaukee

587,472

8,821

1.3



 

1950

1960

1970

Chicago

3,620,962

492,265

77.3

13.6

Cleveland

914,808

147,847

75.8

16.2

Detroit

1,849,568

300,506

101.5

16.2

Milwaukee

637,392

21,772

146.8

3.4

Chicago

3,550,404

812,836

65.1

22.9

Cleveland

876,050

250,889

69.7

28.6

Detroit

1,670,144

482,260

60.5

28.9

Milwaukee

741,324

62,458

186.9

8.4

Chicago

3,366,957

1,102,620

35.7

32.7

Cleveland

750,903

287,841

14.7

38.3

Detroit

1,511,482

660,428

36.9

43.7

Milwaukee

717,372

105,088

68.3

14.7

Adapted from Paul Geib, “From Mississippi to Milwaukee,” 232.

Contemporaries and scholars alike often portrayed these new southern migrants as
ignorant and unfit for city life. For example, historian George Groh argued that many
southern blacks were ill prepared for life in northern cities. But, he also said that the
cities were either unwilling or unable to adequately care and provide for the new arrivals;
there were not enough jobs, the housing was substandard, there was a lack of educational
opportunities, and limited or non existent social programs.147 In 1960 The Milwaukee
Journal published a series of articles that examined the conditions of African Americans
in Milwaukee. Despite being generally sensitive in its treatment of the subject, the
authors often described the new migrants as culturally ignorant of city ways. For
example they state that, “a white who moves from a Wisconsin farm to Milwaukee has
minor adjustments to make. A white moving from the rural south to Milwaukee has
some larger adjustments ahead of him. When a Negro family—as has frequently
happened in recent years—leaves a rural southern shack and moves to Milwaukee, the
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W. Groh, The Black Migration: The Journey to Urban America (New York: Weybright and
Talley, 1972).


 

adjustment sometimes becomes almost insurmountable.”148 Often the migrants were
viewed with suspicion by both blacks and whites in their new cities as northerners
interpreted the “migrants’ southern ways” as “signs of laziness, ignorance, and
dangerousness.”149
However recent scholarship demonstrates that many of these migrants made stops
in towns and small cities on their way to the large urban centers. Thus they were “better
prepared for life in urban America than we are accustomed to believing.”150 Even with
lower levels of education and lower status jobs, southern migrants were “more likely to
be employed, had higher incomes, and were less likely to be on public assistance” than
their northern counterparts.151 In addition southern migrants tended to have stable
families with more married couples that lived together, fewer children born out of
wedlock, and more two-parent homes. This was despite claims that migrants’ “standards
of housekeeping, moral traditions, the role of the male in the family, the importance
placed on housing as a status symbol…and other factors sometimes vary from the
accepted standards of the community.”152 There is no doubt that many migrants
struggled, and many of these may have returned to the South, but some number found at
least marginal success in northern cities.
In Milwaukee all of the themes described above were quite evident. Prior to 1955
many of the people who migrated had made at least one prior move, often from rural
setting to town or small city. The migrants were a mix of agricultural and semi-skilled
workers who probably had broader employment experience due to these moves than is













 

typically portrayed. After 1955 more people came straight to Milwaukee from their
homes in the South, many of them influenced by friends and family already in the city.
Institutions such as the church, social groups, and entities that helped migrants find jobs
like the Milwaukee Urban League, also played a role in where migrants settled. Migrants
to Milwaukee were often motivated by southern racism, but this was generally secondary
to the economic oppression they faced in the South. Once in Milwaukee migrants found
improved educational and economic opportunities, but also faced similar problems to
what they experienced in the South including segregation, occupational limitations,
problems with housing, and discrimination in general.153
Early accounts of black migration tended to portray the migrants as mindless
workers who moved north simply because they were forced by the conditions in the
South. However many scholars, from Nell Irvin Painter to James Grossman, emphasize
that migrants were not passive, but rather made conscious choices to move in order to
improve their social and economic situation. The process of migration gave people
power and “Milwaukee’s black migrants had this kind of positive effect on their own
lives.”154 Amiri Baraka asserts that migration “was a decision Negroes made to leave the
South, not an historical imperative” and that this decision was part of blacks
reinterpreting their place in America. Ultimately he argues that this was the same kind of
movement that made jazz possible.155 In his final assessment Hamilton writes that,
“Milwaukee proved to be the ‘semi-Promised Land’ for black migrants.”156 Nonetheless











 

this large influx of southern African Americans had a profound impact on the black
community in Milwaukee, the city as a whole, and ultimately Milwaukee’s jazz scene.

Black Milwaukee in the 1950s
Historically the land area of Milwaukee has been small. As Milwaukee’s
population increased dramatically in the late 1800s and early 1900s the city became
extremely crowded. In fact, in the 1920s Milwaukee was second only to New York City
in terms of population density.157 The African American district was even more densely
populated than the city at large and the rapid migration of southern blacks that began with
World War II pushed the area beyond the established boundaries. Despite efforts to
expand Milwaukee’s land base by annexing surrounding communities, housing
discrimination and other factors confined the black population of Milwaukee to a rather
small area of the city that became known as the “inner core.” This area led a polar
existence because it contained some of the worst housing and was home to many of the
worst social and economic conditions in the city but at the same time it was the heart and
soul of the African American community.
These conditions were not unique to Milwaukee. Before finding a job southern
migrants had to find a place to live, and the black neighborhoods in northern cities were
generally in the worst areas, had dilapidated housing, and lacked facilities.158 After
World War II there was a severe housing shortage in Milwaukee that city officials
worked hard to overcome. The city built several housing projects intended for veterans
and began an aggressive annexation policy that expanded the area of the city








 

dramatically. This eased the pressure on housing overall, but due to tactics such as
redlining, blockbusting, and race based housing covenants, even those African Americans
who could afford to move found it very difficult to find housing outside of the inner core.
In the 1950s an already grim housing situation in the inner core deteriorated even
further as the African American population increased dramatically. As Mayor Frank
Zeidler said in 1953, “The lack of bare shelter has disappeared, but there is a tremendous
amount of substandard housing in which people should not be living.”159 Prior to 1950
whites still made up the majority of residents in the part of the city that was considered
the African American district. However, beginning in the early 1950s blocks that had at
least seventy-five percent black residents began to emerge. By 1960 “a somewhat
contiguous area of high black concentration became evident.”160 Of the twenty-six
census tracts that made up the inner core in 1960, nine were highly segregated (an
average of eighty-six percent black residents) and twelve more were segregated (an
average of sixty-six percent black residents).161 Crowding was also a problem as there
were significantly more people per housing unit in black dwellings than white (see Table
3). In addition significantly more blacks than whites lived in housing that was old and
rundown (see Table 4).










 

Table 3: Number of Persons Per Unit in Occupied Housing162
Nonwhite

White

1940

3.4

3.3

1950

4.8

3.27

1960

4.1

3.17

1970

3.8

2.96

Source: Washington and Oliver, Historical Account of Blacks in Milwaukee, 23.

Table 4: Characteristics of White and Nonwhite Occupied Housing
White

Nonwhite

Dilapidated and deteriorating structures

14.4%

44.7%

Structures built prior to 1939

69.0%

93.4%

Six or more persons per unit

8.7%

24.1%

One or more persons per room

7.5%

23.1%

Source: Washington and Oliver, Historical Account of Blacks in Milwaukee, 24.

In the late 1940s city officials became more concerned with the state of the inner
core located just north of downtown Milwaukee. The fiscal conservatism practiced by
the Socialist governments of the 1920s through 1940s meant that very little had been
done to maintain or redevelop the business district and the residential areas of the inner
city. When Frank Zeidler, also a Socialist, became mayor in 1948 he committed to
easing the crowding and shortage of quality housing in the city. Unlike most “downtown
centered” redevelopment plans, Zeidler believed the key was to expand the city to create
a decentralized metropolis that would take the pressure off the inner city. For Zeidler
improved housing, especially public housing, was a key component of his plan. He
hoped to create public housing on the periphery of the city for low-income residents that










 

would be relocated due to slum clearance.163 However, this plan failed to materialize as
boundaries in the region “hardened in the 1950s and as they did, became even more
jealously guarded along class, and increasingly racial, lines.”164
Ultimately, the focus on slum clearance and blight removal would have the
greatest impact on the African American community. As black neighborhoods became
more and more crowded and the housing stock continued to deteriorate, city officials and
community leaders became convinced that blight removal was the key. The city engaged
in studies and surveys to determine the nature and extent of the ‘blighted’ areas of the
city and determined that the inner core was by far the worst. This area paid the lowest
property taxes ($9.93 versus a city average of $47.32 in 1950), but required the most
services. Crime was a problem as there were nearly fifteen times as many arrests in “a
slum-blight area” as a “good area.” In addition health problems were significantly
higher, especially rates of tuberculosis.165 The studies and reports of the 1950s would
greatly shape and impact urban renewal policies and practices of the 1960s.
As early as the late 1948 an attempt was made to deal with some of the problems
of housing and ‘blight’ in the African American district. African Americans seized upon
the city’s push for post-World War II housing to address housing issues in the black
community. During World War II a housing project had been planned for black defense
workers, but these plans were shelved when the war ended. However the project was
given a new emphasis as part of blight clearance efforts. Even members of the black
community were calling for blight elimination as an editorial in the Milwaukee Globe










 

stated, “The proposed elimination from the so-called Lapham Park section of the city of
blight, has met with the hearty appreciation of members of the immediate community.”166
But this designation of the Sixth Ward (‘the black ward’) as the primary blight area of the
city strengthened existing racial prejudices and beliefs that African Americans did not
have the same values and interest in maintaining their homes as whites did. This had a
lasting impact on Milwaukee redevelopment as city officials targeted black
neighborhoods as the areas most in need of blight removal.167
The Hillside Terrace housing project was built in 1948 and all 232 of its units
were full by the end of the year. For those families that moved in this was welcome relief
from the high rents and low standard of housing they had previously endured. However,
in order to make space for this housing project numerous dwellings and businesses along
the south side of Walnut Street had to be removed. As Kusmer and Trotter point out,
throughout the country federal and state public housing projects provided housing for
many African Americans, but “they failed to compensate for destruction of dwellings
defined as ‘slums,’ ‘blighted,’ or ‘unfit’ for human habitation, including many buildings
housing African American civic, religious, professional, and business organizations.”168
Reuben Harpole, who lived in the area said, “That’s a sore spot with me.” He
said important members of the community like Bernice Lindsey, the executive director of
the North Side YWCA, owned property there that was taken away. In addition Harpole
continued, “That Hillside housing project removed my grandfather, and us, away from












 

there, and my mother had to purchase a [new] home. And so when they built the Hillside
housing project, that was a deliberate move to try to control the African American
community—to try to keep them from moving into other parts of the city.”169 This was
the first of many projects undertaken by the city in the name of urban renewal that
affected African American homes, businesses, and institutions.
In 1957 work was begun on the Hillside Redevelopment Project, which affected
the black business district south of Walnut Street between North Sixth Street and North
Eleventh Street. The goal was to replace substandard buildings with better housing.
However over 1400 people and dozens of businesses had to be relocated. The property
owners were told they had to sell their businesses and properties or they would be taken
through eminent domain.170 This project created conflict within the African American
community as many people approved of the blight removal while others opposed the fact
that the city was going to buy the properties, but not the businesses. This meant that
business owners who rented their property, or those who could not find a good spot to
relocate, would not be compensated if they lost their business. Ultimately this undercut
the economic options and growth potential for business in the community as the business
landscape was further constrained.
Alderwoman Vel Phillips, who was a leader in the campaign for open housing in
Milwaukee, called the project both “our challenge and our opportunity,” but “she was
wholeheartedly in favor of urban renewal in this particular project.171 In the end,
although many of the removed residents were eligible, very few of them were able to










 

secure housing in the new project and ended up crowding into substandard housing in the
surrounding neighborhood. In addition for many of the business owners this was the end
of their enterprise as they either could not secure a new location, or were not able to
remain close enough to their usual customers.
While poor housing conditions and the upheaval created by early urban renewal
projects were the principal issue of the 1950s, they were not the only symptom of a
community that was both restricted in its attempts at progress, and undergoing major
change. War work had spurred the late migration to Milwaukee in the early 1940s and it
was industrial jobs that continued to pull migrants throughout the 1950s. After major
employers such as A.O. Smith and Allis-Chalmers opened their doors to black employees
during World War II the heavy industry of Milwaukee became a source of jobs for many
newcomers.172 These jobs were generally the lowest level positions and advancement
was difficult, but they were a step up from the uncertainties of southern agricultural work.
The workers engaged in semi-skilled industrial jobs began to form a version of
the black middle class. Many of these workers were relatively new arrivals that
combined the wages of husband and wife and managed to acquire a little property where
they raised their families. This group fell between a lower class of the unemployed and
impoverished and an upper class of professionals, many of who were college trained.
Though they experienced very little mobility, often due to racism and job discrimination,
they worked hard and took care of their families, though remained “largely invisible
between the underclass and the ‘black bourgeoisie.’”173










 

Despite the presence of industrial jobs, unemployment was still high among
African Americans. In 1950 unemployment rates were 9.4% for nonwhite men and 8.9%
for nonwhite women versus 2.7% for white men and 2% for white women. And for those
fortunate enough to find a job the vast majority of workers, approximately eighty percent,
were employed in unskilled, semi-skilled, and service jobs. The other twenty percent
held white-collar or professional jobs.174 Employers often blamed the low numbers of
African Americans in policy-making positions or visible jobs on a lack of training and
education. They claimed a lack of qualified individuals, but often prospective black
employees did not apply because they did not think they had a chance of getting hired.175
By 1960 little had changed in the percentages of white-collar and professional jobs.
There were a higher total number of people in these positions, but that was a function of
population increase rather than a shift in employment practices. In fact the nonwhite
unemployment rate rose to 11.5 percent in 1960. There was a slight rise in income over
the decade, but African American workers still lagged far behind their white
counterparts.176
In explaining the economic condition of the black community, scholars and
contemporaries placed much of the blame on the black migrants who they considered
unprepared to participate in the urban economy due to having less education and skills
than their predecessors.177 Washington and Oliver wrote that the population increase in
the 1950s “was not the growth of an economically secure community but rather the













 

growth of a segregated community characterized by high unemployment, poor housing,
declining education facilities, and few opportunities for the mobility so characteristic of
the white community.”178 But, employment issues were only one component of the
declining economy.
In the 1950s it became harder to maintain businesses in the Bronzeville area. As
noted above many businesses had to close as a result of the Hillside housing projects. In
addition the buying power of the neighborhood was declining. As Milwaukee annexed
the communities that surrounded it many white residents of the inner core began to move
to the periphery. In addition the G.I. Bill, suburban development, and affordable
mortgages offered by the Federal Housing Administration and Veterans Association,
made it easier for white Milwaukeeans to move to the suburbs. This meant that fewer
white people shopped in the Walnut Street and North Third Street business districts. And
as stores and malls moved to the fringes of the city, many middle-class blacks began
shopping there as well. The result was that only lower income African Americans were
left to patronize the black businesses in the district.179
Lack of education was often blamed for the problems that faced migrants in
Milwaukee. However their children, along with all African American students, faced a
Milwaukee public educational system that was did not provide an education for black
students commensurate with the education of white students.180 The spatial segregation
that created the African American district of Milwaukee meant that the schools in the













 

community were segregated as well. Sociologist Charles O’Reilly argues that, “the fact
that in large Northern cities Negro children long attended de facto segregated schools
means that they were isolated from other pupils as effectively as in the ‘separate but
equal’ schools struck down by the Supreme Court in 1954.181 Students in de facto
segregated schools were far behind their white counterparts in all measures of educational
attainment. Black children, boys especially, were significantly behind in age-grade
placement, attended fewer years of school, had much higher drop out rates, and the black
community had a much higher rate of functional illiteracy.182
According to O’Reilly “school dropouts and failure to go on to higher education
represent both a waste of talent for the total community and frustration for the individuals
who fail to achieve academically.”183 There were some signs of improvement in the
1950s as students began to see some value in getting an education. One man said that
there was a time when black youth saw crime or hustling as their only option to make
good money and “there wasn’t much incentive for him to stay in school and behave
himself.”184 In the 1950s the job market loosened up slightly for educated blacks, which
provided an impetus to stay in school. In addition the city made an effort to hire black
teachers, though these teachers also faced discrimination and most ended up in
predominately black schools.185 During this decade school officials began to address
some of the educational problems, but the massive protests over education in the 1960s
demonstrate that their efforts were found wanting.

















 

In addition to problems with housing, employment, and education, the migration
of southern blacks exacerbated social problems in Milwaukee. A Milwaukee Journal
article addressed the increase in the percentage of African Americans in the city between
1950 and 1960 and wrote that, “this modest statistic alteration in the city’s racial
composition has created problems and aroused emotions disproportionate to the extent of
the change.” The article goes on to posit the idea that if there had been a similar influx of
Australians the city would have “managed without difficulty.”186 Hamilton further
argues that northern whites’ lack of experience with blacks may have created hostility as
the black population became more visible.187 However it is clear that discrimination took
place in Milwaukee in the late nineteenth century when the black population was very
small, so greater visibility could only have increased already existing hostility. Historian
Stewart Tolnay says that as the number of African Americans grew, northern whites may
have enlisted “additional discriminatory measures…to maintain the status quo,” which
suggests strategic race segregation.188 In Milwaukee this discrimination was evident in
some areas such as housing, employment, and private clubs, but unlike the South there
was little discrimination in the courts, voting, or public transportation. In other areas,
such as public swimming pools, entertainment venues, restaurants and other public
spaces, the situation was less obvious.189 The discrimination also included subtle
indignities such as ignoring a patron, while overt racist sentiments were withheld. The
open-housing marches of the 1960s would later expose these deeply rooted racial
attitudes.












 

White leaders also had concerns about the morals of Milwaukee’s black residents.
In 1948 there was a scandal involving white teenage girls and black men who supposedly
came together to listen to “bebop, an extreme form of jazz” and engage in sex orgies.
Mayor Zeidler called it “the worst wave of sex orgies in Milwaukee history.”190 Though
officials seemed to acknowledge that the girls were complicit in their behaviors, there is
no getting around the fact that they were consorting with black men. Incidents like this
often led white society to assume the worst of all African American residents.191 White
Milwaukeeans often referred to the “Negro problem” which constituted “a higher crime
rate, the greater percentage of Negroes on relief, the amount of vandalism and juvenile
delinquency, the poor housing, the disproportionate rate of illegitimacy, the undercurrent
of violence in some dingy taverns and on some crowded streets.”192 But what many
white people did not realize is that most black residents also abhorred these problems and
searched for ways to mitigate them. However, the vast majority of money for roads,
lighting, playgrounds, schools, and other services was diverted to the outer parts of the
city, which left the inner core prone to further deterioration.193
By the late 1950s the Zeidler administration had turned much of its focus on
social problems in the inner core to its taverns. There had been several incidents between
tavern goers and the police that brought attention to the sheer number of drinking
establishments in the African American district.194 A study commissioned by the mayor’s















 

office found that there were 354 taverns in the area. It declared that the problem is not the
taverns themselves, but rather “the physical condition of the building, the character and
attitude of the people who operate them, the behavior of the people who frequent them
and their concentration in given areas that are prone to cause trouble.”195 A Milwaukee
Journal report estimated 550 taverns and said that, “drinking at the taverns is a source of
much of the trouble with the police.” But it also mentioned that “taverns are the only
social center that many of the neighborhood residents know” and wondered if reducing
them would really solve any problems.196 This assault on taverns was effectively an
assault on jazz as Bronzeville taverns was the primary place to hear live jazz.
In an interesting study of black Milwaukee tavern culture, Frank Samuels
discusses how minorities are spatially segregated within the city. This segregation
isolates them from the larger social and economic life of that city, but also allows for a
certain autonomy within the community. He says that blacks develop different behaviors
and survival strategies that may or may not constitute a ‘culture,’ but “that the
neighborhood tavern, as a social institution, is particularly significant to the social
organization and processes in the urban Negro ghettoes.”197 A number of these taverns,
which played a role that other community institutions could not, also had live music,
often jazz. But, as became evident in the 1960s, these taverns, and the areas surrounding
them, were marked for urban renewal projects that resulted in their eventual removal.
This removal had a profound effect on the jazz scene and altered the entertainment
landscape as clubs were forced to move or shut down.









 

The taverns were just one element of an interesting admixture of northern and
southern culture that emerged in black Milwaukee in the 1950s. Even though established
African Americans decried the manners and morals of newcomers, or called for efforts to
help or acculturate them, elements of southern culture were making their way into
Milwaukee’s black society.198 However, it was not necessarily a smooth transition. As
Amiri Baraka describes, the migration of southern blacks created two black cultures in
northern cities:
But the exodus produced not only a huge disparity between large groups of
Negroes but opened up a space for even larger disparities to develop. There was
now the Northern Negro and the Southern Negro, and the “space” that the city
provided was not only horizontal; it could make strata, and disparities grew within
the group itself. The Northern industrial city had given new form to the Negro’s
music; it had also, equally, proposed new reactions for him psychologically,
which would soon produce new sociological reactions.199
However, this clash of intra-racial class and cultural practices allowed for two
overlapping features that brought the seemingly disparate groups together: eating
establishments, where broader dietary commonalities remained obvious, and a nightlife
that featured the ‘new forms of music,’ in this case jazz and blues. Some of the most
popular restaurants in Bronzeville, such as Larry’s Chicken Shack and Bill Mosby’s
chicken and barbecue joint Bill’s Better Batter, were southern in nature.200 These
restaurants often stayed open all night to cater to the jazz crowd. And this crowd may
have been divided along class (and racial) lines, but when it came to the nightclubs all















 

groups “claimed them as a part of their own personal geographies.”201 In this way,
participants in the jazz community integrated southern cultural influences into northern
patterns of life.
Despite the problems in the African American community, in the 1950s it was
still very much a community. Many bemoaned a lack of leadership, but there indeed
were local leaders in the community.202 There was the tailor and business owner C.L.
Johnson, YWCA executive director Bernice Lindsey, Reverend Fisher of St. Marks
A.M.E., bankers Ardie and Wilbur Halyard, attorney James Dorsey, and others.
However, many of these leaders were members of the established black bourgeoisie and
often could not, or chose not to, relate to the new migrants. Perhaps this is why so many
within and without the African American community felt there was a lack of leadership.
Nonetheless, there was culture and that helped hold the community together. There was
art, music, sports, social groups, religious institutions, and various entertainment options.
Indeed, there was jazz. And while jazz may have had a limited impact on the community
as a whole, for those who participated in the jazz world, the impact was profound.

Jazz in 1950s Milwaukee
Jazz reached its pinnacle in Milwaukee in the late 1940s and early 1950s. There
were about two-dozen clubs that offered live jazz several nights a week during the 1950s
that were very much a part of the social scene. In fact Walnut Street, the heart of
Bronzeville and the location of many venues, was known by locals as “The Scene.”
People got dressed up just to walk up and the down the street; even if they could not









 

afford to really live it up, they still tried to look the part.203 Most Bronzeville clubs did
not charge a cover and would let customers nurse a drink all night long. The jazz clubs
were just part of the larger entertainment milieu as there were other taverns, the Regal
movie theater, dancehalls, pool halls, restaurants, and record stores.204
But for many, jazz was the draw and the restaurants and other entertainment
options just completed “The scene.” Guitarist and Milwaukee jazz legend Manty Ellis
said, “Man you could find everything. Oh man, there was just clubs, and music all over
the place. Guys were coming like, Gene Ammons and Sonny Stitt…all the guys from
Chicago used to come up.” Ellis was in his early twenties when he used to frequent “The
Scene”: “Oh man, that’s all I did. Work a day job and stay out half the night” playing
jazz in the clubs or just hanging out.205 For blacks in Milwaukee, and many whites as
well, this was the center of the local entertainment universe.206
Not all the clubs were located in Bronzeville however. By the 1950s the African
American district had expanded due to migration and early urban renewal projects. As
the neighborhoods moved north and west and buildings were razed, jazz clubs cropped up
in these new territories as well. Also, there had long been a thriving downtown jazz
district. Mostly located on Third Street—only a few blocks south of Bronzeville—and
Wisconsin Avenue, these downtown clubs drew the best local and national talent. Many
of these venues were owned or controlled by organized crime—which could make it hard













 

to get a gig—but once in the door they treated the musicians well.207 Some downtown
club owners and managers may have been resistant, but these clubs almost certainly had
black staff members, and black musicians like Manty Ellis played there frequently.208
Another important aspect to Milwaukee jazz in the 1950s was that the
musicianship was had reached an impressive level. In fact this period may have had the
best group of musicians playing locally over the span of several years. There were a
number of established musicians such as saxophone players Jimmy Colvin, Leonard Gay,
and Bobby Burdette, trumpeter Frank Gay, and pianist Loretta Whyte who were still on
top of their game. At the same time a new crop of very talented musicians such as pianist
and saxophone player Billy Wallace, organist Beverly Pitts, saxophone player Bunky
Green, pianist Willie Pickens, and pianist and guitarist Manty Ellis were on their way up.
In addition a vast array of national touring talent came through the city, often for
extended stays. Sometimes these musicians would bring their whole group, but at other
times they would have Milwaukee musicians back them up. Ellis said that many touring
jazz musicians came here. “Milwaukee was a hub,” he recalled. “We were featuring
more jazz here than just about any place in the country. And I rubbed shoulders with all
of them.”209 In this way local jazz artists were able to both hone their skills and establish
a national reputation, at least among other jazz musicians. As jazz musicians moved
















 

about the country they not only shared ideas about the music, but musicians as well.
Some Milwaukee musicians, even those that did not tour, became well known among
national jazz circles because of the migratory nature of the music.
In the early 1950s Milwaukee could brag of a vibrant jazz club scene. In this
period the Flame and Moon Glow continued to be two of the most prominent jazz clubs
in the city. James “Derby” Thomas, the owner of the Flame, moved to Milwaukee in
1922 and worked a number of jobs before he opened the club in 1945.210 A German real
estate developer and tavern owner owned the building, located at 1315 North Ninth
Street, but he sold it to the Elk’s Club in 1949. However Thomas was allowed to
maintain his club. Thomas was married to Loretta Whyte, a pianist and organist, who
also managed the house band.211 Whyte was a fine musician in her own right who often
played at the Schroeder Hotel downtown and was in Bernie Young’s band for a number
of years. The Flame often featured a floorshow that was choreographed by Betty Conley,
a dancer out of Chicago, and featured the husband and wife team of Satin Doll and La
Cricket. The Flame was arguably the most popular ‘black and tan’ in Milwaukee and on
weekend nights the audience was about half white.212
In addition to the house acts and traveling artists, singers, dancers, and comedians,
the Flame booked top-notch jazz musicians. 213 Some were local, like Jimmy Dudley,
Leonard Gay, and Mayme Myrick and others were national. Duke Ellington, who
enjoyed performing in Milwaukee, made a handful of appearances at the Flame over the













 

years. In 1957 Ellington and members of his band were on hand when Derby and Loretta
(Whyte) Thomas celebrated the tenth anniversary of the Flame at the Wonderland
Ballroom (another club owned by Derby Thomas). A highlight of the show was when
Satin Doll (the dancer) danced to “Satin Doll,” a famous Duke Ellington song, and
Ellington and members of the band joined the Bobby Burdette Combo for an impromptu
performance.214
Unfortunately, even the most successful Bronzeville clubs often struggled to
make ends meet. By the late 1950s Thomas was struggling to pay salaries and meet his
costs. Then in 1959 the Milwaukee Common Council shut down the Flame when a
minor was caught urinating outside after allegedly drinking in the club. Thomas said it
would cost him $1,000 dollars to fight the edict passed by the Council so he just closed
the club. A 1959 article about the closing of the club mentioned the wealth of talent that
played there, “Not the highest paid, not the biggest names, not the most popular singers
and dancers, but always the finest unheralded talent that never failed to ignite applause
you could hear for blocks.”215 In the mid-1960s Derby and Loretta tried to reopen the
Flame at the former location of Thelma’s Back Door, a jazz club that had moved in the
late 1950s. However, Derby died later that year and Loretta struggled to maintain the
business as redevelopment projects ripped up the street around the club. Loretta Whyte
continued to perform until 1990 and lived until 2008.216
















 

In 1930 Robert “Calumet Slim” Freeman opened a restaurant that soon became a
tavern. In 1945 he named the club Moon Glow, though it apparently had been known for
jazz long before then. Moon Glow billed itself as Milwaukee’s “oldest black and tan”
and was a rival of the Flame in terms of musicians and audience. Like the Flame, shows
at the Moon Glow had a variety of talent including singers, tap dancers, and blues
musicians. The club was longer and narrower than the Flame so it probably did not have
the same elaborate floorshow, however Betty Conley also worked there for a number of
years as a producer and mistress of ceremonies. Though the Moon Glow did not draw
quite the national talent the Flame did, all of the best Milwaukee musicians played there
and Leonard Gay’s Orchestra was the house band for several years.217
Despite its reputation as one of the clubs to go to ‘for the action,’ the Moon Glow,
like the Flame, represents the struggles club owners faced to remain viable in the
Milwaukee market. First, there was the issue of obtaining a liquor license and then
maintaining it against a capricious Common Council. The mob-run joints had a real
problem with this as they needed a straight guy to front for them, but even honest
business owners ran into problems. The record is murky, but for some amount of time in
the early 1950s Derby Thomas actually held the liquor license for Moon Glow despite
being owner of the Flame. Then in 1952 the Council suspended the license for thirty
days because a woman had “solicited for prostitution” in the Moon Glow—she was
arrested for trying to pick up a plainclothes police officer. Fred Myers, the Alderman of
the Sixth Ward where the nightclub was located, vouched for Thomas saying there was
no way he could be expected to know what the woman as up to. However, and despite







 

having to vote three times, the Council overwhelmingly voted against Thomas.218
Prostitution issues were a common occurrence in the Bronzeville taverns, sometimes with
but often without the cooperation of the owners or managers.219
The last years of Moon Glow become murky. Freeman and his wife, jazz pianist
Mayme Myrick, lived next door to the 1222 North Seventh Street location and offered
furnished rooms in the 1220 North Seventh location. Directory listings for 1950 show
that Freeman had furnished rooms, but show ‘no return’ for the 1222 address. However,
we know from the 1952 Milwaukee Journal article that Moon Glow still existed at the
time. The 1955 directory listings show both addresses as vacant, but by 1960 Moon
Glow has reappeared at the 1222 address. However, there is no listing for Robert
Freeman at either address. In addition to not being listed in the directories in the late
1950s, there are no mentions of Moon Glow in the local press and no advertisements
appear. Moon Glow continues to be listed until 1965, but Freeman makes no more
appearances. To further confuse matters Vick, who wrote extensively about Moon Glow
and the Flame, says in one place that Moon Glow closed in the early 1960s and in another
that it closed in 1966 due to expressway projects.220
Most likely what happened is that Freeman gave up ownership of the club in the
mid-1950s. This could have been due to financial or legal issues, or maybe he simply
was ready to get out of the business. Vick notes that after Freeman left there was a
succession of owners, though they must have kept the original location until the pressures














 

of Milwaukee’s redevelopment projects forced them out in the mid-1960s.221 What is not
clear is whether or not the Moon Glow of the early 1960s had live jazz, though the
evidence seems to indicate it did not. As late as November 1973 a woman named Irene
Spivey Salter was given permission to operate the Moonglow [sic] Tavern, now located
at 2900 North Twelfth Street, when the previous owner Mrs. Johnnie Mae Jackson had to
surrender her license after pleading guilty to soliciting prostitution. To take over the
Moon Glow Salter had to transfer the license from her other club, Irene’s Club
Continental (located at former site of Thelma’s Back Door and the brief reopening of the
Flame) and close it down.222 This type of transfer of ownership and possession of
licenses was quite common in Milwaukee taverns among both black and white
proprietors.
Another common theme among the Bronzeville clubs was frequent name and
location changes. Thelma’s Back Door is a classic example of both of these. Thelma’s
was another mainstay in the late 1940s and 1950s and was owned by Thelma and Felix
Welch. Pictures show a classy place with a large ornate bar and patrons dressed to the
nines. Top local talent such as Jimmy Colvin, Jimmy Dudley, Frank Gay, and pianist
Mayme Myrick played there regularly. In addition some high power national figures
including Gene Ammons and Eddie ‘Lockjaw’ Davis performed at Thelma’s over the
years.223 Frank Foster, the arranger for Count Basie used to make regular stops at
Thelma’s to play with Bunky Green in the late 1950s.224 Thelma’s Back Door is a good
example of the transient nature of space and name that existed among the clubs at this













 

time. In an advertisement in the 1951-52 Negro Business Directory the establishment
was located at 701 W. Juneau. In 1957 it moved to 908 West Center Street and in 1960 it
became Thelma’s Back Door and Calypso Room. Some time around 1963 Thelma’s
closed.225
There were several other Bronzeville nightspots that had jazz, but reflecting the
migratory and improvisational nature of jazz and jazz clubs, many of these changed
hands and moved frequently. Then as the 1950s progressed tastes changed and there was
an economic downturn so the taverns had less and less live music. Nonetheless these
venues certainly helped complete “the Scene.” But the Walnut Street area was not the
only place to hear great jazz. The downtown venues varied in type and environment, but
they all drew top talent. The ballrooms and hotel bars of the 1930s and 1940s, such as
the Schroeder Hotel, The Wisconsin Roof, and the Pfister Hotel still had jazz several
nights a week. There were also several Italian owned restaurants and clubs that had jazz
and other entertainments.
Arguably the most interesting of these was the Brass Rail. Formerly Tutz’s, the
Brass Rail opened in July 1956 at 744 North Third Street and remained there until the
early 1980s. In the late 1950s this was a jazz club that had strip-tease dancers, though by
1960 it was a club that had strippers and maybe jazz on occasion. Under the management
of Irvin “Izzy” Pogrob the Brass Rail drew an extraordinary array of national talent
including, but not limited to, Gene Krupa, Teddy Wilson, and Lionel Hampton in 1957,
Buddy Rich, Sarah Vaughn and Louis Armstrong in 1958, and Dave Brubeck in 1959. In
between these stars the Brass Rail offered steady gigs to local musicians such as Manty






 

Ellis and Bunky Green. This helped the local jazz community to remain viable even as
pressures mounted on the Bronzeville clubs.226
However Frank Balistrieri, who was the head of organized crime in Milwaukee,
owned the Brass Rail and in early January 1960, Izzy Pogrob was found dead. He had
been shot nine times in the head and his body was dumped in a ditch in Ozaukee County
several miles from his home. At the time theories for his murder were simple robbery, as
he was carrying $1500 in cash on him, or retribution for not paying a Chicago booking
agency for some of the musicians he had brought in. Another rumor was that a boxcar of
liquor had gone missing and Balistrieri accused Pogrob of stealing it. Regardless of the
reason, Pogrob’s murder was never solved and the Brass Rail never booked the same
level of jazz talent. 227
Other downtown clubs also booked high level national acts. For example
Scaler’s, located at 610 North Third Street, hosted stars like Chet Baker and Jo Jones in
the mid-1950s. Max Roach did a weeklong stint in 1959 at Curro’s located a couple
blocks north of Scaler’s at 821 North Third Street. Ramsey Lewis also appeared at
Curro’s during one of his many visits to Milwaukee. In fact Herbie Hancock got his start
at Curro’s when he was called in from Chicago to fill in for the pianist in a quintet
fronted by Donald Byrd and Pepper Adams. Apparently they liked Hancock’s playing so
much they fired their regular pianist. In the late 1940s and early 1950s the Showboat
Café at 618 East Clybourn had musicians such as Illinois Jacquet, Dizzy Gillespie, the











 

Nat Cole Trio and others.228 This demonstrates that Milwaukee in the 1950s was a
destination for some of the best jazz musicians in the country. Part of this was its
proximity to Chicago, but even moreso it was because the jazz community at the time
could support both local and national talent.
These clubs could not always book national talent so they also hired the best local
musicians. And though some musicians have claimed it was hard to get in if you were
black, this was not the case for the elite musicians.229 For example Manty Ellis had a
seven-day a week gig at Curro’s for quite some time. In fact it was at Curro’s that Ellis
made the full time switch from piano to guitar. He said he was playing piano with Jimmy
Colvin’s group, but he felt like he was cheating on his guitar so he would bring it in and
practice during breaks. One night he was practicing before the show started and Colvin
told him to just play guitar that night. The band went without a piano player and Ellis
never looked back.230
Other downtown clubs like the Lamppost, the Downtowner (also a strip joint
owned by Balistrieri), The Scenic Lounge, Fazio’s (also had mob connections), and Basin
Street booked lots of local talent, black and white, like pianists Frank DeMiles and
Claude Dorsey, trumpeter Dick Ruedebusch, and sax player Berkeley Fudge. While
there was certainly a division between black and white musicians, and the bands were
rarely integrated, this was not set in stone.231 By the late 1950s things began to loosen up













 

as white and black musicians jammed together in some of the Bronzeville clubs.232 This
became an important learning environment especially for white musicians that wanted to
play bebop and hard bop rather than the dance music they generally played for paying
gigs. There were other clubs such as The Tonic and Rickey’s Birdland scattered around
Milwaukee, but Bronzeville and the downtown clubs were really the two jazz hubs at the
time.
In the 1950s three important themes emerged among Milwaukee’s jazz musicians.
The first was a slow passing of the torch from the stars of the 1940s to the rising crowd of
the 1950s and beyond. Musicians like Leonard Gay, Jimmy Dudley, Holder Jones,
Loretta Whyte, and Bert Bailey continued to play, but more importantly they helped give
rise to the next generation of talent. Bert Bailey had been the leader of the popular 1930s
band Bert Bailey and his Brown Buddies that provided the start for Jimmy Dudley and
Claude Dorsey among others. Other musicians like Frank Gay, Jimmie Colvin, and
Dorsey formed a bridge from the older generation to the new, as they were still quite
active throughout the 1950s and into the 1960s. Many of these musicians had played
with some of the superstars of jazz and were able to pass on wisdom to the young players.
Colvin for example played with Charlie Parker, Don Redman, and Wardell Grey over the
years before settling down in Milwaukee.233 Frank Gay, who played with the Bernie
Young band and Leonard Gay when he was young, then played with young musicians
like Bunky Green, Willy Pickens, and Bobby Burdette as they were getting started.234











 

Another musician with a short career in Milwaukee, but a lasting impact, was Dick
Ruedebusch. Though he led a Dixieland style band he gave a start to some standout
musicians like Jack Carr, Lee Burrows, and especially Sig Millonzi.235 This theme of
passing the torch happened again in the late 1960s and 1970s as the new stars of the
1950s passed on their knowledge to the next generation. And that generation is currently
repeating the process yet again with a group of young talented musicians, so this is a
theme that continues.
The rise of the 1950s crowd also continued a theme that seems particularly strong
in Milwaukee. For most local musicians there comes a time when they have to decide
whether to settle down in Milwaukee, or pull up stakes and try elsewhere. It appears that
very few musicians have made Milwaukee their base while continuously touring. Some
have tried it, but few if any have made it last. Many of the musicians of the 1950s faced
this decision. There have been a few musicians like Jimmy Colvin and Leonard Gay who
chose to settle in Milwaukee after being on the road for a number of years. Others like
Frank Gay and Manty Ellis were from Milwaukee, tried the road for a while, but
ultimately returned home. Gay toured locally, generally playing for white audiences in
small Wisconsin towns and Ellis went on the road with Stanley Turrentine and Sonny
Stitt.236 There were some who seemed to end up in Milwaukee by accident. Rahsaan
Roland Kirk was one of those, though he only stayed for about six months before moving
on. Hattush Alexander was another—he came for a short gig and ended up staying for
more than thirty years. Many of the musicians who stayed like Berkeley Fudge and
Frank DeMiles never really considered the road to be a viable option.








 

For those who stayed, an overwhelming number of them did it for family.
Leonard Gay met his wife in Milwaukee and though he toured for a few years after they
married, he gave up the road when he came home one time and his three-year old
daughter did not recognize him.237 Berkeley Fudge got married at nineteen and had four
children. He tried touring for a little while, but the realities of family life drew him back
home. Fudge would travel east to New York and Philadelphia during the five or six week
shut downs at the auto plant where he worked, but otherwise remained in Milwaukee.238
For others jazz was just part of who they were—it was an important part, but so was
family and career.239 And finally, for many the road was just too unsure, too hard a life,
and they preferred the security of the known jazz landscape in Milwaukee.
Yet others left Milwaukee for good soon after their careers showed promise. For
many of the young musicians in the 1950s there was a strong need to break out of
Milwaukee and test their fortunes elsewhere. Bunky Green is an extremely talented
saxophone player who got his start in the Teenage Big Band with other stars-to-be like
Frank Morgan, Willie Pickens, and Billy Wallace. In the early 1950s Bunky, Pickens,
and Reuben Harpole went to New York City. They stopped at Small’s Paradise—a
mecca for bebop at the time—so that Pickens and Bunky could try to sit in on a jam
session. They did not get to play, but Lou Donaldson, a star in his own right, introduced
Bunky to Charles Mingus who gave him a job on the spot.240 Throughout the 1950s
Bunky bounced in and out of Milwaukee—in fact in 1957 he announced he was bringing
his family back. But by this time he had established a national reputation and could not









 

be bound by Milwaukee.241 He soon left and eventually became director of jazz studies
at the University of North Florida while continuing to tour and produce albums.
Billy Wallace is another fine musician who got his start in Milwaukee in the late
1940s. He started out playing saxophone before he discovered that he had an almost
preternatural ability at the piano. His skill and drive were a profound influence on Manty
Ellis who marveled at his technical skill even at a young age. Ellis said Wallace was
brilliant, “a harmonic genius, an Art Tatum type.”242 Wallace left Milwaukee in 1951 at
the age of 21 to work in Chicago with Illinois Jacquet’s band. Eventually he ended up in
Denver and played with superstars like Johnny Griffin, Sonny Rollins, Max Roach,
Charlie Parker, and Miles Davis along the way.243 Willie Pickens is another pianist from
that very talented group that moved on to Chicago. He stayed there, and like Bunky
Green became an educator at Northern Illinois University. He also played on a number
of albums and continues to play to this day. This phenomenon of musicians leaving
Milwaukee for Chicago and especially New York continues, though most at least
maintain ties to Milwaukee and return often to play. In this way Milwaukee’s small jazz
community is part of the pipeline that connects directly to jazz hubs like Chicago and
New York.
The last theme links the two previous themes in a very practical way. The reality
is that very few jazz musicians get rich playing jazz—in fact the vast majority cannot
even make a living solely as performers. This was, and is, very much the case in
Milwaukee. Those that felt the call to make their living as musicians had to leave the city










 

to do it. For those that chose to stay this often meant working day jobs that had to pay a
decent wage. It appears that it may have been possible in the 1940s to make it solely as a
musician in Milwaukee, but even in the 1950s this became very hard to do. And in later
decades it was virtually impossible. Many became educators of some sort, either
teaching in the schools or teaching music.244 Manty Ellis worked a number of day jobs
before eventually becoming a force in the jazz program at the Wisconsin Conservatory of
Music. Berkeley Fudge and a number of other local musicians soon joined him there.245
Others became businessmen. Leonard Gay bought into a grocery store in 1952 and by
1962 had retired from music to run the store full time. His sausage became well known
and was sold all over Milwaukee.246 Frank Gay became a barber and owned a barbershop
from 1965 until he retired in the mid 1990s.247 By the late 1950s it was clear that no one
in Milwaukee was going to get rich playing jazz and this certainly was not going to
change as things got harder in the ensuing decades. Urban renewal and redevelopment
projects affected the physical landscape, and the economic decline, unemployment, and
poverty caused by deindustrialization caused the jazz community to shrink, thus
constraining the options for musicians.
Interestingly, the migration of southern African Americans that was so prevalent
in 1950s Milwaukee did not encourage longstanding impacts on the jazz scene. It
appears that few if any of these later migrants were musicians and most did not have the
resources to get involved as club owners or managers. The people who dominated the
jazz scene were either earlier migrants who had established themselves, or native-born











 

Milwaukeeans. And while one might expect the increased African American population
to have expanded the jazz audience this did not happen.
One reason is that many of the new migrants could not afford to spend their
limited pay in the jazz clubs. While taverns still proliferated and were heavily
patronized, most had jukeboxes where people could get their musical fix for much
cheaper. Also, changing tastes meant that there were simply fewer people interested in
jazz. Finally, the white audience that had made the black and tans so popular had drifted
away as many moved to the outskirts of Milwaukee and the suburbs. Many of them still
patronized the downtown clubs and new clubs that emerged on the periphery, but few
would make the trip into the deteriorating African American district. There were still a
number of jazz clubs in 1960, and many of them had music several nights a week, but the
downturn in the local economy coupled with an upturn in local redevelopment projects
meant that many of the clubs were on thin ice. The spatial dislocation created by
Milwaukee’s urban renewal projects in the 1960s coupled with a loss of industrial jobs
meant that the venues were limited and the patrons had fewer dollars to spend on
entertainment. 
The 1950s were a period of transition for the city of Milwaukee, and for jazz. At
the same time as the city embarked on development projects and dealt with a large influx
of African Americans from the South, the nature of jazz and its audience began to
change. With the advent of swing in the 1930s jazz became America’s popular music for
both blacks and whites, however when bebop replaced swing in the late 1940s and 1950s
much of the jazz audience moved away as the music required more work to enjoy.248
Randy Sandke argues that after World War II the “focus of the art world shifted from






 

Paris to New York, and for the first time in its history, America began to take its role as
cultural arbiter seriously.” Thus less value was placed on the vernacular arts and more
emphasis was placed on ‘higher culture.’ Correspondingly jazz came to be considered
high art and musicians were encouraged to push the limits of jazz. This meant that the
general public, “in their never-ending thirst for music-as-entertainment, increasingly
turned away from jazz toward new and simpler forms of danceable music.”249 Thus, as
jazz lost its black audience in the 1950s the inner city clubs shut down and the music
moved into clubs in the suburbs and white neighborhoods.250 This was also true in
Milwaukee as the loss of audience and the pressures of redevelopment projects meant
jazz clubs had to shut down or move. And as we will see this meant that jazz in
Milwaukee was about to experience a major change.









 

Chapter 3
“Stormy”251
Transition – Urban Renewal
In 1966 Penny Goodwin was a singing waitress at the short-lived Nauti-Gal
Restaurant on Milwaukee Street in downtown Milwaukee. At the time her prospects
were dim. For example two individuals who would become her most important
supporters thought she was a lousy singer. But by 1971 she had improved enough to get
a gig in the Crown Room at the Pfister Hotel.252 Around that time Milwaukee pianist
Ray Tabs saw her performing at Alfie’s on the north side of the city and decided to bring
her in to sing with his trio. That began a fruitful musical relationship that lasted through
the late 1970s. Tabs proved to be an excellent teacher, who Goodwin says, “brought me
a much longer way than the few voice training lessons I’ve had here and there.”253 The
group enjoyed a successful run at Sardino’s on Farwell during the mid-1970s. Enough so
that it appears Tabs at least, and maybe Goodwin, was the rare Milwaukee musician
making enough money to live comfortably and provide for his family.254
In 1974 Goodwin released her debut album Portrait of a Gemini, with Tabs on
keyboards. The album was much more an example of 1970s soul than jazz, but the jazz
elements are certainly evident. Interestingly, Seymour Lefco, a Milwaukee dentist with a
handful of song writing credits, wrote two of the hits on the album specifically for
Goodwin. Lefco, known as the “Jazz Dentist,” became an important figure in Goodwin’s













 

life despite telling her in 1966 to quit singing. In fact Lefco fronted the money for
Goodwin to record her album and organized her concerts. Lefco is an interesting
Milwaukee character himself. As a dentist he treated a veritable who’s who of jazz greats
including George Shearing, Oscar Peterson, Anita O’Day, Ray Brown, Dizzy Gillespie,
and Gerry Mulligan. Oscar Peterson and Ray Brown have recorded several versions of
Lefco’s songs, especially “You Look Good to Me.” The story is that Lefco, who is
white, had the African American Brown over for dinner in 1945 and they became friends.
At some point Brown gave Lefco the music to “You Look Good to Me” so that he could
write the lyrics.255 Lefco pointed out this interesting relationship of a white dentist
writing lyrics for African American performers by joking that Goodwin, “objects. She
says I don’t write black enough for her. She says it comes out too Jewish.”256
Around the time Portrait was to be released Goodwin discussed the difficulties of
making the big time. She said it was less about talent and more about connections. “It is
hard to make the big time. If it happens, beautiful. If it doesn’t…I won’t die. Because I
love what I am doing.”257 Goodwin had a successful run through the 1970s, performing
in most of the major clubs in Milwaukee, but never did hit the big time. At some point it
all must have become too hard, no longer fulfilling, or simply financially untenable
because Goodwin decided to go back to school to be a teacher. And again Lefco was
there to support her, if not financially then certainly emotionally, as Goodwin got her
Bachelors and Masters degrees and became a Social Studies teacher at Roosevelt Middle










 

School of the Arts.258 Later, Goodwin founded Generations in Jazz, an organization that
brings together talented Milwaukee Public School students with professional Milwaukee
musicians.259 In this way she was able to bring together the two passions of her life,
music and teaching.
Goodwin’s story is emblematic of the transitions that took place in the Milwaukee
jazz scene during the 1960s and 1970s. As Goodwin was getting her start in the late
1960s most of the jazz clubs of the earlier generation were gone. Certainly the vast
majority of the Bronzeville clubs no longer existed and the venues of the era reflected the
movement of African Americans north and west of the original black district. This was
partially due to redevelopment projects, partially economics, and in no small part a
reflection of taste. In live performances Goodwin was primarily a jazz singer, though she
sang in a variety of styles, picking songs because they moved her, not because of their
genre. But her recording, Portrait of a Gemini, is pure 1970s soul. This reflects the
changing tastes of this generation of Americans, especially the black audience. They
would go to a club to hear jazz, but when it came time to purchase music, they tended to
favor rhythm and blues and soul. Finally, Goodwin represents the passing of the torch
that has been prevalent in the Milwaukee jazz community. First she succeeded with the
support of Tabs and Lefco, and then she later found a way to give back to young
musicians.
Some of the changes of the 1960s may have been inevitable, but in Milwaukee
urban renewal and expressway projects played a significant role in creating a new jazz
landscape in the city. On this landscape the jazz clubs were much more widely dispersed








 

than they had been in Bronzeville so that each club became a discrete entity rather than
part of a larger community. This spatial dislocation meant that patrons and musicians
could no longer easily move from club to club, but rather had make choices and decisions
about where to go and how to get there. This was part of the process that undermined the
jazz scene of the 1950s and forced the jazz community to reimagine the jazz landscape in
the 1960s.

This chapter explores the urban renewal projects that Milwaukee undertook from
the mid-1950s to the early 1970s and how they affected the African American
community and jazz. It is in this period that the processes that created a vastly different
jazz landscape were fully realized. At this time the African American and jazz
communities were forced to accelerate the reinterpretation of their lives and this chapter
details the mechanisms behind these changes. The chapter begins with a description of
reasons for the redevelopment projects, what they did, and what the outcomes were.
Next it looks at some of the major trends in the African American community during the
1960s and gives a brief description of some of the protests and tensions of the period.
Finally, the chapter examines the jazz scene of the 1960s and how it changed over the
course of the decade due to the influences of urban renewal, economics, and changing
tastes in entertainment.

Urban Renewal and Expressway Projects in Milwaukee
Cultural studies and histories of Bronzeville tend to tell a simplistic version of the
effect that Milwaukee development projects had on the neighborhood. The story





generally goes as follows: Bronzeville was thriving then the city came in and knocked
down the buildings, put in a freeway, left people to fend for themselves, and the area has
been struggling to come back ever since.260 In addition there is always a thinly veiled
notion of race to these stories that belies the element of class. There is some truth to the
way these tales are told as a disproportionate number of black residents were affected, but
they tend to downplay the process of urban renewal and the years of study and analysis
that went into the projects. Often class, as in working class or poor neighborhoods,
determined the location of the projects as much as race. As the Milwaukee Courier
argued in 1965, “urban renewal projects are greatly determined by economic and political
influence.”261 However, in Milwaukee this meant that the traditionally African American
part of town with its high level of substandard housing and low level of political clout
was situated in the heart of many of the redevelopment projects.
Throughout his terms as mayor (1948 – 1960) Frank Zeidler tried to mitigate the
effects of outmigration and the lowered tax base that resulted from an increasing number
of poor residents in Milwaukee. His goal was to make the city more attractive through
slum clearance and redevelopment that focused on good housing. The Milwaukee
Common Council also endorsed slum clearance, but “pushed the nonresidential
construction agenda of the Greater Milwaukee Committee” that delayed public housing
in favor of an interstate highway system and a public sports arena, and then branch
libraries, public museum, firehouses, docking facilities, and bridges. It should be noted














that Zeidler also endorsed a number of these projects.262 In 1949 the United States
Housing Act, Title I provided federal aid to cities for slum clearance and blight
elimination. In 1954 the U.S. Housing Act was expanded to provide for redevelopment,
rehabilitation, and conservation and in 1958 the Wisconsin Blight Elimination and Slum
Clearance Act provided for the creation of a Redevelopment Authority in urban areas to
oversee redevelopment projects.263 With the state and federal government aid provided
by these acts, Milwaukee was set to move forth on redevelopment projects.
Meanwhile in the late 1950s Mayor Frank Zeidler became increasingly concerned
with problems in the inner core of Milwaukee and commissioned a study to examine the
situation. This study provides evidence that the targets for redevelopment had elements
of both race and class, “The area houses not only the major portion of the nonwhite
population of the city, but also many of those who are economically deprived or socially
unacceptable elsewhere.” According to the report to the mayor, 19.1 percent of the
105,647 residents of the inner core were ‘nonwhite’ as compared to a 3.6 percent
‘nonwhite’ population for the city as a whole. The study estimated that ninety percent of
the nonwhite population of Milwaukee lived in the inner core and was especially highly
represented in a few census tracks.264
The study looked specifically at 3,600 families within the inner core and found
that over sixty-two percent of the parents were born in southern states, the majority of
fathers were in semi-skilled or unskilled labor, and the majority of mothers performed














assembly or domestic work. There was a high rate of residential density or crowding in
the area at eighty-two people per acre versus fifty-six per acre for the rest of the city.
Rather than high-rise developments the density was due to cramming two or three
dwellings on one lot, which left virtually no open space. Many of these dwellings were
“economically and functionally outmoded structures” with pest infestations, garbage
problems, defective plumbing, and poor housekeeping.265 Like many city officials the
report placed a fair amount of blame on residents as it said, “It is thought that one of the
many reasons inner core homes are in neglected condition is that Negroes customarily put
no high prestige value on the visiting patter which would make cleanliness and
orderliness of homes a matter of pride. Most of the inter-personal relationship between
colored people in the area takes place in bar rooms, halls and on the streets. This
naturally accelerates the deterioration of homes.”266
Such spurious claims aside, the report to the mayor did recommend several
socially conscious and relatively race neutral, or at least race aware, ways to help
improve the inner core. In other words it did not call for simple measures like razing the
area, moving out trouble makers, or increasing law enforcement, but rather advocated
working within the community to raise awareness of problems, to improve education,
increase employment opportunities, and to raise health and housing standards.267
However, this report was released right at the end of Mayor Zeidler’s term and it appears
little was made of it. When Mayor Henry Maier came into office in 1960 he dismissed
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Mayor’s Study Committee, Final Report, 4-17. The study of 3,600 families was conducted in the area
bounded by W. Juneau Ave on the south, the Milwaukee River or N. Holton St on the east, W. Keefe Ave
on the north, and N 20th St on the west. It should be noted that this is a much larger area than what we are
calling Bronzeville, but it does encompass that neighborhood.






the report as “an incontrovertible (and almost indigestible) mass of facts, figures,
statistics and bleak reports.” By 1964, plans were in the works for several heavy-handed
redevelopment and expressway projects designed to stop the spread of blight and improve
transportation.268
Of course redevelopment projects had begun long before then. As early as 1952,
after a seven-year battle, the Common Council voted to approve a twenty-four mile 172
million dollar freeway system. At the time the project was estimated to be finished in
1966 or 1967.269 As noted in Chapter Two, the Lapham Park and Hillside housing
projects were put in place in the 1950s at the expense of many homes and businesses. In
1958 the Common Council approved the North Belt extension of the freeway, but asked
for modifications because of the large number of people that would be affected by an
expressway placed immediately north of North Avenue.270 In 1961 the Community
Renewal Program was authorized and two redevelopment projects began in the lower
Third Ward and Hillside neighborhood. At this time the lower Third Ward was largely
Italian American and the Hillside neighborhood was predominately African American.
By 1964 these projects and others like them were in full swing.271
The general goal of Milwaukee’s urban renewal plans was “the replacement of
dilapidated structures by modern, useful buildings serving a wide variety of purposes.”272
However it appears that a majority of the plans were focused more on the removal of
blight than on replacing buildings. In fact there are swaths of the near north side of















Milwaukee that are still empty today after the blight clearance of the 1960s. In a report
on anticipated relocation needs the city broke down the workload as follows: urban
renewal projects 9.1 percent, public housing 5.6 percent, code enforcement 37.9 percent,
general public improvements 4.1 percent, and expressways 44.3 percent.273 Within some
of these general areas there were plans for rehabilitation and rebuilding, but it would
prove to be inadequate. And in light of the fact that the vast majority of the structures
were removed for freeways, some of which were never built, one can see why blight
removal actually increased the housing pressures in the inner core.
Relocation was the biggest problem for both residents and city officials. Despite
granting approval of the expressways in 1952 no one had thought to perform a study
about the relocation of the people in the path of the freeway projects. In 1957 the
expressway commission finally ordered a study after Mayor Zeidler asked if they had a
plan to deal with the estimated 20,000 people who would be displaced.274 The study
looked at a seven-mile stretch of highway and when it was released in 1959, it estimated
that 12,000 people and several hundred businesses would be forced to move over the
course of five years. The area studied was the heart of the inner core and both Walnut
Street and the Third Street business district would be affected. A housing shortage was
inevitable, especially for black residents. At the time Milwaukee had approximately
5,300 vacant residences, but it was estimated that as many as 10,000 families would
eventually be displaced. Furthermore, some number of those 5,300 vacancies would be











off limits to African Americans as housing covenants and redlining were still in full
effect in Milwaukee.275
In 1962 the Milwaukee Journal ran a series of articles on the displacement of
residents due to expressway and renewal projects. The first two articles painted a slightly
rosier picture of the relocation process than one might expect. It pointed out that many of
the people displaced by the Hillside project in 1957 were able to find low rent housing
and that the total number of families to be displaced was lower than earlier estimates. It
even quoted Arthur Gibson, who owned a popular hosiery and jazz record shop that was
originally located on Walnut Street, “Oh, my rent is higher. My apartment costs more
too—but business is much better. You might say I moved north with the people…and the
city paid for my moving.”276 But in this case Gibson was one of the lucky ones—he
received compensation and was able to find a good place to reopen his store. Subsequent
articles in the series pointed to the problems that African Americans faced in trying to
relocate. Because of discrimination most stayed in the area, some even moving into the
path of ensuing projects. Richard Perrin, the director of city development, said there
should not be a problem because as whites moved out of the northwest side it would open
up space for blacks. But many blacks were hesitant to move into these areas because of
the social pressures and hostility they might face. In addition there was the cost factor.
Expressways were by far the biggest cause of displacement, but there was “no agency
with legal responsibility to find alternate housing for these families as there [was] for












those forced out by urban renewal or public housing projects.” In the end some families
moved north and west, but many stayed crowded in the same areas.277
In 1964 the city commissioned a study to analyze the relocation of the 6,600
residents and 959 businesses that would be dislocated by projects between the years of
1963 and 1972. The study contains demographic and economic data that indicates that
class and race were a factor in the areas targeted for development. For example, in
Milwaukee 47.1 percent of whites lived in housing units worth less than $15,000 and
seventy-six percent of the whites to be relocated fell in this category. For nonwhites,
86.4 percent lived in housing units worth less than $15,000 and 90.8 percent of those to
be relocated were in this category. In addition, 38.1 percent of whites made less than
$6,000 per year and 55.1 percent of relocatees were in this bracket. Among nonwhites,
61.5 percent made less than $6,000 and 71.6 percent of those to be relocated were in that
category. These statistics indicate that economic class in addition to race was a factor in
redevelopment project placement.278
However, race became a bigger factor in issues of rehousing and compensation,
than in who was targeted for relocation. It is true that only 1.9 percent of the city’s white
households were being relocated versus sixteen percent of nonwhite households, but the
citywide population was so overwhelmingly white, and housing covenants sufficiently
restrictive for nonwhite residents, that these numbers are not surprising. When it comes
to rehousing dislocated residents the study says, “The greatest housing imbalance is in the
supply of nonwhite, owner occupied housing units valued at less than $15,000, and for
rental units under $40 a month.” The bulk of nonwhites being relocated would have been












looking for housing in this price range. In addition, rehousing was further complicated
by the fact that the typical nonwhite Milwaukee family made $4,842 per year versus the
typical white family who made $6,664. Compensation was also an issue in that generally
only the owners of buildings, not tenants, got compensated. Tenants may have been
eligible for moving expenses, but they had to meet certain qualifications such as having a
three-year lease. In a population that moved frequently, as did the residents of the inner
core, a three-year lease was rare. Ultimately the study indicated that there was enough
housing available in the city, but left it up to the community (and the federal and state
government) to figure out how to help those that needed it.279
That help was late in coming and inadequate in its effect. It was not until the late
1960s that a city official really questioned what was happening to displaced families.
About halfway through his five-year term on the expressway commission Leonard
Zubrensky saw a documentary on public television about what was happening to
Milwaukee’s displaced residents. This motivated him to finally speak up on their behalf
and push for help in finding and paying for new places to live. Though his term was
coming to an end in 1969 he felt the process was moving in the right direction.280 But for
many it was too late. By 1969 Milwaukee faced a housing shortage, especially on rental
properties and houses for larger families. A big part of this was the widespread
displacement of families that outpaced new construction in the city by a large margin.281














An article in the Milwaukee Journal on the housing shortage opened with this
line, “For more than a decade public programs and private enterprise have carved a path
of destruction, in the name of progress, through Milwaukee’s heart and left it with a
housing problem that may take years to solve.” According to the article between 1960
and 1968 more than 16,500 housing units were destroyed, 12,400 of these due to
freeways, urban renewal, and other public programs. Another 1,982 were razed in the
first nine months of 1969. And because the expressway projects did not require it,
seventy-nine percent of the 16,544 families were without relocation help. As one would
expect the poor were most affected and the result was crowding. Those families without
help “doubled up and tripled up…and they are to be found in basements and attics.”
There was public housing built during the period, but most of it went to the elderly. The
city of Milwaukee was also in a bind as the state and county offered no help in relocating
people even though they were a main driver of the development projects.282 White
residents, who had more options, tended to move to the periphery of the city while the
elderly moved into the new public housing projects. But by the late 1960s, housing
conditions were no better for inner core residents. African Americans had moved north
and west, thus expanding the core, but they still faced many of the same social and
economic issues.
Perhaps because there was little organized protest, there is a sense of inevitability
to the events surrounding urban renewal in Milwaukee. People had marched on city hall
to protest the clearing of buildings for the Hillside housing project, but by April and May
of 1957 newspapers were reporting that the plans were received warmly. Even attorney









James Dorsey, one of the attorneys who filed suit to try to halt the Hillside project, seems
to have given in to the inevitable. The case, David Jeffrey Co. v. Milwaukee, was decided
by the Wisconsin Supreme Court in favor of Milwaukee and allowed the city to acquire
property in the interest of blight removal and urban renewal.283 There were also protests
against the north belt of the expressway in the 1950s largely due to the impact it would
have on the North Avenue business district.284 Ultimately these were successful as the
project was abandoned.
In the 1960s under the administration of Henry Maier the city turned its
development efforts toward the downtown business district. Former Mayor Zeidler
criticized this move saying “the city needs a more sophisticated type of planning that
includes economic and social planning, as well as physical planning.” He argued that
because of these policies black residents were being forced to remain in the ghetto.285
Black leaders also attacked the administration and its lack of interest in African American
residents and accused Maier of hoping the problems would just go away.286 In the late
1960s activists were much more successful in blocking later freeway projects, but by this
time the major damage had been done. Most of what was halted was spur projects, and
often the result was that land had been cleared and stub ramps built and these remained in
place for years after.287
There are several possible reasons for the lack of organized protest. One may be
the supposed leadership void in the African American community, or more specifically














the disconnect between black leaders and working class residents. For example Attorney
Dorsey said that once he realized the Hillside housing project was going to happen he
turned his attention to the concerns of black business owners, but did not seem to worry
about displaced residents.288 Another problem may have been the piecemeal nature of the
projects. Since they took place over an extended period of time and in several dislocated
areas, it may be that protest movements simply never generated the energy needed to
grow into a real grassroots effort. Additionally, there may have been some
misunderstanding about the effects of these projects. Many residents were rightfully
happy about the notion of having the worst areas of their neighborhoods removed, but
they may not have been fully aware of the consequences of these projects. Finally, and
most importantly, in the 1960s the organizational leaders of the black community were
fully entrenched in other protest efforts against school segregation and in favor of open
housing. These protests may have diverted effort and attention away from the
redevelopment projects as they affected a larger share of the African American
population, though redevelopment certainly increased the need for an open housing
policy in Milwaukee.
Urban renewal and expressway projects exposed the economic and political—and
thus racial--divide between city officials and the residents and business owners that were
being displaced. In many regards city officials capitalized on the limited options those
most impacted could muster as the projects progressed. From a coldly economic and
practical matter it was politically easier to place the freeways and housing projects where
they ultimately appeared. Because of where it was located the land would be relatively
cheap. City officials reconciled knocking down most of the buildings that were razed






because they were substandard and beyond rehabilitation. And the residents that were
displaced were mostly poor or lower middle class and a large percentage African
American, thus they had the least legal and political clout of any groups in the city to
object to the projects. So with the bottom line in mind and the hope of a rapid timeframe
to complete the projects, officials made the most politically expedient and callous
choices.
However, there were several matters officials failed to recognize. First, they were
destroying a community, two communities in fact. They tore apart the cultural and
economic heart of the African American district of the city, but they also displaced many
longtime German-American and Jewish residents that remained from the early decades of
the twentieth century. German immigrants initially settled in the area and were followed
by Jewish immigrants when the Germans moved further west in the city. Many Jewish
residents also moved out as the number of African Americans in the area increased, but
some number of the earlier inhabitants still remained. In razing these neighborhoods city
officials did not take into account the importance of place in an individual’s life.
Officials may have seen a ‘blighted’ run down structure that was more than fifty years
old, but for the residents that was home. The landscape that officials erased had special
significance in the lives of the people that inhabited it.
Landscape archeologists Arthur Bernard Knapp and Wendy Ashmore identified
four themes of landscapes that apply to the way residents and communities interact with
physical space: landscapes as memory, as identity, as social order, and as sites of
transformation. Their description of the way people engage with the landscape is
especially fitting for the way residents of Bronzeville interacted with their neighborhood:





Beyond habitus, however, people actively order, transform, identify with and
memorialize landscape by dwelling within it. The environment manifests itself as
landscape only when people create and experience space as a complex of places.
People’s sense of place, and their engagement with the world around them, are
invariably dependent on their own social, cultural, and historical situations. 289
This is certainly the case in Bronzeville and part of the reason the violence of the urban
renewal projects had such a profound effect on the community. For residents the
physical landscape of Bronzeville was tied to their identity and social order and its
destruction undermined their sense of community.
Next, city officials made assumptions about the relocation of residents and
businesses that ignored the realities of racism and discrimination in Milwaukee. Officials
saw a vacancy rate of seven percent in the city and assumed that there was plenty of
housing for displaced families to move into.290 Newspaper articles at the time portrayed
officials as merely misguided or negligent at worst, but one has to wonder if callousness
or indifference to issues of race was at the root of their decision-making. Officials failed
to take into account the difficulty black residents faced when looking for housing outside
of the inner core. Even white residents faced problems as they were forced to sell the
houses they owned and then many ended up renting at high rates. In the end officials
were blinded by the numbers and believed that relocation would be a simple process. But
the reality belied this as many inner core residents ended up back in substandard housing
as that was all they could find.
Officials did not take into account the economic impact the projects would have
on the community. A significant number of businesses were displaced, often without











sufficient compensation to allow them to reopen elsewhere. The 1959 study conducted
by the city found that the seven-mile stretch of expressway would move twenty-two
small factories and 426 businesses.291 This hurt business owners because they were
compensated for the space their business occupied, but not for the business itself. Also, if
the business owner rented the space, the landlord was compensated for the building but
the tenant received no compensation for his or her business.
Further, this move did not just hurt the business owners, but also employees. Jobs
were lost when businesses failed to reopen, and sometimes a new location became
difficult for employees to get to. Finally there was a more systemic impact on the
economy of the African American community. At one time Third Street and Walnut
Street had thriving professional, retail, and entertainment businesses. When these were
displaced the new businesses were more spread out and dislocated. As Reuben Harpole
said, “The Third Street and Upper Third Street Association was second only to the
downtown shopping centers. They had automobile franchises up and down Third Street,
as well as several other stores, furniture stores, clothing stores, five and dime stores,
banks, all up and down Third Street. And when that expressway came through it killed
that area. Killed it!...All the people left.”292

Thus, as hard economic times hit in general

there was no longer the synergy generated by a central business district. People now
spent their money where it was convenient, which meant that it did not necessarily end up
back in black hands.












Black Milwaukee in the 1960s
The African American migration to Milwaukee of the post-World War II era
continued through the 1960s. During the decade the black population grew from 62,458
in 1960 to 105,088 in 1970, a sixty-eight percent increase. Blacks now made up 14.65
percent of the total population of Milwaukee.293 The increase in population coupled with
displacement from urban renewal and expressway projects meant that the African
American district expanded significantly. Throughout the 1960s, white residents in
border neighborhoods increasingly moved to the periphery of the city or the suburbs.294
As they left blacks were able to take up much of the housing. The result was that by the
early 1970s the boundaries of the black residential area were Sherman Boulevard on the
west, Villard Avenue on the north, the Milwaukee River and Holton Street on the east,
and State Street on the south.295 Some of the housing in this expanded area was of newer
stock, but African Americans still occupied significantly more older and deteriorating
structures than their white counterparts. In addition blacks still had higher rates of
occupancy and low rates of homeownership. By 1970 only 3.5 percent of nonwhites (and
most of these were not black) lived outside the central city.296 Thus the housing
pressures, and much of the discrimination of the 1950s still existed.
In the early 1960s some Milwaukee factories began to move to the South in
search of cheaper wages.297 This began a slow decline in the number of relatively high
paying industrial jobs in the city, a trend that would continue for the next two decades.
Nonetheless in the 1960s employment opportunities and wages for blacks were better in













Milwaukee than they were in the South. Also there were an increasing number of black
professionals and business owners.298 In 1970 Wesley Scott, the director of the
Milwaukee Urban League, said there was opportunity for better employment, but “the
ceiling was low.”299 During the decade some African Americans were able to reach a
property owning middle class standard. Notwithstanding, black family income was still
only seventy-three percent of white family income and 24.9 percent of black families
versus 8.1 percent of all families fell below the poverty line. In 1970 the unemployment
rate in Milwaukee was four percent for males and 4.4 percent for females, but for blacks
it was 8.3 percent for males and 8.2 percent for males.300 So while there were
opportunities for black workers, black family income still lagged significantly at the end
of the 1960s.
Largely due to residential segregation, the schools remained quite segregated in
the 1960s. This de facto segregation would be the impetus for one of the largest protest
movements in Milwaukee in the 1960s as blacks fought for fair integration of the schools.
Several elementary schools were nearly one hundred percent black in their enrollment.
Similarly, Roosevelt Junior High and North Division High School also had virtually one
hundred percent black enrollment. These schools are located in what had historically
been the heart of the black district. Throughout the 1960s though, as the population
increased and African Americans began to move west and north, there was a rapid
increase in the number of black students in schools in these areas as well. For example
Washington High School, located on Sherman Boulevard, was 0.2 percent black in 1964,
12.3 percent black in 1970, and 59.5 percent black in 1975. African American teachers













also faced segregation as approximately seventy-five percent of black teachers in 1966
taught predominately black students. The predominately black schools tended to be quite
crowded as well as twenty of the 117 public schools had one fourth of the city’s school
enrollment.301 These conditions, coupled with insufficient resources, meant that the
education in the de facto segregated schools tended to be inferior in nature.
African Americans faced an image problem in 1960s Milwaukee. No longer an
invisible minority, the black population had grown significantly enough to now register
on white Milwaukee’s consciousness. But people still tended to see African Americans
as a homogenous group and allowed racial stereotypes to over generalize the entire
community. For example, when a black migrant murdered three people in 1952, the chief
of police claimed that recent black migrants committed eighty percent of all major crimes
in the city.302 In many of the discussions on blight in the city, officials tended to blame
residents for the state of their neighborhoods. In fact in 1966 Richard Perrin, the director
of city development, claimed that even if all the blight in the city were removed it would
come back because the “slum-makers” would still be there. He argued that the problem
was the movement of unskilled migrants to the city who then could not find jobs and
lived off of welfare. Mayor Maier echoed these comments to a certain degree and
suggested that federal government should “provide enough incentives to encourage
distribution of the poor across the nation that would be better than concentrations in the
urban slums.”303 The majority of Milwaukeeans tended to see black residents in these
terms, as either criminals, or poor, unskilled slum-makers living off welfare.















Thus it is evident that race consciousness became more prevalent in politics and
the social life of Milwaukee in the 1960s. This was not helped by the election of Mayor
Maier who tended to ignore or downplay the problems of the inner city. In most cases
Maier blamed the state or federal governments for failing to spend enough money on
poverty programs, rather than addressing the problems themselves.304 Furthermore,
Frank Aukofer, a Milwaukee journalist who wrote about the unrest of the 1960s, argues
that Milwaukee residents in general failed to see the forest for the trees. They were
always looking at the symptoms or the outcomes rather than the cause, the protestors
rather than what they were protesting, the actions rather than the root problems. He
believed that the majority of Milwaukeeans felt that if the outward manifestations of the
problems went away, then so would the problems. Or at least they could go back to
ignoring them like they had all along.305 It was in this context that the protest movements
of the 1960s emerged in Milwaukee.
As the black population of Milwaukee increased so did the institutional life of its
community. Established social clubs, church and religious groups, and civil rights
organizations teamed with new organizations that emerged in the 1960s to organize social
protests on many fronts.306 Protests over the shooting death of Daniel Bell in 1958 and
against Fred Lins, a sausage producer in the inner core who was also on Maier’s
Community Social Development Commission in 1963, demonstrated that new leaders
with new levels of organization were rising to the fore.307 Also in 1963, a group of thirty

















four leading black citizens published a statement in Milwaukee newspapers that was
critical of Mayor Maier for failing to address the serious racial problems in the city and
for seeming to favor a slow program on civil rights. There was also a voter registration
drive “designed to punish at the polls public officials who are unresponsive to civil rights
demands.”308 Then in late 1963 a group was organized to protest the de facto segregation
of schools in Milwaukee. This group, led by attorney Lloyd Barbee, formed the
Milwaukee United School Integration Committee (MUSIC) in February 1964 and called
for a boycott of Milwaukee schools on May 18, 1964, the ten-year anniversary of Brown
v. the Topeka Board of Education.
MUSIC’s demands were for an open transfer policy, the end to intact bussing, and
a denunciation of school segregation by the school board. In the 1960s Milwaukee
‘integrated’ schools by bussing black children from a black neighborhood school to a
white school, where they were taught in isolated classrooms. They also had separate
lunch periods and recess times so there was effectively no contact between white and
black students. The first boycott was quite successful as 11,000 black and white students
attended alternative “Freedom Schools” rather than go to class. In June of 1964 seventy
protestors blocked busses that were transporting black students to white schools.
However, the school board only gave in on the open transfer policy, which effectively
just made it easier for white students to leave transitioning schools. In 1964 Barbee also
filed a federal desegregation lawsuit and by 1966 the battle over school integration had
largely become a legal one. The suit dragged on until 1976 when United States District









Judge John Reynolds ruled that Milwaukee intentionally maintained segregation in the
schools.309
Father James Groppi, a white Catholic priest from Milwaukee, joined MUSIC
after participating in demonstrations in Selma, Alabama. Groppi soon became advisor to
the state and local chapters of the Youth Council of the NAACP. Groppi and the Youth
Council targeted the Eagles Club, of which many local politicians and leaders were
members, for their discriminatory membership policy. The Eagles argued that they were
a private club, but the Youth Council insisted that political figures should resign as a
symbolic gesture. To make their point the protestors marched from the Eagles
headquarters downtown to the house of Eagles member and liberal judge Robert Cannon
in the white suburb of Wauwatosa. This move made sure that African Americans and
their demands for redress to major issues was no longer invisible. It also brought out a
small, but violent, racist subset of the white population. Like the school integration case
this showdown ended up in a legal battle where Wisconsin Attorney-General Bronson
LaFollette threatened to end the Eagles’ tax-exempt status if they did not cease their
discriminatory practices. However, it was not until 1980 that the Milwaukee chapter
officially let blacks join.310
Now fully aware of the discontent of African Americans in Milwaukee and their
willingness to express their demands, whites in Milwaukee looked at the summer of 1967
with trepidation. Many feared a riot similar to what took place in the Watts
neighborhood of Los Angeles in 1965. Soon after Newark and then Detroit exploded in











violence in mid and late July 1967, Milwaukee had its moment. There was no clear
trigger, but it is believed that the police breakup of a fight (coincidentally at a club that
often had live jazz) in the early hours of July 30 may have been the impetus. That night
at around 9:45 black youths began smashing windows and burning buildings at the corner
of Third Street and North Avenue. The violence only lasted around five hours, but three
people died, about a hundred were injured including many policemen, and 1,750 people
were arrested. Maier quickly called in the National Guard and instilled a strict curfew
that was kept in place for the next ten days. A few days later police killed a black man
named Clifford McKissick, which exacerbated black frustration with the police, but there
was no further violence.311
Maier’s actions, the strict curfew, quick deployment of National Guard troops,
and the closing of taverns, liquor stores, and gas stations, were credited with quelling the
riot and hailed by everyone but Milwaukee’s black community. The riot prompted a
broad coalition of black activists, many of whom were normally at odds, to come together
to create the Common View Group. They blamed the white power structure for not
including blacks in their strategies to ‘help’ the black community and for doing very little
to ameliorate the problems. Maier offered a thirty nine-point plan to help black economic
development, but thirty-two of these points required state or federal action. The
Common View Group came back with thirty points of their own that they believed the
mayor could take action on. The two sides never came together. The ‘riot,’ and Maier’s
ensuing complacency in addressing black needs, led African Americans in Milwaukee to
turn towards the Black Power Movement to address their social justice issues. Soon









after, many blacks became more focused on self-determinism than integration and
equality.312
There was one more major protest in the 1960s that gets to what was probably the
single largest underlying problem in the black community, the lack of adequate housing.
Vel Phillips was the first African American and the first woman on the Milwaukee
common council when she was elected in 1956. She immediately took up black housing
needs and introduced a citywide open-housing law to the council. It, and the four
subsequent bills she introduced, was defeated 18-1. In 1966 Father Groppi and the Youth
Council began picketing the houses of aldermen to demand an open housing law. In
August 1967, just a month after the ‘riot,’ Groppi and the Youth Council (now led by the
Commandos who organized in response to violence against protestors), decided to make
a symbolic march to the all white, working class south side. This meant crossing the
Menomonee River Valley on the Sixteenth Street Viaduct—called by activists “the
longest bridge in the world” because it separated “Poland from Africa.” The first night
the marchers endured vicious taunts from approximately 5,000 to 8,000 whites, but there
was little violence. The second night it was much worse as 13,000 counterdemonstrators
waited for them and hurled eggs, bottles, rocks, and firecrackers in addition to insults.
The marchers retreated only to find their headquarters firebombed when they returned.313
Rather than back off, the Youth Council decided to keep up the pressure and
marched for 200 consecutive nights. This earned them national media attention and















turned a negative light on Milwaukee now described by some as the “Selma of the
North.” In December 1967 the common council adopted an open housing policy, but
since it duplicated state law, it had no teeth. Maier insisted that open housing was a
metropolitan issue and that a policy would do no good if the suburbs did not also allow
open housing. However after Martin Luther King’s assassination in 1968 and twelve
suburbs had passed their own policies, Maier proposed a bill with stronger enforcement
provisions. Soon after the common council also voted to accept Model Cities funds from
the federal government to help rebuild black neighborhoods. However, the Model Cities
program was fraught with problems and spatial segregation and discrimination remained
well entrenched in Milwaukee.314
The developments in Milwaukee in the 1960s did not happen in a vacuum. For
example during the 1950s and 1960s urban renewal projects razed 780 acres in St. Louis
and destroyed 33,000 housing units.315 Throughout the country expressway and
development projects displaced and physically divided communities, destroyed
businesses, drove up housing prices, and ultimately destroyed community cohesion.316
Another lesser-known tragedy of urban renewal witnessed construction projects in black
communities that blatantly denied black workers access to the construction jobs,
particularly after equal employment was codified in the Civil Rights Act of 1964.317

















Of course the 1960s were a time of massive civil rights and anti-war protests and
demonstrations throughout the country. This era saw formerly underrepresented and
marginalized people assert their right to full participation in American society. But it was
also a time of racial conflict, social instability, and increasing poverty, especially in the
cities. As the events of the 1960s unfolded in Milwaukee, they affected life on every
level, not the least jazz and especially the jazz landscape.

Jazz in the 1960s
Culture, and especially music, can represent a way of examining and interpreting
the history of a community. As George Lipsitz says, “The dialogic processes that link
music so powerfully to memory have made popular music an important register and
record of the history of urban renewal.”318 In this way we can look at how jazz was
recreated on the new urban landscape to glean an idea of what development projects did
to the jazz community and the community at large. One major outcome of urban renewal
throughout the country is that it destroyed black neighborhoods leaving residents
“displaced and dispossessed.” Again Lipsitz maintains, “One of the hidden histories of
racism in the United States lies in the loss of neighborhoods and the support structures
they provided to communities of color.”319 In Milwaukee one of these support structures
was music and entertainment. But, as we have seen jazz and community are constantly
moving, always improvising, so though redevelopment projects disrupted jazz in
Milwaukee, and dealt the Walnut Street scene a deathblow, jazz survived these
tumultuous times.








Some of the clubs from the 1950s still existed in the early 1960s. Clubs like
Mayme’s Ebony Bar and Thelma’s Back Door, at its new location, were far enough
outside of Bronzeville to avoid early redevelopment projects. Others like the Pelican
Club (1241 North Third Street), Celebrity Club (1546 North Twelfth Street), and Chateau
Lounge (1249 North Third Street) were in the heart of Bronzeville, but may have stopped
hosting live music around this time. It is highly likely that they switched to jukeboxes as
that became a much more economical way to offer music to club patrons.320 Another
Bronzeville club, Max’s Tap, demonstrates the high rate of mobility that characterized
some jazz clubs. Originally owned by a white man named Comisky and located at 1655
North Third Street, the club was bought by Jimmy Rancher and renamed Rancho’s. By
1964 Rancher had moved the club to 835 North Teutonia Avenue and in 1970 the club
was known as Rancho's Northtown and located at 3222 North Green Bay Avenue.321 In
the late 1960s several clubs either moved or opened in this general area that was
significantly north of the old Walnut Street district.
The Basin Street Show Lounge provides an interesting bridge between the Walnut
Street scene and the downtown clubs in this era. Located at 1339 North Third Street it
was a little bit south of Bronzeville and a few blocks north of the downtown clubs, so it
fell between the two major jazz hubs of the 1950s. But, the club was not only a spatial
bridge; it also bridged a gulf between two ends of the jazz spectrum. Rahsaan Roland
Kirk was an African American multi-instrumentalist known for his experimental and
diverse musical style. Kirk’s main instrument was the tenor saxophone, but he played a
variety of saxophones, flutes, and other wind instruments including many that he










invented. He was also known for playing several instruments at once. He was born in
Columbus, Ohio, and though blind he spent the late 1950s and early 1960s essentially
bumming around the Midwest. He landed in Milwaukee late in 1959 and lived for three
months above the Basin Street Lounge.322 While there he played several performances as
he honed the unique style and sound that would make for a fairly successful, if unusual
career. What is odd about his story is that during this period the Basin Street was known
for its Dixieland jazz shows.323 So this club that was known for a type of music that was
primarily enjoyed by a white audience hosted a black experimental musician who
remained beloved, and claimed, by the Milwaukee black community despite his brief
stay.324
Many of the downtown clubs from the 1950s were also still thriving in the early
1960s. Curro’s and Fazio’s still had jazz, but the Brass Rail and Downtowner were
primarily strip joints at this point. The Red Room at the Schroeder Hotel and the Crown
Room at the Pfister Hotel were still classy venues that booked local and national talent.
Devine’s Ballroom, which had booked major talent for its dances in the 1930s and 1940s
still existed, but it was booking less and less national talent. Located in the Eagles Club
in this period, the ballroom featured more fox trot and waltz music and local singers in
the 1960s.325 Devine even tried rock and roll and the ballroom was the kickoff site for
















Buddy Holly’s ill-fated Winter Dance Party tour in 1959. Nonetheless, Devine was still
booking big bands like Stan Kenton and Glen Miller in mid-1960s.326
In the mid to late 1960s it becomes easier to tease out the record of who was
playing where. Several black newspapers emerged in this period and they chronicled the
local jazz scene on a more consistent basis than the Milwaukee Journal or Milwaukee
Sentinel did. Two things emerge when we look at this period. One is that there was still
quite a bit of live jazz in the city by both local and national talent. The second is that a
large amount of it was no longer in the Walnut Street area. There were a few clubs there,
but most of the black clubs moved north and west as the African American
neighborhoods expanded in that area. A number of other clubs also opened on the east
side, downtown, and even the western parts of the city and suburbs. Thus as urban
renewal and expressway projects took their toll the jazz landscape became more
dispersed. The spatial separation of the jazz clubs undermined the way the jazz
community had interacted during the height of the Bronzeville scene, but it did not mean
that jazz was to become obsolete. The community simply had to renegotiate the spaces
that were available, and create something new out of the changed landscape.
Essentially the jazz clubs that opened in the mid to late 1960s either focused on
local talent or tried to book big national acts. The Ad Lib was one of these and it made a
big splash when it opened on Friday, June 10, 1966. The first group to play there was
Julian “Cannonball” Adderly’s Quintet, which was a very successful group that primarily
played hard bop. Cannonball, as everyone knew him, was a huge Bunky Green fan, and










would always ask after him whenever he ran into a Milwaukee jazz musician.327 The Ad
Lib was located at 323 West Wells in a former army-navy surplus store, but had been
redone in gold and red and was quite “plush.”328 Over the next couple of years national
acts such as Ahmad Jamal, Thelonius Monk, Stan Getz, and Lionel Hampton played gigs
that ranged from three to eight nights.329 However, the club was owned by Frank
Balistrieri, and like so many of his other clubs converted to a strip club in late 1967. But,
they still had jazz. For example, Rahsaan Roland Kirk and the Ramsey Lewis Trio had
weeklong gigs there in 1971.330
Two new downtown clubs that were located across the street from each other
booked major national jazz talent, but were not exclusively jazz clubs. The Attic, located
at 641 North Second Street primarily hosted rock bands, but periodically had some of the
biggest names in jazz. In October 1966 Count Basie performed at the Attic. That same
weekend Duke Ellington performed at the University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee (UWM)
Ballroom. So on one weekend Milwaukee hosted arguably the two most successful
African American big bands of the 1930s in town. And later that week Milwaukee native
Woody Herman also had his band at the Attic.331 But, despite booking some of the
biggest name big bands as well as successful combos like those led by Dave Brubeck and
Stan Getz, the Attic had to book rock and roll acts to make money.332 It is clear that by
the late 1960s the people of Milwaukee, black and white, reflected the changing tastes of
the decade and tended to put their entertainment dollars toward other types of music.
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The Scene, located across the street from the Attic at 624 North Second Street,
booked mostly rhythm and blues artists to make ends meet.333 However the situation was
a little different as the band that was drawing huge crowds was a local band called Lee
Brown and the Cheaters. This band was organized by drummer Vic Pitts and had several
musicians who had studied at the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music.334 But when the
Cheaters or other rhythm and blues bands were not playing at the Scene major jazz talent
like Ray Charles, Duke Ellington, and Miles Davis were performing.335 In April of 1968
Wes Montgomery played a weekend gig at the Scene, which is interesting for a number
of reasons.336 First, Montgomery died of at heart attack at the age of forty-five a mere
two months after this performance. Second, Montgomery and Manty Ellis were good
friends and whenever Wes was in town they would hang out. Ellis said they would eat
fried chicken, ice cream, and cake; “he would smoke cigarettes and tell me not to.”337
Finally, Wes’s brother Buddy, a keyboard player, was in the combo. Buddy moved to
Milwaukee in 1969 and had a major impact on the local jazz scene. Another moment of
notoriety for the Scene occurred in 1967. On the night of July 29 there was a scuffle
outside of the club involving black and white residents. Though it was fairly minor the
police were called and the crowd dispersed. Some said that this might have been one of
the incidents that contributed to the unrest of black youths in the inner core that
eventually led to the “riot.”338 Though this is impossible to prove, it does show how
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entertainment intersected with the reality of late 1960s Milwaukee as the tensions of
black and white relations in the city intruded into a night’s entertainment.
Teddy’s was another major club in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Located at
1434 North Farwell on the Upper East Side, Teddy’s booked a combination of jazz,
blues, and rock bands. In fact the rock band Canned Heat recorded a live album there in
1971. Major blues artists like Howlin’ Wolf and Muddy Waters performed there as did
jazz luminaries such as Freddie Hubbard, Horace Silver and Charles Mingus.339
Often when national acts would come in town for extended gigs they would spend
their days at the music store owned by Manty Ellis. Ellis said he did not sell much, but
he got to play with all of the best talent that came through Milwaukee. Musicians like
Eddie Harris, Lionel Hampton, and Lou Donaldson and their band members would spend
the day jamming at Ellis’s shop when they were in town for gigs at Teddy’s. Ellis said he
also got Dizzy Gillespie to agree to do a workshop when he was in town for a week at
Teddy’s. Unfortunately, Teddy’s too gave in to changing tastes and economics and in
1975 the owner converted it to a discotheque. He said he could no longer pay the costs to
bring in national talent and decided the $25,000 conversion made more economic
sense.340 The loss of Teddy’s was a big blow to the Milwaukee jazz scene because it had
booked some of the best local groups like Manty Ellis, Berkeley Fudge, and Buddy
Montgomery in addition to the national acts. It also happened at a point when few, if
any, Milwaukee clubs were bringing in top jazz musicians as jazz in Milwaukee went
through an early 1970s swoon.












A number of clubs that primarily booked local talent opened in the 1960s. The
first of these, and the longest lasting, was the Main Event opened by James ‘Jimmy’
Mack. As detailed in the introduction Mack first opened the club just north of
Bronzeville in the early or mid-1960s. When Mack moved the club in late 1966 he took
out several ads in the Milwaukee Courier to advise his patrons that the Main Event was
back in business at the new location.341 The Main Event is noteworthy not only because
its several moves were so symbolic of the high mobility of jazz clubs in Milwaukee, but
also because the club lasted as long as it did. However, it is hard to determine how much,
if any, live jazz the club featured over its last several years.
Other clubs that tended to cater to black musicians, though certainly not
exclusively, popped up all over the north and northwest side of Milwaukee. Brothers
Lounge opened at 2879 N Holton and had a fairly successful run well into the 1970s.
The groups here tended to be organ trios like Beverly Pitts’s band and guitar trios like the
combos of George Pritchett and Manty Ellis. Often a singer like Charlene Gibson or
Betty Moorer would join these trios.342 Another club based on the organ trio was the
Green Living Room at 29th and North. Opened by Will Green, a very talented local
organist and pianist, in 1965, the club basically existed to give Will Green a place to
play.343 Unfortunately, Green did not get the turnout he needed to make the club a
success and he soon started appearing in other clubs.344 At some point he may have
converted the Living Room into a recording studio that he allowed musicians to use for
















free.345 However, there is no indication that any records produced there received any
regular play.
Tina’s Lounge at 1748 West Fond du Lac was just west of the Bronzeville area
and featured a wealth of local talent in the 1960s. Will Green’s trio played there as did
the Berkeley Fudge Quartet. Tenor saxophone player Bobby Burdette and his group
played there frequently and earned a very good reception. Bobby Burdette and drummer
Dick Smith, who Manty Ellis called one of the greats, were from Mississippi and recalled
a time when they could not vote in the Magnolia State.346 Ellis said Smith’s problem was
that he was twenty years ahead of his time. “We used to just listen to him and wonder
what is he doing?” Ellis talked to Bunky Green after Dick Smith died and Bunky said
“Man I’d go up on the stage and I had practiced and practiced, and I come down off the
stage, and I’d have played, I thought I played my heart out, and I’d look at Dick Smith
and he’d look at me like ‘Man you ain’t playin’ shit.’ I could not understand what he was
talking about, but you know what, he was telling me the truth.”347 Then in 1966, after
years out of the jazz scene, Jabbo Smith began his comeback at Tina’s playing piano and
valve trombone.348
Like Tina’s, Ted’s Blue Note located at Sixth Street and Keefe Avenue, hosted
many of Milwaukee’s best jazz musicians. Ted’s billed itself as ‘Milwaukee’s Jazziest
Lounge’ and had live music five or six nights a week. The trio of Beverly Pitts on organ
and Bob Hobbs on drums played there regularly. In 1966, a top notch combo led by













Berkeley Fudge on saxes and including Frank Gordon on trumpet, played every Tuesday
and Thursday night. Organist Bill Gibbs’s trio held down the weekend spot for a couple
years.349 In 1967 Ted’s appears to have undergone a change in ownership as the name
was changed to Champion’s Blue Note Lounge.350 It is hard to discern what the new
owners did with the club as there are no more advertisements or write ups about the
lounge in the press after the name change.
In the late 1960s Teutonia Avenue, which runs north by northwest out of what
was the heart of the black community in the 1950s, became a jazz corridor of sorts.
However, due to the dislocation imposed by redevelopment projects the distance between
clubs was significantly longer than it had been during the heyday of the Bronzeville
clubs. The Bamboo Room at 2219 North Teutonia Avenue anchored this corridor on the
south end and KG’s at 4861 North Teutonia Avenue was its north end. The Bamboo
Room location was just south of North Avenue, which was emerging as the African
American business district as development projects took effect and the black
neighborhood expanded. KG’s was three and a half miles north and beyond the African
American district at the time. About three quarters of mile north of the Bamboo Room
was Rancho’s (at 2835 North Teutonia Avenue until 1970) and Mr. Leo’s Music Box
(2815 North Teutonia Avenue), which became Ronnie K’s in late 1966.351 However, the
king of the strip was Alfie’s, two and a half miles north of the Bamboo Room and at the
far reaches of the black neighborhood.












The Manty Ellis Trio plus Berkeley Fudge on saxophone and vocalist Charlene
Gibson opened Alfie’s in August of 1967.352 The Ellis trio was the mainstay at the club
for the next three years, though Fudge would go on to his own gigs and the singers would
change. In January of 1968 Betty Moorer of Chicago came up to sing and by March of
that year Sonya Davis was the vocalist.353 In 1970 Ellis was still going strong with
Moorer back at vocals, but the end was coming soon.354 Ellis describes the situation
thusly, “Alfie’s. I made that. It did okay for a long time. They had internal problems,
not business problems. Like, the mob. Which, I had no qualms about working for the
mob. They kept me busy. I got out of there just in time. I was working seven nights a
week…”355 Alfie’s was under the umbrella of Frank Balistrieri’s empire, though John
Fazio owned it and John Volpe Jr. held the license. When Alfie’s got into trouble over
the license, Volpe Jr. threatened to pull his license and management let him go. Since
they needed someone who did not have mob ties to hold the license they had a meeting
that included Ellis, the star of the club. However, it dawned on Ellis that the point of the
meeting was to convince him to get the license and run the club. He got out and the club
soon ceased operations.356 While it was hard for Ellis to lose a regular gig, his refusal
allowed him to maintain autonomy over his career and life and ultimately was the best
decision.
There were a handful of other clubs in the 1960s that tended to book more white
performers and had a predominately white audience. Fazio’s on Fifth was still in
















business though they had stopped booking national talent. Tony Fazio said that
Milwaukeeans would not let him get away with charging a cover so the most he could
offer an out of town act was $1,500. However, many artists charged as much as
$5,000.357 So Fazio’s booked local talent and had dinner theater and Broadway revues
because it was more affordable.358 Similarly Curro’s, which had booked national talent
like Ramsey Lewis, Illinois Jacquet and Pepper Adams earlier in the decade made the
switch to primarily local musicians like pianist Frank DeMiles in the late 1960s.359
Another important club was the Tunnel Inn at 779 North Front Street, just across
the river on the east side of downtown. From 1959 until 1964 Dick Ruedebusch and his
band held court there and drew phenomenal crowds. They played what was loosely
called Dixieland, though with a fair amount of elements from the swing era, and took
advantage of white Milwaukee’s affinity for historic jazz. Ruedebusch got his start
playing in Woody Herman’s band and played in a fast, full bore, infectious style that
translated to his band.360 Members of the band like clarinetist Chuck Hedges, guitarist
Dick Eliot, drummer Jack Carr, bassist Lee Burrows, and especially pianist Sig Millonzi,
went on to have a profound impact on the Milwaukee jazz scene for years to come. It is
also important to note that many of these musicians like Millonzi and Burrows were
instrumental in facilitating black and white musicians crossing the color line.361 The
Ruedebusch band left the Tunnel Inn sometime in late 1964 or early 1965 and the club















struggled to survive. By 1967 it had become a spy-themed restaurant called the Safe
House.362
By all accounts Ruedebusch lived life to the fullest and there is a great story about
him in Florida in 1965. He was playing a gig in the Lounge at the Cape Colony Inn in
Cocoa Beach, Florida while The Tommy Dorsey Orchestra played in the main ballroom.
Charlie Shavers, a black trumpet player, was in the Dorsey Orchestra, but was not
allowed in the bar due to Jim Crow discrimination. During breaks Shavers would stand
in the kitchen and listen to the combo that Ruedebusch was in while the bartender slipped
him drinks. Ruedebusch knew about this and decided to make the most of Shavers’s
supply line by extending his break. On “Lazy River,” the band’s big showstopper,
Ruedebusch played fifteen choruses, as opposed to the usual two, and blew the crowd
away.363 In addition he probably allowed Shavers a couple more drinks before he had to
go back to work. Unfortunately, Ruedebusch’s lifestyle caught up with him and he died
of a heart attack in 1968 at the age of forty-two. Despite his short life, he left a lasting
impression on the Milwaukee jazz community through his band members.364
Two themes emerge from this look at the clubs of the 1960s, one is the spatial
dislocation of the jazz landscape, and the other is the continuing imprint of race on the
jazz community. Both of these relate to urban renewal projects and the developments of
the 1960s in the black community in particular, but also Milwaukee as a whole. Jazz
followed the people and the available spaces. As blacks moved north and west the jazz














clubs followed. At the same time the white audience found clubs in predominately white
neighborhoods downtown, on the east side, and even in the suburbs. A closer look at
these themes show some emerging trends that indicate where jazz was headed in the
1970s.
In many ways jazz appreciation in the Bronzeville of the 1940s and 1950s had
been fluid, with a rhythm to it, and above all was democratic. The open street allowed a
flow from club to club whose open doors and exciting music beckoned one in. There was
as much interaction among the people and between people and the consumption of
products such as music, food, drink, drugs, and sex, in the spaces between clubs as there
was within the clubs. As urban renewal and expressway projects took their toll on
Bronzeville much of this democracy was done away with as the venues became discreet,
interiorized spaces of performance and consumption. Because of the spatial dislocation
of the jazz clubs of the late 1960s and early 1970s the jazz landscape had become,
circumscribed, static, and undemocratic in that the spaces were no longer equally
available to everyone. Patrons now tended to go to one club and spend the evening there
rather than passing from club to club and spreading the enthusiasm and their hard earned
entertainment dollars.
In the late 1960s the clubs were struggling. Despite an active jazz community,
and several clubs offering live jazz most nights of the week, it was becoming
economically untenable to run that type of club. The 1967 Milwaukee Journal series on
nightlife in Milwaukee argued that nightclubs were struggling in every city except Las
Vegas and Reno-Lake Tahoe. The article, with some merit, blamed television.365









Television was certainly a factor, but it was not the whole reason. People still attended
taverns, especially neighborhood taverns that provided a space for social interaction,
potential business, and a key link in the local information network.366 In Milwaukee
some tavern owners acknowledged their role in the community and got involved in
grassroots organizing. The Northside Tavern Keepers Association set aside funds for
community youth to be distributed by existing agencies such as churches and the YMCA.
They also tried to get grants to redevelop disadvantaged commercial areas, to help people
start businesses, and to get high school students into a junior businessman’s
association.367 People still left the home and went to drinking establishments, so it was
not television alone that was undermining the nightclub scene.
Major contributing factors were economics and changing tastes. In the 1960s
people were spending less money on going out to clubs for live music. This happened
across the country and across most musical types; Milwaukee was not alone in
experiencing these changes. In addition the competition for entertainment dollars was
steep. Milwaukee offered a full spectrum of live music in the 1960s from polka to pop
and banjo bands to blues. In the 1960s country music, rock and roll, and rhythm and
blues became by far the most popular musical styles. These potentially drew members of
the jazz community that were young and liked to dance. At the same time the city was
still greatly impacted by immigrant culture and ethnic-specific music continued to draw
its faithful.368 And for the jazz faithful there were new options outside of the nightclubs
to hear quality live jazz.














Summerfest, which held its inaugural event in 1968, grew out of the many ethnic
festivals held each summer in Milwaukee. Immediately Summerfest drew some of the
biggest names in jazz to Milwaukee, thus providing an alternate venue to the nightclubs
that could no longer afford this level of talent. In the late 1960s and early 1970s such
jazz luminaries as Bunky Green, Ahmad Jamal, Ramsey Lewis, Rahsaan Roland Kirk,
Dizzy Gillespie, Cannonball Adderly, and Sarah Vaughn performed there.369 In addition
Summerfest was an opportunity for local musicians like Beverly Pitts, Berkeley Fudge,
Manty Ellis, Sig Millonzi, and many others to play as opening groups for the big
names.370 Like Summerfest, the Lakefront Festival of the Arts also hosted major national
acts such as Erroll Garner, George Benson, the Modern Jazz Quartet, Charlie Byrd, and
Dizzy Gillespie.371 Despite not having a jazz program in the 1960s UWM drew some
major talent to its ballroom including Ramsey Lewis, George Shearing, The Modern Jazz
Quartet, and Duke Ellington.372 And for local musicians country clubs, festivals, dances
and weddings, and ethnic and religious centers like the Jewish Community Center and
Italian Community Center provided places to play and be heard outside of the traditional
nightclub setting.373
One outcome of the displacement of jazz clubs was the loss of a learning
environment. Jazz is very much an art based on apprenticeship. You can learn the notes,
chords, and technical skills on your own through extensive practice, but it takes the
cauldron that is the combo to truly learn the art form. In a 2001 Milwaukee Journal














article local jazz musicians bemoaned the loss of the learning environment of the clubs,
“’The clubs were laboratories,’ says Vic Soward a drummer…‘They were the real
conservatories of the time. You learned the craft under fire. You had to. In the old days,
we had apprenticeships to learn music.’”374 This was especially important for new
players just honing their craft. Kaye Berigan credits the trumpeter Billy Howell, who let
him sit in on the Monday afternoon jam sessions at the Lounge at Ninth Street and
Walnut Street, with helping him develop his abilities, especially in the hard bop of the
early 1960s.375 But, it was not just new players that took advantage of these
opportunities. Often when national artists came to town they would need to pick up local
musicians to fill out their combo and thus, “the thriving jazz clubs of the ‘50s and ‘60s
allowed [Manty] Ellis and [Vic] Soward to play with some of the greats of their era.”376
As Ellis says, “I walked, and talked, and played, with the giants.”377
In addition to teaching, ‘sitting in’ at these clubs performed another function as it
allowed black and white musicians to play together. Kaye Berigan, who is white, used to
sit in at some of the black clubs in Bronzeville. He used to go to the Celebrity Club at
1546 North Twelfth Street after playing a gig and sit in with Bunky Green and Lee
Burrows, of the Dick Ruedebusch band. Berigan would also sit in at the Polka Dot and
the Rag Doll, which was located at 1352 West Lloyd Street. Apparently one door said
Polka Dot and the other said Rag Doll, but they led into the same place. Berigan said,
“Bobby Burdette was a wonderful tenor player, and he had Loretta Whyte on organ and
Jimmy Duncan on drums and you could go in and sit in anytime. I was always














welcome.”378 Berigan was not the only one that did this. A number of white musicians
sat in with black bands in the 1960s including Lee Cowen, Sig Millonzi, Jack Caryl, Ray
Tabs, and many more. And as we saw with the after hours clubs, white and black
musicians often mixed during jam sessions and other informal performances. But sitting
in and jam sessions are different from paying gigs.
When one looks at Milwaukee jazz in the 1950s and 1960s there appears to be a
racial divide. Part of this was exacerbated by the situation with the musicians union. As
was common in the first half of the twentieth century the musicians’ union in Milwaukee
was segregated. In 1924 black musicians formed Local 587, and it remained separate
until all segregated unions under the American Federation of Musicians merged in 1965
in the wake of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.379 Local 8 was the white union and the two
Locals would often have disputes whenever a musician wanted to hire someone of
another race. Manty Ellis tells a story about how he and Ray Tabs, a white piano player,
helped push the issue in the mid-1960s:
I was part of the reason they merged. I was working with a guy named Ray Tabs
and he played [keyboard] and I played guitar and he was getting gigs all over.
Way on the south side, just he and I. And 587 called him and asked him why he
was using me, couldn’t he get a white guitar player. He called me and said, ‘what
the fuck is this. Man that ain’t got nothing to do with it.’ I said man you handle
it. He said, ‘okay watch my smoke.’ He called and told them he wasn’t using any
of those guys because they couldn’t play what he wanted and he would continue
to use me. And they said, ‘we’re going to block you.’ And said, ‘well if you do,
I’ll stay in the union but I’ll join Local 587.’ And so he did. And they called him
in to the board, and that went national because 587 was a local union just like 8.













In addition to union pressure some club owners and managers did not want mixed race
groups, though this became less of an issue in the 1960s when quality of performance
became paramount.380
Generally the musicians were willing to work with each other regardless of race.
As Manty Ellis said, the jazz community was so small that the black and white musicians
all knew each other and intermingled. When asked about a division among racial lines,
Ellis denied it existed, but then the more he talked, the more one could see where lines
were being drawn as this excerpt highlights:
Shoot I know all the white musicians and they used to come on the north side.
And we’d start little businesses together, setting up concerts together, and battle
of the bands and all that. Oh man I’ve known so many guys like Sigi Millonzi,
Lee Burrows, Lee Cowen, all of them white musicians, but they all came up and
we all mingled together. But then you had all this racial bullshit going on. In the
black community we opened our arms. You go in the white community and guys
start wanting to know how many white guys you got in your band and how many
black guys. I mean, what the hell does that got to do with it?...I encountered that
quite a bit. It got to the point where they stopped coming to me because I didn’t
put up with it. And then it would filter over. You know the white community
was acting crazy like that so then the black community started acting stupid. I
always had a mixed band. Frank Luther was my bass player and he was a Jewish
cat. Some people encountered me outside of a club wanting to know ‘how come
you don’t have a black bass player?” And I said hey that’s easy, “Can’t none of
them play. He can play.” That’s all that counts.381
It is possible the sentiment described above could be attributed to the increasing race
consciousness in Milwaukee during the 1960s and that some musicians felt the pressure
of interracial conflict. It is also possible that as the jazz landscape changed and the
available venues diminished, some musicians and audience members may have felt the
need to draw boundaries in an attempt to protect their position.













Milwaukee certainly was not unique in this sort of two-way discrimination.
Though the racial barriers in jazz tended to be less than what existed in society in general,
throughout the country race was still an issue and both black and white musicians could
make a legitimate case for discrimination. White musicians and critics have long argued
that there is an anti-white bias in jazz. In 1961 Sonny Rollins, a successful black
saxophonist got a lot of flak for hiring Jim Hall, a white guitarist. The success of their
recording, however, gave Hall a degree of respectability among black musicians. This
reticence to hire white musicians, coupled with a doubt about the ability of white
musicians to truly feel the soul of the supposedly African American music, often made it
hard for white musicians to get a start in the industry. However, several well-respected
black musicians including Dizzy Gillespie argued against the premise that only black
people can play jazz, “…if you accept that premise, well then what you’re saying is that
maybe black people can only play jazz. And black people, like anyone else, can be
anything they want to be.” Nonetheless even some white critics claim that white
musicians had no real influence on jazz, despite testimony by black musicians to the
contrary.382
At the same time black musicians complained that white musicians dominated in
the best musician polls in the jazz magazines Down Beat and Metronome in the 1930s,
1940s and 1950s. Leonard Feather, a well regarded critic and editor from this period
agreed that it was outrageous that musicians like Louis Armstrong and Billie Holliday
were overlooked while at the peak of their abilities and blamed it on racism among the
magazine publishers. As an editor he worked hard to end this practice and was successful










enough to be accused of going too far toward favoring black musicians. Black musicians
also complained that record companies favored white musicians and awarded them much
more lucrative contracts. This may have been true for the most popular white musicians
such as Glenn Miller and Benny Goodman, but in general record companies were
unwilling to take big risks on any jazz musicians.383
Ultimately, in Milwaukee the seeming division between black and white bands
and black and white clubs, may have actually been more a function of style than racebased discrimination. When asked about this Kaye Berigan said:
The black guys tended to play the more interesting jazz clubs. The white guys
tended to play some clubs too [but more frequently dances, parties, balls, etc.].
There was for example a little street across from the Pabst, Front Street, and there
were two clubs there. One was the Tunnel Inn where Dick Ruedebusch played a
sort of Dixieland thing. And across the path was the Elbow Room and that was a
black club. The Tunnel Inn was a white club. I guess, yeah there were definitely
black clubs and white clubs. But there were some of us that were welcome in
both. The white guys tended to be the readers, so they tended to play the big
band, dance things. So yeah, usually the black guys didn’t work with the white
guys. But it tended to be white guys hired white guys and black guys hired black
guys. But it might be because they like their playing better too. But, I’m sure
there was prejudice around.”384
While admitting that there may have been some prejudice, Berigan is pointing toward
style and performance venue as the main factors. White musicians had a reputation for
being able to sight-read charts (play a song on the first read-through of the music), while
black musicians had a reputation for playing the melody by memory and then
improvising on it. Thus the tendency was that white musicians would get the jobs that
required more musical precision and adherence to the song as it was written, such as big
band performances and dances. The black musicians tended to play in smaller combos,
in smaller clubs, where improvisation was the focus. So these musical tendencies paired











with where clubs were located, i.e. predominately black or white neighborhoods, helped
reinforce an unspoken color line.
But jazz in Milwaukee did not happen in a vacuum and the events of the 1960s
had their impact on the jazz scene. William Kenney argues that jazz “simultaneously
stimulated emotionally charged moments of social daring and sensations of racial
reconciliation through ritually ordered rhythm and harmony” and served to affirm for
many “that a pluralistic urban society was possible.”385 But, for the majority of
Milwaukee’s pluralistic society, black and white, jazz was not going to ease the tensions
of the late 1960s. The fact is those events had more of an impact on jazz than jazz had on
any sort of racial reconciliation.
The 1967 Milwaukee Journal article on the city’s nightlife made an oblique
reference to the “current racial disturbances, which have slowed cabaret business.”386
Berkeley Fudge confirmed this in his understated way when he said he did not play much
the week after the ‘riot.’387 If nothing else the strict curfew imposed by Mayor Maier
would have shut down the clubs for several days. But, it appears that things must have
gotten rolling again quickly as the black newspapers are full of listings for jazz shows in
late 1967.388 However, the tension in the city following the ‘riot’ and during the 200
nights of open-housing marches must have precluded some potential audience members
from crossing into other neighborhoods to hear live music. It seems quite feasible that















this would have been an added factor in the slow economic downturn of the Milwaukee
jazz club scene in this period.
One area where jazz connected to outside events was the rise of the black power
movement in the late 1960s. Will Crittendon was a percussionist from Louisiana who
moved to Milwaukee in the mid-1960s. He started a production company called Third
World Productions and headed up several afro-jazz combos. In an interview with the
Milwaukee Star Crittendon said, “I am a musician—but a musician cannot just be a
musician—he must have a message and my message is for the liberation of Black.” He
further said that, “’INSTANT BLACK IS NOT THE ANSWER.’ By this, he stated that
suddenly hating everything white will not help one bit; do something constructive.”389
The goal of the production company was to “develop new musical talent by providing
undiscovered musicians with opportunities to make records and personal appearances.
The emphasis is on Black performers, according to Crittendon.” Raymond Johnson of
New York City and Berkeley Fudge were board members, music directors, and regional
representatives. Johnson had played in Dick Ruedebusch’s group before moving to New
York and was a composer and arranger.390 Crittendon and his groups played several
shows in Milwaukee often for black pride events and to raise money for scholarships.391
Jazz musicians also got involved in other educational and scholarship
opportunities. For example the UWM Center for Afro-American Culture held a benefit
concert where jazz was prominent. The concert proceeds would “help establish a rotating
scholarship fund for students in black studies.” And the concert would “chronicle the











cultural expressions of the African-American from the time of his forced removal from
Africa through his American experience.”392 Another example was the summer program
organized by the Mary Church Terrell Creative Summer that introduced a number of
black children to musical instruments. The program was wildly popular as twice as many
kids showed up as there was space for. The program was extended for two months after
the funding ran out, but could not be sustained beyond that. The instructors were local
professional musicians including Leonard Gay on saxophones.393
However, despite these efforts to connect jazz and the community it was clear that
jazz clubs were in danger. In a 1971 Milwaukee Star article Dave Novick wrote that
“local jazz needs support.” After lauding local musicians and the venue owners he wrote,
“The problem now seems to be the absence of said ‘faithful’ who fail to support these
community-minded endeavors, frequently run at a financial loss.” He went on to
describe the Blue Monday show at Gentleman Jacks that ran from 3:00 to 8:00 pm and
had the Berkeley Fudge trio plus sidemen, which no one attended. He said, “No one
needs to spell it out…unless some of the multitude who profess to be jazz fans hereabouts
support such efforts now, instead of wailing when they’re gone, things promise to get
worse in our entertainment starved community.”394 The press of the early 1970s had less
and less about jazz and there were almost no advertisements for clubs featuring live
music. This was by no means the death of jazz, but it signaled some major changes that
would be realized in the 1970s and beyond.












As the effects of urban renewal were being felt in Milwaukee, jazz was changing
on a national level as well. Several factors combined to change the audience and the way
the music was played during this period. By the late 1950s inner city clubs began to shut
down due to a loss of audience and the music moved into the suburbs and white
neighborhoods. Also national events affected the music as black musicians began to
bring ideas from the civil rights and black militancy movements into the music. The
result was that jazz splintered in ways unseen prior to the 1960s. Some musicians
continued to play in the hard bop medium of the 1950s, others brought more blues into
the music and created soul jazz, while others moved into avant-garde jazz as a reflection
of the turbulence of the 1960s. The result was that much of the black audience was
alienated and many began to turn to rhythm and blues and soul music for their
entertainment needs.
In Milwaukee redevelopment projects exacerbated these changes. Urban renewal
and the expressways took their toll on the residences and businesses of Bronzeville and
the jazz clubs were physically dislocated from the heart of the black community. As the
black neighborhoods expanded north and west the clubs became spatially disjointed,
which undermined the flow and easy mobility of the jazz scene of the 1940s and 1950s.
This combined with changing tastes in musical entertainment and a diminishing economy
meant that the jazz landscape of Milwaukee would be forever changed. African
Americans increasingly moved out of the jazz community during this period and the club
scene was becoming dislocated and detached. Morris Holbrook, a Milwaukee native, a
jazz buff, and a well-renowned professor of marketing wrote, “Then something terrible





happened. Jazz died – or at least it went into deep hibernation for a while.”395 He was
describing jazz in the early 1970s when all of his favorite musicians semiretired, moved
to Europe, or went to jail.
However, jazz did not die in Milwaukee. It changed, rather dramatically, but the
music, the musicians, and the audience lived on. The ongoing practices of community
reinterpretation and improvisational living guaranteed survival, even if it meant that some
clubs, musicians, and audience members were lost in the process. By the mid-1970s the
jazz community had undergone a radical transformation, but it was still viable despite
being smaller, more dispersed, and decidedly more middle class.










Conclusion
“Blues for Cramer Street”396
The 1970s and Beyond
On January 28, 2012 Milwaukee Jazz Vision hosted Eastside Jazzfest 4 at the
Milwaukee Youth Arts Center. On the surface this appeared to be just another small jazz
concert in an auditorium setting that has become common in the current jazz landscape.
However, if one looked a little deeper it became evident that this single evening
represented the whole historic trajectory of the jazz community in Milwaukee. From the
rise of the Walnut Street jazz scene to the state of jazz in the twenty-first century, all of
the themes that have been explored in this thesis were evident on this chilly winter night
in Milwaukee.
Milwaukee Jazz Vision (MJV) was founded by four local jazz musicians with the
goal of “advancing the development and growth of the JAZZ COMMUNITY in
Milwaukee, WI,” through hosting the biannual Eastside Jazzfest, contributing to jazz
education, and building a jazz community by promoting the local jazz scene.397 MJV has
an eye on the past and a view toward the future even as it promotes the current jazz
scene. As such Eastside Jazzfest 4 featured Manty Ellis, one of the oldest jazz musicians
in the city, Dan Nimmer, a young local star who has made it big in New York, and a


















number of high school and college musicians who represent the future of jazz in the city.
On the stage that night one could witness the passing of the torch, the teaching of young
musicians by their established elders, that has been key to the Milwaukee jazz
community. Also with Ellis, one of the founders of the jazz program at the Wisconsin
Conservatory of Music (WCM), a number of graduates of that program, and the high
school students and instructors involved in the current Milwaukee Youth Symphony
Orchestra (MYSO) jazz program, the role of educational programs that came to the fore
in the 1970s was readily evident.
The choice of combos also represented aspects of Milwaukee’s jazz history.
There was Who’s Your Daddy, an organ trio, the Manty Ellis’s guitar trio, and there was
the piano trio of Dan Nimmer. These types of bands were the backbone of the small
clubs in Milwaukee in the 1950s and 1960s. The Milwaukee Jazz Vision Student Combo
was larger, but still would have fit into a decent size jazz club like Fazio’s or the Flame.
Also evident in these combos was the aspects of race that developed over time in the jazz
community. The majority of the musicians were white, while the Manty Ellis trio was all
black and the student combo was mixed. Early jazz bands in Milwaukee tended to be
segregated, over time they became more integrated, and in the last thirty to forty years
white musicians have outnumbered black.
The setting also reflected a number of themes. The Milwaukee Youth Arts
Center, built in 2005, is “a contemporary, cutting edge performing arts education and
rehearsal facility for the young people of southeastern Wisconsin” that is home to a
number of youth music and theater programs.398 What is most interesting about this
space is that it is located at the corner of the former Third Street (now North Dr. Martin








Luther King Drive) and Walnut Street, or what used to be the heart of black Milwaukee’s
business district and the eastern edge of the Bronzeville jazz scene. The space that had
been cleared by urban renewal, thus erasing part of the jazz landscape, has been recreated
and reimagined to reflect the current state of musical education in Milwaukee. It is also
fitting that with the current dearth of jazz clubs the evening’s proceedings were held in a
somewhat antiseptic auditorium setting that indicates the way the majority of jazz
performances are viewed today.
A further indication of the state of the jazz community was the rather paltry
crowd. The audience was mostly white, middle class, and males outnumbered females,
which is a fairly good representation of the jazz listenership in the twenty-first century.
The high price of tickets, also a relatively recent development, may have further
constrained who attended the event. The result was that only about 100 to 150 people
were there to see some of the best Milwaukee jazz musicians, past, present, and future.
But, the most important thing is that on this night the music was very good. The
musicians were engaged and performed well, and the audience was interested and reacted
well. So despite the numerous changes in the jazz community over the decades, on this
night it was clear that the Milwaukee jazz community, though small, was still vibrant,
vital, and viable.

The African American Community, 1970 to Today
The changes of the 1950s and 1960s continued into the 1970s. The migration of
black southerners did not end until the mid-1970s and that, coupled with natural increase
in the African American community plus the outmigration of whites, meant that the





percentage of black residents in Milwaukee continued to rise. In 1980 the city was 22.9
percent black and by 2010 African Americans made up forty percent of the city
population.399 Redevelopment projects continued into the 1970s though they became
more focused on downtown development and less about slum clearance. Projects like the
Performing Arts Center in the 1960s, the First Wisconsin Center in 1973, and the Grand
Avenue Mall in 1982 indicated a focus on demonstrating the attractiveness of Milwaukee
as a community rather than helping the poor and working class. As the loss of industrial
jobs increased, things looked quite bleak for inner city residents.
The deindustrialization of the 1970s and 1980s was not unique to Milwaukee.
Northern cities experienced a rapid loss of manufacturing jobs for a number of reasons.
Outdated factories and equipment, high labor costs, government regulations, and
transportation costs meant that factory owners needed to modernize or move.400 At the
same time there were federal subsidies to move factories to low-wage regions of the
United States and incentives to move them overseas that had a particularly strong effect
on northern black workers. George Lipsitz writes that, “seniority-based layoffs during
the recessions of the early 1970s had an especially disastrous effect on Black workers,
many of whom had secured access to skilled jobs only after the passage of civil rights
legislation and direct action protests during the 1960s.”401 This paired with the
movement of factories to southern states and the general reduction in manufacturing
meant that the northern working class in general, and especially blacks, suffered severe
economic distress.













Between 1968 and 1975 Milwaukee lost seventy-six firms that employed 16,000
people. Then over the period of 1976 to 1992 manufacturing firms in Milwaukee declined
by another forty-six percent. Those that did not leave or shut down altogether still
reduced their workforce dramatically. For example, by 1980 Allis-Chalmers, one of the
city’s biggest employers in general and of blacks in particular, had reduced its workforce
to 3,700 from a post World War II high of 20,000.402 The recession of the early 1980s
further exacerbated the problem and manufacturing jobs dropped by another 22.1 percent
between 1980 and 1982. In the mid and late 1980s there was a turnaround, but it was not
sufficient to offset the losses of the previous two decades, especially for African
American workers.403
At the same time as deindustrialization hit Milwaukee full force, there was a
move toward conservatism in social programs designed to help inner city residents. In
the early 1980s President Ronald Reagan reduced the amount of federal funds that were
available to American cities as part of his attempt to curb spending. Then when
Milwaukee Mayor John Norquist was elected in 1988 he further reduced the federal
money that Milwaukee took as part of his belief in fiscal conservatism. Also Wisconsin
Governor Tommy Thompson made moves to curb welfare expenditures at the state level
because he believed the state’s “generous” welfare policy was drawing poor people from
other states.404 Thomas Sugrue argues that, “racialized inequality is, at core, a political
problem. Still widespread is the assumption that blacks and whites live apart solely
because of personal choice, not because of the enduring effects of public policies that
have encouraged racial segregation. Deeply rooted is the belief that unemployment and














poverty are the fault of poor people and their deviant attitudes and behaviors, not the
consequence of macroeconomic changes that have gutted urban labor markets.”405 The
loss of manufacturing jobs plus a reduction in social welfare funding meant that
Milwaukee’s poor, particularly African Americans, faced a grim reality.
As economic woes deepened many inner city neighborhoods in Milwaukee saw a
reduction in population. A few people moved to the suburbs, many more moved further
north and west in Milwaukee, and some left the city altogether often returning south to
follow manufacturing jobs. Nonetheless unemployment rates skyrocketed and there was
a glaring disparity between blacks and whites. In 1986, 25.9 percent of African
Americans were out of work versus only 5.1 percent of whites.406 In 1990 the black
unemployment rate had risen to 31.2 percent and in 2000 the inner city rate was four
times the rate of metro Milwaukee. Marc Levine argues that labor market exclusion is a
better indicator than unemployment because it “calculates the proportion of the working
age population (over 16 years old) that is either unemployed or not in the civilian labor
force (in school, not looking for work, disabled, or in prison).” In 2000 that rate was
fifty-nine percent in the inner city versus 29.5 percent in the suburbs. Levine asserts that,
“Inner city Milwaukee remains a place where the majority of working age males do not
hold jobs.” Much of this was due to the fact that the percentage of inner city people
working in manufacturing dropped from 40.8 percent in 1970 to 19.2 percent in 2000
without a corresponding increase in employment in other fields.407












Deindustrialization, unemployment, and relatively lower wages for workers meant
there was a corresponding increase in poverty in inner city Milwaukee. Throughout the
1960s and 1970s wages in Wisconsin had been about ninety-four percent of the national
average. In the early 1980s that number fell to 89.8 percent even as job contraction was
taking place.408 Inner city household incomes fell 13.7 percent in the 1980s and 1990s,
which meant the median inner city income was forty percent of the metro area and less
than thirty percent of the median suburban income. The result of these trends is that
poverty rates in the central city increased from 36.9 percent in 1979 to 57.1 percent in
1989. During the 1990s inner city poverty rates fell to 44.3 percent, but this was due to
the movement of poor people into neighborhoods on the northwest side of the city.
Levine says “there was a spatial ‘rearranging’ of poverty in Milwaukee in the 1990s,
rather than a meaningful reduction in poverty rates” as citywide poverty only declined
from 22.1 to 21.3 percent during the decade.409
The housing issues created by urban renewal and expressway projects continued
into the 1970s. One estimate said that 9.7 percent of all housing units had been
demolished by 1970.410 With more federal funds available Mayor Maier was much more
successful than Mayor Zeidler had been in convincing the common council to take
federal money for public housing. Initially the majority of the housing was for the
elderly, but eventually projects like apartment complexes and “Section 8” rent
supplements were aimed at the poor.411 However these projects were not enough to
offset housing problems in the inner city. In the mid 1980s there was a shortage of low














cost housing and thirty-two percent of households were spending more than half their
income on rent. Studies also determined that redlining and housing discrimination were
still in practice despite the open housing law.412 As spatial segregation continued,
African Americans remained in the worst housing, and efforts to improve the situation
had limited effect such that Milwaukee remains one of the most segregated cities in the
United States.413
As economic conditions declined in the wake of deindustrialization, social
problems in the inner city intensified. The number of female run households increased,
as did black-on-black crime especially with the drug-related conflicts of the 1980s. The
education of black students continued to deteriorate as a 2001 study found that the
African American high school graduation rate in Milwaukee was 34 percent.414
Similarly, a June 20, 2006 USA Today article indicated that based on 2002 and 2003 data
the overall graduation rate of Milwaukee Public Schools, which are predominately
composed of minority students, was 43.1 percent, the fourth worst of the fifty largest
school districts.415 African Americans continued to protest conditions in the inner city,
but their efforts were fragmented and spread among several issues.
In the 1980s there were protests over the killing of Ernie Lacy while in police
custody as well as complaints about the lack of African Americans in high ranking and
policy-making positions in the city. There were continued efforts to improve black


















education, but these became splintered as some activists advocated integration at all
costs, others promoted Black Nationalist and self-help ideals, and still others became
proponents of Milwaukee’s school voucher program. In the 1990s African American
men and women pushed to reaffirm the importance of black manhood and womanhood
and their role in uplifting the community. There was also a push for class solidarity, but
the black community still remains somewhat fragmented. In the 1990s the first African
American chief of police was sworn in, more blacks were appointed to policy positions,
and blacks gained a greater foothold in the political process, but the African American
community continues to face significant problems.416 Ultimately the fragmentation of the
black community and its economic woes had a profound effect on the changing shape and
nature of the jazz community from the 1970s to today.

Jazz Post Urban Renewal
In the 1970s the changes in the jazz community that were brought about by urban
renewal, shifts in entertainment preferences, and a declining economy were fully realized.
After a lull in the early 1970s jazz experienced a bit of a resurgence in the middle of the
decade. A 1975 Milwaukee Sentinel article described this resurgence as the product of
the pop and rock crowd crossing over to jazz. For jazz purists the fusion of the 1970s
was a musical nightmare, but the jazz/rock hybrid was a financial boon to club owners
and the musicians that embraced it. In Milwaukee it also helped bring new people into
the jazz community, which then helped enliven a dying club scene. The aforementioned
Milwaukee Sentinel article highlighted a number of clubs, some that were new, others
that had been around before, some had fusion, but still others were making it on straight






ahead jazz. However most of the clubs that were highlighted were on the Upper East
Side, such as Sardino’s Inn at 1617 North Farwell, Pritchett’s at 2220 North Farwell,
Teddy’s at 1434 North Farwell, and Murphy’s Landing at 1100 East Kane Place. Others
like the Marc Plaza Hotel’s Bombay Bicycle Club were downtown, and still others like
Club Garibaldi were on the south side.417 So there was a resurgence, but what goes
unsaid in that resurgence is the notion of race.
The jazz that emerged in Milwaukee in late 1970s was becoming more and more
white. The musicians, the audience, and the venues began to be dominated by whites as
economics and changing tastes in the black community meant that their jazz participation
was reduced. The cost of an instrument alone, not to mention lessons or classes, priced
some people out of being a musician. There were still black musicians, but they found it
harder and harder to find places to play. A 1989 Milwaukee Sentinel article highlighted a
number of black jazz musicians as part of the newspaper’s Black History Month
coverage. These musicians pointed out the increasing struggle to find spaces to perform.
Gerald Cannon was especially critical of the Milwaukee scene and said that many black
musicians had to move to New York to find opportunities. Despite the intimation of
discrimination it was not simply racism but a lack of opportunities to play in Milwaukee
because fewer venues limited options. In 1989 there were only a handful of places that
featured live jazz, but there was a plethora of quality musicians, white and black, in
Milwaukee looking for places to play. Many of the musicians said the previous years had









been bad, but they saw hope for the future. Unfortunately, for many these hopes would
go unrealized.418
One of the major reasons for the changes in the jazz community after 1970 was
the way jazz musicians learn the music. As detailed in Chapter Three, jazz had been an
apprenticeship art where new musicians learned in the fires of the jazz club. In the 1970s
there was a transition and people started learning the music in academic settings. In
Milwaukee the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music (WCM) was especially important. In
1971 Manty Ellis was selected as the coordinator of a new jazz program headed up by
jazz musician and WCM instructor Tony King. Ellis was granted $78,000 in federal
Model Cities funds to get the program up and running. During his tenure the Ellis
directed jazz combos had an amazing run of success winning nearly every jazz
competition they entered.419 With local musicians like King, Ellis, and Berkeley Fudge
teaching the classes WCM turned out an impressive group that has gone on to influence
jazz in Milwaukee for decades. In his book Derek Pinkham, also a WCM student,
profiled thirty-four musicians. Of those musicians, at least twenty were either students or
teachers (or both) at WCM at some point in their careers.420 This demonstrates how jazz
had changed as the music went from something that was picked up, often by ear,
practiced, and then tested in a live setting, to something that was learned in a classroom
setting. This is not to say that academic trained musicians did not also go out and take
their lumps in the clubs, but it does signal a change in who became jazz musicians.












All of this points to a reconstruction of who makes up the jazz community.
Beginning in the 1970s jazz became music for the middle and upper classes. A 1982
study by Harold Horowitz found that participation rates (people who listen to jazz radio,
watch jazz on television, buy jazz albums, and go to jazz concerts) increase dramatically
based on income and education. In almost all categories (except listening to jazz radio)
the participation numbers doubled between lowest and highest income categories and
between high school graduates and those with at least some college education.421 James
Lincoln Collier posits that a white middle-class child is more likely to be exposed to jazz
than a black child from the ghetto because the audience today (he was writing in the
1990s) is the white middle class. He goes on to say that it is possible that the black
middle class is as interested in jazz as the white, but “their numbers are substantially
smaller.”422
Long-time members of the jazz community in Milwaukee confirm that this is the
case. William Campbell, a former Bronzeville resident and friend of Bunky Green, said
that people today just want a beat and an easy melody. “They don’t want to have to
think” when listening to music.423 Manty Ellis states the case even more forcefully:
You go into the heart of the black community and you won’t find any jazz. And
oddly enough the black community is more ignorant of the culture and the art
form, than any other part of the city…It’s not about dancing. It’s about your
culture…You should sit down and listen to Coltrane. You’re going to hear every
cultural item coming from his heart. That’s why he sounds like he does…It’s the
culmination of all aspects of black music. And it comes together and it becomes
an elite form of music, which somehow became named jazz, which doesn’t fit
it…Here, the elite form of the culture seems to be anti-education. Fuckin’
idiots.424











Again, much of this can be attributed to changes in taste—and what was available on the
radio—as well as the economic downturn of the 1970s and 1980s that helped move jazz
out of the black community as black clubs shut down. But, the fact is that jazz used to be
a vernacular art form, played for and by people of average standing, and was immersed in
the popular culture of the day. As Ben Ratliff argues, “The paradigm has shifted: in its
lack of public support, its too-vaunted reputation, its recent character as a mostly
educational entity, it’s much closer to museum-vitrine culture than robust, massproduced, nation-defining flotsam.”425 Jazz is now bourgeois, middle class, the domain
of the educated and affluent irrespective of race.
All of the changes that took place in the jazz community caused it to fragment in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. Factions emerged based on race, education and
background, and even location. In 1980 pianist Buddy Montgomery tried to address this
problem by creating the Milwaukee Jazz Alliance Ltd. with the goal of creating a larger
jazz audience and fostering growth within the jazz community. In many ways the goals
of the Alliance were very similar to the goals of Milwaukee Jazz Vision today.
Montgomery felt that “Milwaukee boasts one of the best array of strictly ‘local’ talent
anywhere in the country with—like the rest of the jazz centers—not nearly enough work
opportunities to sustain even a fraction of them.” The Alliance sponsored an all-star
weekend that featured national talent like Art Farmer, Harold Land, Marlena Shaw, and
Slide Hampton, in addition to some of the best local performers. The performances took









place at clubs in black neighborhoods, the Upper East Side, and downtown.426 However,
despite the promise of this endeavor the effects were minimal.
By 1982 the Alliance was dead and the factions firmly entrenched. According to
a Milwaukee Journal article, “Consistent support from the jazz audience is lacking. And
an active sense of mutual interest appears deficient among Milwaukee jazz musicians, as
illustrated by the failure of the Milwaukee Jazz Alliance, formed 2 1/2 years ago.” There
was a divide between the WCM people, primarily Tony King, and established performers
like Melvin Rhyne and Buddy Montgomery. There was also a race-based division as
“one veteran observer of various urban jazz scenes says that Milwaukee blacks simply do
not congregate at jazz spots like they do in other cities.” Interestingly this racial divide
was predicated on location. A three-day jazz showcase held at the Performing Arts
Center downtown featuring national and local talent was sparsely attended. Some argued
that had it been held at the Jazz Gallery, the main club at the time, the attendance would
have been better. But, even the Gallery, with a central location at 932 East Center Street,
drew “a proportionately small percentage of black customers.” And ironically, many
suburban whites did not feel comfortable going to the Jazz Gallery under the
misapprehension that it was in a bad neighborhood. Ultimately people attended the
venues where they felt most comfortable, which meant that none of the venues were
drawing a large audience.427
As the 1980s progressed the factions seemed to ease as all members of the jazz
community had to face up to the reality of fewer club spaces and a shrinking audience.











Chuck LaPaglia opened the Jazz Gallery in September of 1978 and over the next six
years managed to book an astonishing array of national talent despite operating on a
shoestring budget. Some of the big names that performed there, often more than once,
include Dizzy Gillespie, Stan Getz, Jimmy Smith, Mose Allison, Wynton Marsalis, Chet
Baker, and Art Blakey, among others. In addition the Gallery booked the best local talent
and even provided a venue for new and experimental musicians. However, even with the
high-powered names LaPaglia was able to draw he had to shut down the club in 1984 due
to economic problems.428 This left an enormous void in the Milwaukee jazz scene and
the music entered another lull.429
In 1988 the Milwaukee Journal published an article about the few remaining jazz
clubs. Though it tried to put a positive spin on the situation by highlighting the clubs that
still existed such as the Jazz Oasis at 2379 North Holton Street, The Estate at 2423 North
Murray Street, Chip and Py’s at 815 South Fifth Street, and The Speakeasy Lounge at
600 West Brown Deer Road in Bayside, the article really spoke to the dwindling
performance spaces and the shrinking jazz community.430 Over the years articles like this
have appeared regularly and all tell pretty much the same story: the jazz scene used to be
vibrant, but many of the clubs closed down, however there are still some around and


















things are looking better for the future.431 But the fact is Milwaukee entered a sort of
stasis in the late 1980s that has been maintained until today.
Throughout the 1990s there were fewer and fewer clubs and it became a struggle
for jazz musicians to find places to play. Jazz was never a good way to make a living in
Milwaukee—almost all musicians had to have day jobs—but by the 1990s it was hard to
even find regular gigs.432 However musicians found other places to play such as the
popular ‘Jazz in the Park’ series in downtown Cathedral Square Park or the on and off
jazz clinics and concerts in Washington Park.433 Jazz increased in popularity in the
schools and local groups such as the Milwaukee Youth Symphony Orchestra (MYSO)
and University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee (UWM) Youth Music Ensembles began to get
involved in youth jazz. So despite diminished opportunities jazz continued to survive.
The situation in the 2000s is similar to that of the 1990s. There are still limited
venues as only two clubs, the Estate and Caroline’s at 401 South Second Street, bill
themselves exclusively as jazz clubs. There are other venues such as the Red Mill, Tonic
Tavern, O’Donoghue’s Irish Pub, and Mason Street Grill that offer jazz but are primarily
restaurants. Jazz advocacy groups such as Jazz Unlimited and Milwaukee Jazz Vision
have taken leading roles in promoting jazz throughout the city, and the Wisconsin
Conservatory of Music and UWM have strong jazz programs. Perhaps the most


















encouraging aspect of the current jazz scene is the strength of its youth movement.434
Much like the late 1960s and 1970s a new crop of young talented musicians are taking
the opportunity to learn from established local players. In addition to the MYSO and
UWM programs, Jazz Unlimited and Milwaukee Jazz Vision offer scholarships to
talented youth.435 So the jazz community, which has always been small, may have
become even further constricted, but with the quality musicians still around and the
growing youth movement chances for survival in the ensuing decades are good.

The large-scale migration of African Americans to Milwaukee had an enormous
impact on the black community and the city as a whole. It changed the way African
Americans lived, and the way they viewed themselves as part of the city. It also forced
the rest of Milwaukee to view the black community in new ways, and to imagine a more
pluralistic society whether they wanted it or not. The change was bumpy to say the least,
and significant progress still needs to be made, but the effects are undeniable.
Conversely, migration did not have the profound effect on the jazz community
that one might expect in light of the changes within the city. Though many jazz
musicians were migrants, most of them came earlier than the post World War II
migration, or came to Milwaukee for reasons that were not part of the Great Migration.
In addition a significant portion of Milwaukee musicians were born in the city, and
though many left, most retained their Milwaukee ties. One would expect that the large
influx of African Americans would have changed the jazz audience, but because the












move came so late other factors such as economics and changing tastes had already
begun to undermine the black listening audience. So, while migration forever altered the
landscape of the black community and the city itself, it did little to help preserve the jazz
community as it had been in the late 1940s and early 1950s.
Urban renewal had a more lasting impact on jazz in Milwaukee. Redevelopment
projects played a large role in the fragmentation of both the black community and the
jazz community. The spatial dislocation created by these projects disrupted the very
sense of community within the African American population. By undermining existing
businesses and forcing residents to either move into new areas or crowd into substandard
housing, the cohesiveness of the community centered on Walnut Street was destroyed.
When this happened the Bronzeville jazz community was also forced to reinvent itself.
As clubs closed, or moved, the democratic flow of the black jazz scene was broken up
into several separate units that threatened the longevity of the jazz community. However,
since the majority of urban renewal and expressway projects took place in the inner core,
the downtown jazz hub and the emerging Eastside hub were able to help keep the jazz
community alive in the city. Thus the process of live jazz moving out of the inner city
and into predominately white neighborhoods was realized. In the end the jazz
community was forever changed by these projects, but it improvised and lived on.
These economic, geographical, and social changes came to the fore in the post
renewal era as deindustrialization and the economic downturn took deeper hold. The
African American community became more economically marginalized even as it began
to make strides politically and socially. This furthered the fragmentation of the
community as people sought to deal with their personal problems as well as the problems





of the group as a whole. At the same time there were changes within the jazz community
that whether cause or effect, undermined the black jazz scene in Milwaukee. As the
practitioners and audience became more middle class, jazz became the music of an
educated, affluent, and predominately white community. Blacks were certainly still a
major part, but they no longer dominated the art the way they had in the 1940s and 1950s.
The jazz community changed, partly in reaction to events in Milwaukee, and partly due to
changes in the larger community, but without question the jazz landscape no longer
resembled earlier eras.
Ultimately jazz was not the unifying force that one might hope it could be. The
jazz community was simply too small to have a major effect on the city as a whole. Even
when jazz was at its peak popularity in the late 1940s and early 1950s the majority of
Milwaukee did not pay much attention. Then as tensions grew between black and white
Milwaukee in the 1960s, jazz was losing its already tenuous grip on the community.
Though jazz may well have been an integrationist force for those who were already in the
fold, it did not have the power to sway the majority. In their 1965 study of the black
community in Milwaukee, O’Reilly and his colleagues argued that many of the problems
between blacks and whites result from a lack of communication and that this
communication is constrained by a lack of contact.436 Jazz, along with sports, may have
been the best point of contact between blacks and whites as both the musicians and the
audience mixed and mingled and had an obvious common ground. But, even with this
common ground and an increasingly integrated jazz community, we have seen that
factions existed in jazz, let alone the city at large. Ultimately, even the people most fully








invested in jazz and the jazz community said that it had very little effect on the general
population of Milwaukee.437
Jazz is an improvisatory art. It is fluid, mobile, always in a state of change,
always in a creation state, subject to the whims of its makers, and influenced by myriad
outside forces. Community too is always in the process of creation and destruction,
change and formation, its makers have power, but so too does its destroyers. Community
is especially vulnerable to outside forces and it is incumbent on its members to improvise
new meanings, values, and sources of power, or it will wither. The forces of migration,
urban renewal, and deindustrialization existed in numerous cities throughout the country,
and communities in these places had to employ processes of cultural renegotiation that
were similar to what we have seen in the Milwaukee model.
In Milwaukee the jazz community and the African American community were
subjected to especially strong social, political, and economic forces in the middle part of
the twentieth century that demanded constant improvisation and reinvention. Both
communities survived these challenges, but had to change in numerous ways so that later
versions bore little resemblance to their predecessors. In the end the constant reformation
of the communities was aided by their mobility, or fluidity, in both the physical and
social sense. And though both communities continue to struggle, they endure.
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Appendix: Milwaukee Jazz Clubs
This is a list of taverns, nightclubs, restaurants, and ballrooms that hosted live jazz
at some point in their existence. It does not include other performance spaces such as
auditoriums, community centers, and outdoor settings. This collection is not meant to be
exhaustive, but rather includes the venues that I came across in the process of researching
the history of jazz in Milwaukee. This list is generated from a variety of sources
including newspaper articles, advertisements, interviews, business guides, and the few
secondary sources on jazz in Milwaukee. Because these venues have not been
thoroughly vetted, and because clubs changed locations and names frequently, I have
chosen not to include addresses. The thesis text does include the addresses of many of
the clubs that appear below, but for others it was not possible to determine a correct
location. In the cases where there was a name change due to a change in ownership I
have listed that club separately. Ultimately, this list is intended merely as a jumping off
point that can be used to spur further research into the topic.
The 3 Dolls
711 Club
Activity Show Lounge
Ad Lib
Alexander's
Alfie’s
Andy's Tap
Amelia's
Antonio's
Art’s
Atrium Lounge
The Attic
Avante Garde
Bamboo Room
Basin Street Lounge
Blackamoor Room
Black Steer

Blue Chip Inn
Blue Room
Bobby's Lounge
Boyd and Davis
Brass Rail
Brother’s Lounge
Brother’s II
The Bullring
Café Melange in the Wisconsin Hotel
Caroline’s
Casablanca
Celebrity Club
Chateau Lounge
Chip and Py's
Christopher's
Cleff Club
Clock Bar





Club 26
Club Blu
Club Congo
Club Everleigh
Club Milwaukeean
Club Shamrock
Congo Club
Crown Room at the Pfister Hotel
Crystal Ballroom/Bar
Curro's
Desalvo's
Devine's Ballroom
Dimitri's
Don Jackson’s Town Club
Down Beat
Duke's Place
East Towne
Eddie Jackson's Supper Club
El Matador
The Elbow Room
The Elm Grove
Entertainer’s Club
The (Jazz) Estate
The Exit
Fazio's
The Flame
Frenchy’s
Gallagher's
Gentlemen Jack's
Gold Coast
The Green Living Room
Grtiz's Pizzazz
Harris Lounge
Hoffman's East
Holiday House
Holiday Inn Midtown
Intrigue Lounge
Italian Village
The Jam Room
Jazz Gallery
Jazz Oasis
Jessie Graystone’s Bar
Jimmy Mitchell’s 20th Century Bar
John Hawk's Pub
Jon and Lou’s
Junior's Bar & Grill

Kings IV
Kodric's
Kokomo’s
Lakefront
The Lion's Den
Layton Place
The Lounge
Main Event Lounge
Manning Irish Pub
The Mason Street Grill
The Matador
Max’s Tap
Mayme’s Ebony Bar
Metropole
Millionaire's Club
Mint Lounge
Moon Glow
Morri’s
The Most
Mr. Bear's
Mr. Jimmy’s Place
Mr. Leo's
The New Lounge
Niccolo's Lounge
O'Donaghues Irish Pub
The Oriental
Oscar Johnson and Willie Champion’s
Blue Note Lounge
Packing House
Pelican Club
Pink Pig
Pink Pony
Pitch's
Plantation Club
Playbill Lounge in Ramada Inn
Polka Dot Club
Pritchett’s
Pzazz
Rail's
Rancho's Club
Red Carpet Inn
The Red Garter
Red Mill Live
Red Mill West
The Rhythm Club
Richard's Retreat





Right Down Front
Riverside Theater
The Roof at Wisconsin Theater
Ronnie K's
Rose Room
Sardino's Inn
Sardino's Surf
Satin Doll Show Lounge
Savoy Tap
Scaler's
The Scene
The Scenic Lounge
Schroeder Hotel
Shaker's
The Ship
Showboat Café
Someplace Else
Something Different
Sportsman Lounge
Stage Door Johnny's

Stefano's
Ted’s Blue Note Lounge
Teddy's
Thelma’s Back Door
Third Street Pier
Thousdandaire's Club
Tic Toc
Tina’s Lounge
The Tonic Tavern
Towne Room
Tunnel Inn
Tippin’ Inn
Trocadero Club
VIA on Downer
Villa Terrace
Warner Theater
White Horse
White House
Wonderland Ballroom
Wyndam Milwaukee Center



